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The role of the athletic program is to support the overall
University mission. Intercollegiate competition has been an
integral part of higher education in America for more than a
century. The University endorses the concept of "Athletics
as Education" described in the policy statement adopted by
the American Council on Education in 1984, which cites key
contributions of athletics to the individual, the institution,
and society as a whole, as follows:

Team Information
2004 Record .. .. ................... .............. ... ... ........... .... 23-31
2003 SSC Record .................................. ........ 7-14 (6th)
2004 Final Ranking ............. .. ..... .. ... .. .... .... .. ....... ...... n/a
Letterwinners Returning/Lost .. ........ .... ......... ........ 21/10

"Among these contributions are the development ofi
discipline, teamwork, and self-confidence of individuals who
participate, the improvement and substance of institutional
reputations and morale, and the heightening of visibility that
aids in recruitment of students and financial contributions."
The basic premise underlying these very positive
contributions is that athletics is, and must continue to be, an
important part of the educational process.

Top Returnees
OF John Zagaria, Sr. (.383 , 1 HR, 19 RBI) ; C/OF Donovan
O'Dowd, Sr. (.342, 4 HR, 26 RBI) ; 1B/3B George Brandner,
Jr. (.306, 5 HR, 26 RBI); RHP Travis Osborn, Sr. (3 -7, 5.02
ERA); RHP Ray Leyva, Sr. (2-3 , 4.60 ERA, 1 CG, 4 saves, 40
K's in 43 innings pitched).

Media Guide Credits
The 2005 Lynn University Baseball Media Guide is a
production of the Lynn University Office of Sports Information, Chad Beattie, Director. The guide was written, edited
and designed by Beattie, assistant SID Sara Quatrocky and
Mark Adamson. All studio photography by Brad Broome,
action shots by Geoff Anderson. Photographs of the Lynn
campus provided by the LU Office of University Marketing
and Communications. Front and back covers designed by
Ileanne Lopez. Special thanks to the men's & women's golf
coaching staff for their time, patience and effort in helping
to produce the guide. This guide was printed by Mid-South
Fine Printers. Special thanks to Skip Miles and Tonya
Nelson for their help and patience through the production
process.

Top Newcomers
RHP Travis Rios, Jr. (USF) ; C Tommy Tickenoff, Jr (Delta
JC) ; IF Jimmy Bacon, Jr. (FIU); SS/2B Rick Davis, Fr.
(Cypress Bay HS); IF Mike Jacobs, Jr (Phoenix CC)
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Media Information

LYNN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;.;;...;...;;;;..~.......;;.;~~;;.;;..;;;;...;;~=-=-=-=-;;:..=..=-::.=...----------Lynn Sports Information Staff
Sports Information Director. ...................... Chad Beattie
Beattie's Office Phone ......... ... ... ...... ..... .. (561) 237-7341
Beattie's Home Phone ..... ....................... (561) 414-9660
Beattie's email address .................... .. cbeattie@lynn.edu
Assistant Sports Info . Director.. .... ... ... ... Sara Quatrocky
Quatrocky's Office Phone ... ............ ....... (561) 237-7765
Quatrocky 's Cell Phone ...... .... ............... (561) 715 -5768
Quatrocky's email address ..... ... ... squatrocky@lynn .edu
Sports Infonnation Fax .... ...................... (561) 237-7273
Overnight Address ............... ... ......... Sports Information
......................................... .. ..... 3601 North Military Trail
............ .................. ............. Boca Raton, FL 33431-5598

particular team's locker room or bench area. Every ·effort
will be made to make visiting coaches and student-ath letes
avai labl e to the media as well. All locker room faci lities
and the training room are off limits to the media at all
times.

Non Gameday Interview Procedures
As a general rule, all interviews with Lynn University
coaches and student-athletes should be arranged through
the Sports Information Office with at least 24 hours
notice given. Coaches can norma ll y be contacted in their
offices during the mornings whi le interviews with studentath letes are encouraged to be conducted either prior to or
fo llowing practice. As a genera l rule, all Lynn University
practices are open to the media and public but are subj ect .
to closure at the discretion of the head coach or athletics
administration.

The Office of Sports Information at Lynn University,
under the direction of Chad Beattie, is responsible for the
day-to-day publicity efforts of its 11 NCAA Division Il
sports for men and women. The primary functions of the
Lynn University Sports Information Office are to service
and accommodate the media in its coverage of the entire
intercollegiate athletics department.

Credentials
Credentia ls for all Lynn University home contests are
avai lable to members of the working print and electron ic
media. Simply contact the Sports Information Office to
be credentia led. For members of the local media, all-sport
credentia ls wi ll be issued.

The Sports Information Office, located in the de Hoernle
Center, handles a myriad of press services, including, but
not limited to, the issuance of credentials, the publication
of media guides, game programs and press notes as well as
maintaining statistics and upkeep of the website.

In Cyberspace

Members of the Sports Information Office wi ll assist you
with any day-of-game needs, including player and coach
information, in-game statistics and post-game notes and
quotes. Journalists and media covering Lynn University
Athletics benefit from working in a professional and
comfortable environment.
Members of the Sports Information staff are on call virtually
every day of the year, 'round the clock in an effort to enhance
the coverage of Lynn University athletics.

Lynn University ath letic information including, but not
limited to, rosters, schedules, statistics, releases and game
notes can be accessed through the University's official
website at www. lynn.edu. Information of Lynn University's
Sunshine State Conference opponents can be accessed
through the SSC's official website at www.ssconference .
org.

NCAA Guidelines and the Media
Media members should be aware of several NCAA Rules
that apply to student-athletes. If there is ever a question
if any media-related activity or event involving a Lynn
University student-athlete could evolve into a possible
NCAA violation, contact the Office of Sports Information
for an interpretation. Areas of concern include:

Please kindly adhere to the following gui delines when
covering Lynn University athletics during the 2003 -2004
academic year.

Gameday Services
Prior to all home contests, members of th e media will be
supplied with th e latest information including up-to-date
statistics, current rosters, media guides and game notes when
applicable. At halftime and fo llowing each contest, statistics
will be furnished as well. Media members needing space to
file post-game stories will be provided a desk and phone lines
somewhere in close proximity to the site of the event. A fax
machine wi ll also be provided to members of the media as
we ll.

Coaches and University Officials cannot make comments
on prospective student-athletes until they sign a National
Letter of Intent. A coach cannot comment on a prospective
student-athlete who verbally commits to an institution.
Moreover, the Office of Sports Information cannot release
any information of prospective student-athletes until a
signed National Letter oflntent is received.
Coaches and athletic staff are not permitted to write guest
columns for publications.

Gameday Interview Procedures

Do not ask student-athl etes to endorse products.
Following the NCAA 0 mandated 10-minute coo ling-off period
Lynn Un ivers ity coaches and student-athletes will be made
ava ilable to address the media post-game. Members of the
media shou ld inform a Lynn University Sports Information
representative as to whom they wish to speak with following
the game to make the process flow smoothly. As a genera l
rule all Lynn coaches and student-athletes will be unava ilabl e
for comment on gamedays prior to the start of competition.
The interviews will generally take place in a pre-determined
area adjacent to or in the immediate proximity of the
2

Commercial photographers cannot provide student-athletes
or their families with images free of charge.
Student-athletes may not be used in advertisements
or endorsements of products, including media-related
publications or on radio.
Student-athletes are not permitted to conduct interviews for
1-900 services.

Media Out/lJIS/Opoosing SID'S

LYNN

Media Outlet
Associated Press-Miami
Boca Raton News
Miami Herald
Palm Beach Post
Sun-Sentinel
WPTV-Channel 5
WPBF-Channel 25
WPEC--Channel 12
ESPN Radio

Phone
800-824-5498
561 -893-6625
800-866-3375
800-432-7595
800-77_6-6979
561-653-5730
561-694-2525
561-882-0818
561-697-8353

Fax
305-594-9265
561-893-6677
305-376-2295
561-820-4481
954-356-4676
561-653-5719
561-624-1089
561-881-0731
561-697-8525

Contact Person
NA
Kelly Landy
Sports Desk
Marcus Nelson
Craig Barnes
Ben Becker
JimAbath
Pat Murphy
Lance Davis

Collegiate Sports

561-570-5726

561-393-63 76

Dan Dzurnak

Sports Information Personnel of the Sunshine State Conference
School
Ban-y
Eckerd
Florida Southern
Florida Tech
Nova Southeastern
Rollins
Saint Leo
Tampa

Phone
305-899-3897
727-864-8242
863 -680-4256
321-674-7484
954-262-8261
407-646-2661
352-588-8506
813-253-6241

Fax
305-899-3556
727-864-8698
863-680-3953
321-674-7502
954-262-3926
407-646-1555
352-588-8290
813 -253-6288

SID
Email
d
j
ezek@mail.
ban-y.
edu
Dennis Jezek Jr.
Dawn Hough
houghdk@eckerd.edu
Bill Turnage
bturnage@flsouthern.edu
Christa Parulis-Kaye
cparuli s@fi t. edu
Bob Prior
prior@nova.edu
Dean Hybl
dhybl@rollins.edu
Walt Riddle
walt.riddle@saintleo.edu
Paul Martello
pmartello@ut.edu

SSC Office

407-248-8460

407-248-8325

Gregg Kaye

gmkaye@ssconference.org

Sports Information Personnel for Non-SSC Opponents
School
Tusculum
Mars Hill
Wilmington
Lewis
Mercyhurst
St. Bonaventure
Concordia
Adelphi
Bloomfield
Ashland
Dominican
St. Thomas
Florida Gulf Coast

Phone
423-636-7326
828-689-13 73
302-328-9435
815-836-5248
814-824-2525
716-375-2319
914-337-2448
516-877-4236
973 -748-9000
419-289-5442
845-359-7800
305-628-6505
239-590-7075

Fax
423-636-7370
828-689-1440
302-328-8045
815-836-5170
814-824-2591
716-375-2383
914-395-4515
516-877-4237
419-289-5468
845-398-3042
305 -628-6790
239-590-7014
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SID
Email
Dom Donnelly
ddonnell@tuscul um.edu
Rick Baker
rbaker@mhc.edu
Bill Salyer
bill_salyer@wilmington.edu
Mickey Smith
smithmh@lewisu.edu
John Leisering jleisering@mercyhurst.edu
Steve Mest
smest@sbu.edu
Kris Seiter
kmz@concordia-ny.edu
Suzette McQueen McQueen@adelphi.edu
Nancy D'uva
Al King
aking@ashland.edu
Kelly-Ann Di Giulio kellyann.digiulio.dc.edu
Lindsey House
jherlihy@fgcu .edu
Jim Herlihy
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Basellall Outlook
---------------------------------------

After a record breaking season in 2003 , Lynn University had a disappointing season by their standards as
the team fell to an overall record of 23-31 in 2004. This season with 21 players returning, including the
Sunshine State Conference's best hitter, three starting pitchers and a closer and three out of four starting
infielders, the Fighting Knights hope their experience will propel them to the top of the SSC standings.
Pitchers

Travis Osborn will return for his senior campaign as the Knights starting pitcher and he will be pushed
hard by Joel Burnett who is returning for his sophomore campaign. Osborn and Burnett split the starter 's
position in 2004 starting 24 games combined. The Knights are looking for Osborn to return to his 2003
form, which saw him win 12 games, while Burnett finished his freshman year with an overall record of .
5-5 and a team-leading earned-run average of 4.98. Senior Danny Eilers will share the rotation for starting
pitcher after starting 10 games in his junior campaign and pitching a total of 41 innings. Newcomer Travis
Rios will look to have a strong presence in the rotation after posting a 6-1 record and a team leading 3.07
ERA for the University of South Florida in 2004.
Juniors Brandon Mann and Aaron Miller and newcomers Chris Snow and
junior-transfer Joe Cox will all look to provide the Knights with solid
contributions in the late innings.
Raymond Leyva takes over for a full season as the Knights closer after
splitting time as a starter last season. The senior from Hollywood, Fla.,
earned ninth inning duties after going 4-for-4 in save opportunities while
allowing only one hit over 8.2 innings with 11 strikeouts and a 0.00 ERA.
"With Travis and Joel leading our staff we have great strength and
stability at the top of our rotation," said head coach Rudy Garbalosa,
who is 116-100 in four seasons as the skipper. "The ability of our middle
relief team and Leyva to hold leads will be key for us because it will give
our starters and the team confidence."
Infield

The Knights have strength throughout all of the infield positions with
five returnees and five newcomers. Junior George Brandner returns to
first base where he led the team with a .992 fielding percentage and
five home runs, while senior Dave Burns, who led the team with 40
runs batted in, mans third. Senior Cale Crews and juniors Mike Romeo
and Mark Menahem will also look for time on the corners. Newcomers
to the Knights defense, including junior transfers Jimmy Bacon and
Adrian Acevedo, will help reiterate the Knights versatility on defense
around the bases. Freshman Rick Davis and Donnie Peterson will also
look for time in the Knights infield.
"We have strength and depth throughout the infield positions," said
Garbalosa. "Versatility is in our favor as we have guys that can play a
number of different positions. That in turn allows us to rest guys and keep them fresh for when the season
really winds-up during conference play."
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Outfield

The outfield returns arguably its best player in John Zagaria. The senior centerfielder led the Knights and
the conference in batting average and was a Second-Team All-Sunshine State Conference pick last season.
Lynn also has four returning players with experience in the field. Senior Michael Pedersen started 36
games last season, batting.287 with 22 RB I's while sophomores Billy Haskell and Alberto Destrade saw
action in 18 and 27 games respectively. Senior Jeremy Szpilka and transfer Bobby Scott will also look to
bolster the Knights.
"Speed and power are our best assets. Zagaria is a hitting machine that we hope will be a catalyst for our
offense while Destrade has shown potential for some serious power," said Garbalosa.
Catchers

Donovan O' Dowd is one of the Knights top returnees both as a catcher and an offensive and defensive
difference maker. The senior from Torrance, Calif., played in 27 games last season, batting .342 in 76
at-bats with 26 RBI's while finishing second on the team with four home runs. Defensively, O'Dowd
threw out 16 of 27 baserunners (59%) and finished with a .976 fielding percentage. Junior transfer Tommy
Tickenoff will also be solid behind the plate for the Knights. Tickenoff transfers from Delta Junior College
where he batted .300 and earned Second-Team All-Conference Honors. Junior Ryan Melia made five
outings for the Knights last season and will return to provide back-up behind the plate.
"Donovan and Tommy are two very solid catchers that are very capable of dealing with our pitching staff,"
said Garbalosa. "There will be little offensive or defensive drop-off with either and you can count on both
of them being offensive threats."

Schedule

The Fighting Knights will stare down one of their most ambitious schedules, playing seven nation~lly
ranked teams. LU opens the season with 12 regional games, including hosting Tusculum, tied for 37 th
in the nation, on opening day. The ever difficult Sunshine State Conference boats six teams receiving
national recognition, including four teams in the top-30. The Knights will also play host to two Division I
programs, Saint Bonaventure and Harvard, before embarking on its conference season.
"This season we jump right out of the gates and play some big-time ball clubs right away," said Garbalosa.
"The first third of the season is going to be difficult but I know that it will make us better when we get into
our conference schedule. Plus having two D-I schools on our schedule will help our power rating index.
"This is going to be an exciting year for Lynn baseball. The combination of our returning players with
the new guys coming in is going to really be something to see. Our goals though have not changed. We
expect to compete for a conference championship, play in a regional, compete for a regional championship
and then compete for a national championship."
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Head Coach
----------------------------------------

Rudy Garbalosa
Head Baseball Coach
5th Season

coast, serving as the head coach at LaSalle High
School before coming to Lynn in July 1998 After two
seasons as the Knights recruiting coordinator he was
named head coach when Kilby departed to become an
assistant at Maryland. During the past three season's,
Garbalosa has served as a South Region
Representative for the All-American Selection
Committee.

Rudy Garbalosa enters his fifth season at the helm of
the Lynn University baseball program after serving
for two seasons as an assistant under former LU
mentor Greg Kilby. Last season the Fighting Knights
dipped under the .500 mark for the first time in his
career but he still holds a 116-100 (5.37) career
record. Over his four years he has coached one
Sunshine State Conference Player-of-the-Year and 12
All-Conference selections.

Born Rudy Garbalosa on September 26, 1967 in Los
Angeles, he is married to the former Cristina Cuevas.
The Garbalosa family includes son Luis, nine, and
daughter Natalie, four, and resides in Boca Raton. In
his spare time, he enjoys golf and reading.

In 2003, Garbalosa led the Knights to 35 overall wins
and 13 SSC wins, the highest totals since 1996 when
the team won 41 games. The 13 wins set a program
record for the most conference wins in a season.
A 1990 Long Beach State graduate with a degree in
mathematics, Garbalosa lettered with the 49er for
three seasons as a second baseman. The Los Angelesarea native began coaching right away, serving as the
head coach at his alma mater, Bishop Montgomery
(Calif.) High School for four seasons before becoming
a Division I assistant at Loyola Marymount. There,
he spent two seasons as the Lions' third base coach
and academic advisor. Garbalosa moved to El
Camino (Calif.) College in 1997 where he spent one
season as the top assistant coach for the Warriors.
The 36-year old Garbalosa then relocated to the east
6
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Juan Colon begins his first season as a full-time
assistant coach after spending last season as a student
assistant and the previous three seasons as an LU player.
Colon's responsibilities include coaching the outfielders,
assisting with hitting, working on defensive strategies
and coaching first base.

Jesse Kapellush enters his fourth year as the pitching
coach for Lynn University's baseball team, after
spending four seasons with the Fighting Knights as one
of the team's top relief pitchers. Over his four years
coaching pitchers, he has overseen the development of
one Sunshine State Conference Player-of-the- Year and
four All-Sunshine State Conference selections.

In a Knights uniform from 2001-03, Colon was a career
.284 hitter and split time between first base and outfield.
In his final season, he batted .303 with 11 home runs
and a .573 batting average, earning Second-Team AllSunshine State Conference honors.

Kapellusch led the pitching staff to a 4.63 earned-run
average in his first season as the Fighting Knights
pitching coach. He continued coaching in the summer
of 2002 in the Great Lakes Collegiate League with the
Southern Ohio
Copperheads.

Colon graduated in May of 2004 with a bachelor 's
degree in business management.

Kapellusch was the Knights
go-to pitcher since his
freshman year in 1997
when he led all Lynn
pitchers with 24
appearances and then led
the nation in 1998 with 10
saves. After injuries forced
him to sit out all of 1999
and most of 2000, he
rebounded in 2001 by
leading the team with five
saves. He ended his career
with a 4-7 record, a
program record 15 saves
and 111 strikeouts.

Born Juan Bautista Colon on January 20, 1981 in Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic, he is the oldest of three
siblings and .currently resides in Boca Raton.

Born Jesse William Kapellusch on November 8, 1977 in
Inverness, Florida, he currently resides in Boca Raton.
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Team Picture/Roster
----------------------------------------

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
42
44

Name
Pos.
BIT
Dave Burns
2B/SS
R/R
Mike Romeo
3B
LIR
Mark Menahem
2B/OF
R/R
Raymond Perez
OF
LIL
p
Danny Eilers
LIL
Travis Osborn
P/DH
R/R
p
Aaron Miller
R/R
Adrian Acevedo
SS/2B
R/R
Bobby Scott
OF
R/R
George Brandner
1B/3B
LIR
Donovan O'Dowd
C/OF
R/R
Rick Davis
SS/2B
LIR
p
Joel Burnett
R/R
Jeremy Szpilka
OF
R/R
Tommy Tickenoff
C
LIR
Jimmy Bacon
IF
R/R
John Zagaria
OF
R/R
p
Raymond Leyva
R/R
Michael Pedersen
OF
R/R
Alberto Destrade
OF
R/R
Travis Rios
P/OF
R/R
Ryan Melia
C
R/R
p
Donnie Petersor;i
R/R
p
Brandon Mann
R/R
Billy Haskell
OF
R/R
p
Brant Spring
R/R
p
Chris Snow
R/R
Joe Cox
1B
R/R
p
Craig Sheets
R/R
Mike Jacobs
IF/P
R/R
Paul Pedersen
OF/IF
R/R
p
Nick Brown
R/R
p
Cedric Bennett
R/R
p
Eric Crawford
LIL
Cale Crews
3B/1B
S/R
Robert Bedard
C
R/R
Mike Christophoro
2B/SS
R/R
SS/2B
Chad Crowe
R/R
1B
LIL
Miguel Garcia
Ricky Gerena
ss
R/R
p
R/R
And rew Majoros
p
R/R
Jesus Rosa
OF
R/R
Joe Roselli
C
R/R
Brett Thaler
Head Coach: Rudy Garbalosa (9)
Assistant Coaches: Jesse Kapellusch (20), Juan

2005./...'?"""' ' § , ~

Ht.
5-9
6-0
5-8
5-10
5-11
6-2
6-0
5-10
6-1
6-2
5-8
5-10
6-4
6-2
6-1
6-2
5-7
6-1
5-9
6-0
6-3
5-9
6-5
6-0
5-10
5-11
5-10
5-11
5-11
6-0
6-0
6-1
6-4
5-9
6-0
6-3
5-11
5-9
5-10
5-9
5-10
6-1
5-10
5-8

Wt.
175
193
171
175
187
210
178
172
188
217
180
170
221
234
208
190
165
203
185
196
215
203
230
178
160
215
154
175
175
197
190
172
210
177
220
188
195
145
209
160
163
185
175
180

Colon (31)

Cl.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So .
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So .
Fr.
Fr.
So .

Hometown/Previous School
Eustis , Fla ./Central Florida CC
Lindenhurst, N.Y./Lindenhurst HS
Cooper City, Fla./Cooper City HS
Los Angeles, Calif./LA Harbor CC
Arvada , Colo ./Midland JC
Adrian , Mich./Central Michigan Univ.
Tequesta , Fla ./Florida Atlantic
El Monte , Calif./Pasadena City College
Barnstable , Mass./Stetson University
Longwood , Fla ./Elon University
Torrance , Calif./LA Harbor Coll.
Weston , Fla./Cypress Bay HS
Shasta Lakes , Calif./Central Valley HS
Huntington, N.Y./Central Conn . State
Turlock, Calif./Delta JC
Coral Springs , Fla./Florida International
Wakefield , Mass./Wakefield HS
Hollywood , Fla./Flanagan HS
San Pedro , Calif.IL.A. Harbor Coll.
Miami , Fla ./Florida Christian HS
Orange , Calif./Univ. of South Florida
Dorchester, Mass./Tilton Academy
El Mirage , Ariz./Grand Canyon Univ.
New York, N.Y./Florida Atlantic Univ.
Danvers , Mass./Danvers HS
Pembroke Pines, Fla./Hollywood Hills HS
Boca Raton , Fla ./Spanish River HS
Oakdale , Calif./Modesto Junior College
Hollywood , Fla./McArthur HS
New River, Ariz./Phoenix College
San Pedro , Calif./EI Camino College
Sharon , N.H./Northfield Mount Hermon HS
Cheifland , Fla ./Chiefland HS
Derry, N.H./Pinkerton HS
Brandon , Fla ./Florida College
Uncasville , Conn ./Montville HS
Arlington , Mass./Arlington HS
Sunrise , Fla./Piper HS
Miami , Fla./LaSalle HS
Coral Springs , Fla ./Taravella HS
Coconut Creek, Fla ./Palm Beach CC
Brooklyn , N.Y./Bishop Laughlin HS
Nutley, N.J./Nutley HS
Red Bank, N.J./Centenary (N .J.) College

.....
r
r

Raymond Perez
5-foot-10 Senior Outfield
Los Angeles, Calif.
South Gate High School
Los Angeles Harbor College
Bats: L Throws: L

Dave Burns
5-foot-6 Junior Second Base/Shortstop
Eustis, Fla.
Eustis High School
Central Florida Community College
Bats: R Throws: R

Junior (2004): Appeared in 48 games, starring
44 ... one of four returnees with 40+ starts . .. batted .314
with 23 runs scored, one homerun, 27 runs batted in
and 16 stolen bases ... third on the team in batting
average ... tied for the team lead in stolen
bases .. . registered 14 multi-hit games, two four-hit
games and one three-hit game .. . went 4-for-5 with a
career-high three runs scored and a program record
three-stolen bases ... drove in a career-high five runs,
going 2-for-5 with a homerun .. . went 4-for-5 with a run
and a RBI against Illinois-Chicago (3/24) ... stole two
bases against Florida Tech (3/27) and Barry (3/30).

Junior (2004) : Appeared in 43 games, starting
40 ... one of four returnees to start 40+ games ... batted
.271 with 31 runs scored, two homeruns and a team
leading 40 runs batted in, in his first season with
Lynn .. . second on the team with 22 walks ... registered
seven games with two or more walks . .. went 1-for-3
against Barry (2/2), his first game as a Knight. .. hit
first home run as a Knight against Rollins College
(2/27), going 2-for-4 with two runs scored and three
RBIs ... knocked in a career-high four runs against
Lewis University (3/5) ... recorded a five game hitting
streak from 3/2 to 3/10, where he went 9-for-24
(.375) and raised his average from .271 to a seasonhigh .299 .. .registered his first four-hit game against
Nova Southeastern (5/4), also driving in two runs and
scoring twice.

Sophomore (2003):Named first-team All-South Coast
Conference his sophomore season with Los Angeles
Harbor College ... Hit .380, with 51 hits and 20
RBI. .. Honored as part of the first-team All-Southern
California squad, helping the Seahawks to the
conference championships . ..

Sophomore (2003): Attended Central Florida
Community College and played for Marty Smith.

Freshman (2002): Attended LA Harbor College and
played for Andy Driver...helped lead team to SCC
title ... teammates with current Knights Donovan
O'Dowd and Michael Pedersen.

Freshman (2002): Attended Central Florida CC and
played for Marty Smith
High School: Won the 2000 state championship with
Eustis High School...named first-team all-area and
second-team all-state.

High School: Finished with a .360 batting average and
31 hits his senior year at South Gate High
School. .. named first-team all-conference, as the Rams
won the conference championship ... also played
basketball as the shooting guard.

Personal: Born David Lee Burns on July 7, 1983 in
Leesburg, Fla .. .. son of David and Anne Burns ... a
computer graphics major ... wants to work for a
computer firm after college ... describes himself as
goal oriented and passionate ... enjoys playing golf in
his free time.

Personal: Born Raymond Stephen Perez on February
5, 1983 in Bellflower, Calif.. .. son of Cresencio and
Becky Perez ... a sports recreation major. .. wants to be a
coach or gym teacher after college ... enjoys listening to
music and playing on the computer in his free
time ... describes himself as a respectful and honest.

Burns' Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career

GP-GS
43-40
43-40

AB
140
140

R
31
31

H
38
38

Perez's Career Statistics
28
IO
10

3B
0
0

HR RBI
2
2

40
40

AVG
.271
.271

Season
2004
Career

SB-ATT
1-2
1-2

tf

GP-GS
48-44
48-44

AB
156
156

R

H

23
23

49
49

28
5
5

38
2
2

HR RBI
27
27

AVG
.314
.314

SB-ATT
16-18
16-18
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Danny Eilers
5-foot-11 Senior Pitcher
Arvada, Colo.
Pomona High School
Midland Junior College
Bats: L Throws: L

Travis Osborn
6-foot-2 Senior Pitcher/DH
Adrian, Mich.
Adrian High School
Central Michigan University
Bats: R Throws: R

Junior (2004): Appeared in 13 games, starting
l O... one of three pitchers to start IO or more
games ... went 3-3 with a 7 .24 earned-run average and
28 strikeouts in 41 innings pitched .. . allowed two
earned runs in six innings pitched with four K's
against Montevallo (2/7), his first start as a
Knight. .. gave up three run s over five innings against
Florida Tech (3/27) for his first win as a
Knight ... struck out a season high seven batters over
six innings, allowing two earned runs, against Eckerd
(4/3) .. .made two quality starts.

Junior (2004): Appeared in 13 games, all starts,
finishing with a 3-7 record and 5.02 earned-run
averages ... one of three pitchers to start 10 or more
games . .. led the Knights with 63 strikeouts in 84. l
innings ... opened the season by allowing one run in 6.2
innings with five strikeouts, leading Lynn to an 8-3 win
over North Florida (2/5) ... followed that up with a 10
strikeout performance in 8.2 innings ... registered eight
quality starts ... went at least seven innings in five struts.
Sophomore (2003): Named to the All-SSC SecondTeam in his first year with the Knights ... finished the
season with a 12-2 record, 3.50 ERA, 96 K 's in 103
innings, three complete games and one shutout in 15
appearances ... opponents batted .264 against him ... led
team in wins, innings and stiikeouts while tying for the
team lead in complete games ... second in the SSC in
wins, third in strikeouts and fifth in innings pitched.

Sophomore (2003): Attended Midland College and
played for Steve Ramharter ... named honorable
mention all-conference after posting a 9-1 record with
58 strikeouts.
Freshman (2002): Attended Midland and played for
Steve Ramharter.

Freshman (2002): Attended Centi·al Michigan and
played for Judd Folske ... pitched 17 games, compiling
five saves and a 3.38 ERA .. .received the Don Peddie
award that's given to the Chippewa baseball player who
demonsti·ates excellence in physical fitness

High School: Named All-American and AllColorado at Pomona High School ... earned a 12-1
record , with 137 strikeouts and a 2.10 ERA, helping
the Panthers to the state championship game.

High School: Named first-team All-Michigan, helping
Adrian High School to the district and regional
championships ... won 18 games for the Maples his
junior and senior seasons.

Personal: Born Danny Ray Eilers on March 3, 1982
in Denver, Colo .... son of Gary and Paula Eilers ... a
criminal justice major. . . describes himself as caring
and hard working.

Personal: Born William Travis Osborn on January 27,
1982 in Adrian, Mich ... son of Bill and Sue Osborn ... a
business administration major ... wants to get into
coaching or in a business field after college .. .describes
himself as motivated and a leader.
Osborn's Career Statistics

Eilers' Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career

ERA
7.24
7.24

W-L
3-3
3-3

APP GS
13
10
13 10

CG
0
0

SV IP
H
0 41.0 47
0 41.0 47

R
39

ER BB
33

29

28

Season
2003
2004

39

33

29

28

Career

so

(0

ERA W-L
3.50 12-2
5.02 3-7
4.26

15-9

R
APP GS CG SV IP H
15 15
0 103.0 103 42
3
13 13
0 84. 1 101 69
28 28
4
0 187.1 204 111

ER BB SO
40 41 96
47 33 63
87

74 159

Jeremy Szpilka
6-foot-1 Senior Outfield
Huntington, N.Y.
Harborfields High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Donovan O'Dowd
5-foot-8 Senior Catcher/Outfield
Torrance, Calif.
Torrance High School
Los Angeles Harbor College
Bats: R Throws: R

.'

Junior (2004): Appeared in 14 games, starting
three ... batted .150 in 20 at-bats ... scored five runs
while driving in two .. . went l-for-3 with a career-high
two runs scored against Mercyhurst (3/1 ), his first
career start. .. drove in his first run against Bloomfield
College (3/8).

Junior (2004): Appeared in 27 games, starting 21.. .batted
.342 in 76 at-bats with four home runs, 19 runs scored, 26
runs batted in and a .566 slugging percentage ... tied for
second on the team in home runs ... third on the team with
144 putouts and a .976 fielding percentage .. .threw out 16-of-27 (59%) base runners attempting to steal. .. five multi-hit
games ... went 3-for-3 with two runs scored and one RBI
against the University of Sciences (3/2) . .. drove in three runs
while going 1-for-3 against Bloomfield College (3/8) ... went
3-for-4 with a career-high three runs scored and three RBI
against Florida Tech (3/27) ... went 3-for-5 against Eckerd
(4/3) ... hit home runs in three consecutive games (4/174/23) ... started streak with a 2-for-4 performance, including
a solo home run, against Nova Southeastern (4/17) .. .hit a
two-run home run against Barry (4/20), going l -for5 ... finished home run streak going 2-for-4 with a careerhigh five RBI and a home run against Saint Leo (4/23).

High School: Two-time all -league selection at
Harborfields High School...named the Tornadoes
MVP as a senior, batting .380 with 30 RBI and 13
stolen bases.
Personal: Born Jeremy Todd Szpilka on September
16, 1983 in Glen Cove, N.Y. ... son of Jonathan and
Barbara Szpilka ... a business major. .. enjoys restoring
classic cars and working out in his free
time ... describes himself as a focused and easy going.

Sophomore (2003): Attended Los Angeles Harbor College
and played for Andy Driver. .. helped lead team to a second
consecutive South Coast Conference
Championship ... teammates with current Knights Michael
Pedersen and Raymond Perez
Freshman (2002): Attended LA Harbor College and played
for Andy Driver. .. helped lead team to a SCC
Championship ... teammates with current Knights Michael
Pedersen and Raymond Perez.
High School: Hit .300 his senior year, helping Torrance
High School to the Bay League Championship ... named AllBay League.
Personal: Born Donovan Wesley O'Dowd on June 23, 1983
in Culver City, Calif.. .. son of Darrell and Kay O' Dowd ... a
communications major. .. wants to be sports broadcaster after
college ... enjoys fishing and playing golf in his free
time .. .describes himself as a reliable and independent.
O'Dowd's Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career

GP-GS
27-21
27-21

AB
76
76

R
19
19

H
26
26

28
5
5

Szpilka's Career Statistics
38
0
0

HR RBl
4
26
4
26

AVG
.342
.342

SB-ATT
1-3
1-3

II

Season

GP-GS

AB

2004
Career

14-3
14-3

20
20

R
5
5

H
3
3

28
0
0

38 HR RBI
0
0

0
0

2
2

AVG

SB-ATT

.150
.150

0-0
0-0

John Zagaria
5-foot-7 Senior Second Base/Outfield
Wakefield, Mass.
Wakefield High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Raymond Leyva
5-foot-11 Senior Pitcher
Hollywood, Fla.
Flanagan High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Junior (2004): Earned Second-Team All-SSC after
leading the conference with a .383 batting
average ... appeared in 47 games, starting 41...one of four
returnees to start in 40+ games ... finished the season with
one home run , 19 runs batted in, 31 runs, a .451 slugging
percentage and five stolen basses .. .one of only four
players with more than 110 putouts ... third on the team
with a .450 on-base percentage . .. started three out of 15
games before Mercyhurst (3/1) ... went 2-for-4 agai nst
Mercyhurst and proceeded to start 38 consecutive
games . .. hit his first career homerun in 5-3 win against
Lew is U niversity (3/6) ... registered a career-high four hits
versus Eckerd (4/2) ... drove in a career-high four run s in a
19-7 win against St. Thomas (4/14) ... recorded a seven
game hitting streak from 3/6-3/17 in which he hit .619
over that span.

Junior (2004) : Appeared in 21 games, pitching 43
innings .. .compiled a 2-3 record and four saves in four
starts with a 4.60 earned-run-average, one complete
game and 40 strikeouts ... led all pitchers in
appearances ... assumed closers role against Barry (4/9)
when he registered his first career save ... went 4-for-4
in save opportunities ... did not allow an run in 12.2
innings to close out the season while striking out
15 ... pitched nine innings, allowing no earned runs
while striking out six, as the Knights defeated Lewi s
University (3/6) 5-3.
Sophomore (2003): Appeared in 11 games, starting
seven ... earned a 4-3 record in 41 innings pitched with
22 Ks.
Freshman (2002): Appeared in 12 games, starting
10 ... pitched 56.1 innings, striking out 38 with one
complete game shutout ... third among starters with a
4.31 ERA.

Sophomore (2003): Appeared in 21 games, batting
.375 ... registered eight runs, two RB I's and one stolen
base.
Freshman (2002): Appeared in 21 games, batting
.200 ... registered 11 runs and a stolen base .. .had a perfect
fielding percentage in 11 chances.

High School: Earned All-Broward County honors all
four years at Flanagan High School...named to the
Broward County all-stars in 2001...voted Rookie of the
Year for the Falcons in 1998.

High School: Voted MVP at Wakefield High School hi s
junior and senior seasons ... earne<l Middlesex League
batting champion his senior year. .. also played football,
baseball and track.

Personal: Born Raymond Anthony Leyva on
November 8, 1982 in Hollywood, Fla .... son of Ramon
Leyva and Geo Ocasio ... a business management
major. . . wants to run his own business
someday .. . describes himself as smart, competitive and
determined.

Personal : Born John Zagaria on September 19,
1982 ... son of Pasquale and Sharon Zagaria ... a liberal arts
major.
Zagaria's Career Statistics
R

Season
2002
2003
2004

GP-GS
2 1-0
2 1-0
47-41

AB
10
8
133

8
31

Ca reer

89-41

151

50

Z005./..r""

7};~

II

H
2
3
51
56

2B
0
0
2

3B
0
0
2

2

2

HR RBI
0
0
2
0
19
21

AVG
.200
.375
.383

SB-ATT
1-2
1-2
5- 10

.319

7-14

,,

Leyva 's Career Statistics

IZ

Season
2003
2004

ERA W-L
7.68 4-3
4.60 2-3

Career

6.14

6-6

APP GS
11
7
21 4
32

11

CG
0

IP
H
41.0 51
43.0 42

R
47
30

ER BB so

0
4

35
22

31 22
23 40

4

84.0

77

57

54

sv

93

62

-
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Michael Pedersen
5-foot-10 Senior Outfield
Rancho Palos Verde, Calif.
Palos Verde Peninsula High School
Los Angeles Harbor College
Bats: R Throws: R

Paul Pedersen
6-foot-0 Senior Outfield/ Catcher/ First Base
San Pedro, Calif.
Peninsula High School
El Camino College
Bats: R Throws: R

Junior (2004): Appeared in 44 games, starting
36 ... batted .287 in 129 at-bats with one homerun, 24
runs scored and 22 runs batted in .. .recorded eight
multi-hit games and one three-hit game ... went 3-for-3
with a career high three RBI against Mercyhurst
(3/1) ... scored a career-high three runs while going 2for-3 against Florida Tech (3/27) ... recorded a 10game hitting streak, where he went 13-for-30 (.433)
with eight RBI and nine runs scored ... went 1-for-2
against Nova Southeastern (3/23), hitting his first
home run .

High School: Played at Peninsula High School.. .fouryear letterwinner ... earned Second-Team All-League
honors as a senior.

Sophomore (2003) : Attended Los Angles Harbor
College and played for Andy Driver ... received
honorable mention honors batting .305 ... helped lead
team to a second consecutive South Coast Conference
title ... teammates with current Knights Donovan
O'Dowd and Raymond Perez
Freshman (2002): Attended LA Harbor College and
played for Andy Driver ... won the SCC title with the
Seahawks ... teammates with current Knight Donovan
O'Dowd and Raymond Perez
High School: Named second-team All-Bay League
his senior year, hitting .340, with 23 RBI and 15
stolen bases at Palos Verde Peninsula High School.
Personal: Born Michael Lloyd Pedersen on October
4, 1982 in Torrance, Calif. ... son of Jeff and Marie
Pedersen ... a business major. .. enjoys working out in
his free time ... describes himself as ambitious and a
leader.

Pedersen's Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career

GP-GS
44-36
44-36

AB
I 29
129

R
24
24

H
37
37

2B
7
7

3B
3
3

HR RBl
22
22

AVG
.287
.287

SB-ATT
4- 7
4-7

Personal: Born Paul Frank Pedersen ... Son of Jeff and
Marie Pedersen ... A business major. .. Hopes to run his
own business in the future ... Describes himself and
hard-working.

Mike Romeo
5-foot-10 Junior Third Base
Lindenhurst, N.Y.
Lindenhurst High School
Bats: L Throws: R

Cale Crews
6-foot-0 Senior Third Base/First Base
Brandon, Fla.
King High School
Florida College
Bats: S Throws: R

,,

Sophomore (2004): Appeared in 30 games, starting
20 .. . batted .278 in 90 at-bats with 11 runs scored and a
.467 slugging percentage .. .tied for second on the team
with four homeruns and sixth on the team with 24 runs
batted in.

Junior (2004): Appeared in 26 games, starting
17 ... batted .233 in 73 at-bats with one homerun, 10
runs batted in and 22 runs scored in his first season
with Lynn .. . went 0-for-3 against Barry (2/2) in his
first game as a Knight .. .had his best game against
Mercy College (2/17), going 3-for-4 with a careerhigh four RBI and three runs scored, including his
first homerun.

Freshman (2003): Appeared in 20 games, starting
six ... batted .278 in 36 at-bats with five runs scored,
four RBIs and one stolen base.

Sophomore (2003): Attended Florida College and
played for Rich Leggatt ... helped team to a 31-13
record.

High School: Named two-time all-league at
Lindenhurst High School ... batted .480, with five home
runs in 18 games as a senior. .. also named two-time
all-league in basketball, where he finished in the top
five in the state in three-point field goals.

Freshman (2002): Attended Florida College and
played for Rich Leggatt ... helped lead team to a 2002
USCAA Championship .. .hit a three-run home run in
the championship game ... honorable mention AllAmerican in 2002 .. . named first-team All-USCAA
All-American ... hit .377 with 10 homeruns, 45 RBI
and 54 hits.

Personal: Born Michael Richard Romeo on March 8,
1984 in Islip, N. Y.... son of Vincent and Joan
Romeo .. . a business major. .. describes himself as smart
and ambitious.

High School: Named all-conference at King High
School... traveled with the Hillsborough County AllStars.
Personal: Born Cale Landon Crews on November
11 , 1982 in Tampa, Fla .. .. son of Jim Jr. and Mary
Crews .. .a broadcast journalism major ... wants to be a
television journalist after college ... related to former
Major League Baseball player Tim Crews ... describes
himself as competitive and aggressive.

Romeo's Career Statistics
Crews' Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career

GP-GS
26-17
26-17
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AB
73
73

'§~

R
22

H
17

22

17

2B
3
3

38
0
0

HR RBI
10
IO

AVG
.23 3
.233

Season
2003
2004
Career

SB-ATT
1-2
1-2

Ff

GP-GS
20-6
30-20
50-26

AB
36
90
126

R
5
II
16

H
10
25
35

28
2
5
7

3B
0
0
0

HR RBI
0
4
4

4
24
29

AVG
.278
.278
.278

SB-ATT
1-1
0-1
1-2

Aaron Miller
6-foot-0 Junior Pitcher
Tequesta, Fla.
Jupiter High School
Florida Atlantic University
Bats: R Throws: R

Mark Menahem
5-foot-6 Senior Second Base/Outfield
Cooper City, Fla.
Cooper City High School
Bats: R Throws: R
Junior (2004) : Batted .200 in five at-bats with three
runs batted in and one run .. . went l-for-3 against
Montevallo (2/7) with three RBI' s and a run .

Junior (2004): Appeared in 16 games, starting
three ... went 2-3 with a 6.42 earned-run average in 33.2
innings pitched ... allowed five earned runs in 4.1
innings whil e striking out five against AlabamaHuntsville (2/6), hi s first career start. . . pitched 1. 1
innings, striking out three, against Mars Hill College
(3/17) for his first career win ... struck out a career-high
eight batters over 3.2 innings against Tampa (4/30).

Sophomore (2003): Batted .204 in 54 atbats ... started 14 games, with 11 run s and five
RBis .. . was a perfect 3-for-3 in stolen bases.
Freshman (2002): Batted .241 in 58 atbats ... appeared in 32 games, starting 16 ... finished the
seaso n with nine run s and six RBIs.

Sophomore (2003): Attended Florida Atlantic
University and played for Kevin Cooney ... appeared in
six games, striking out five in 5.1 innings.

High School: Earned All-Broward County honors
during his junior and senior seasons .. .played in the
Senior All-Star game.

Freshman (2002): Attended FAU and played for Kevin
Cooney ... part of Owls team the reached the NCAA
Super Regionals.

Personal: Born Mark Joshu a Menahem on
November 23, 1982 in Miami Beach, Fla .... son of
Leon and Carol Menahem ... a business management
major.

I

High School: Named first-team all-conference,
pitching two no-hitters for Jupiter High School.
Personal: Born Aaron John Miller on September 21 ,
1982 in Westlake, Ohio ... son of Robert and Susan
Mi ller. .. a graphic design major. .. enjoys fishing and
hunting in his free time . .. describes himself as a
determined and tough .

Menahem's Career Statistics
Season
2003
2004

GP-GS
34- 14
3- 1

AB
54
5

R

H

II

Career

37-15

59

12

II
I
12

2B
2
0

3B
0
0

2

0

Miller's Career Statistics

HR RBI AVG SB-ATT
0
5
.204
3-3
0
3
.200
0-0
0

8

.202

3-3

/5

Season
2004

ERA W-L APP GS CG
6.42 2-3
16 3
0

Career

6.42

2-3

16

3

0

!P H
0 33.2 35

R
36

ER BB so
24 39 48

33.2 35

36

24 39

sv
0

48
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Adrian Acevedo
5-foot-10 Junior Second Base/ Shortstop
El Monte, Calif.
Mt. View High School
Pasadena City College
Bats: R Throws: R

George Brandner
6-foot-4 Junior First Base/Third Base
Longwood, Fla.
Lake Brantley High School
Elon University
Bats: L Throws: R

Sophomore (2004): Attended Pa'ladena City College
and played for Mike Siolinos .. .batted .312 with 31
hits, 15 runs batted in, 23 runs , 11 walks and seven
stolen bases ... earned Gold Glove award.

Sophomore (2004): Appeared in 47 games, starting
45 ... one of four returnees to start 40+ games ... batted
.306 in 170 at-bats with five homeruns, nine doubles,
30 runs scored, 28 runs batted in, 78 total bases and a
.459 slugging percentage ... registered 221 putouts and
26 assists with only 2 en-ors in 249 chances (.992
fielding percentage) ... led the team in homeruns,
putouts and fielding pct, third in total bases and
slugging pct and fourth in doubles ... hit a three-run
home run against Ba1Ty (2/2) in first at-bat as a
Knight. .. opened the season with a seven-game hitting
streak in which he hit .32 1.. .recorded a career-high
four hits and three run s scored against Bloomfield
(3/8) ... hit for the cycle against Concordia (3/10) with a
home run , triple, double and single, tying career-highs
with four hits and three runs scored ... knocked in a
career high four RBIs against Florida Tech (3/27) ... hit
.333 over a seven-game hitting streak from 4/16-4/24

Freshman (2003): Attended Pasadena City College
and played for Mike Siolinos ... batted .280 with 10
RBIs and 20 runs .
High School: Played for Ted Pursell at Mountain
View High School. .. three-year letterwinner. .. earned
First-Team AJl-Mission Valley League honors as a
junior and senior. .. helped lead team to three
consecutive league championships.
Personal: Born Adrian Acevedo on February 5, 1982
in El Monte, Calif .. . Son of Adrian and Sylvia
Acevedo ... A Business Administration major. .. Enjoys
the competition in college athletics and hopes to be
successful in his future career.

Freshman (2003): Attended Elon University
High School: Hit .381, with four home runs, 35 RBI
and 38 hits at Lake Brantley High School...named alldistrict, aJl-conference and all-county for the
Patriots . .. played in the Seminole County all-star game.
Personal: Born George Gordon Brandner on Ap1il 30,
1982 in Fairfax, Va .... son of George and Gwen
Brandner. .. a hospitality management major. .. wants to
work at a resort in Colorado after college ... enjoys
fishing and skiing in his free time ... describes himself
as sarcastic and persistent.

Brandner's Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career
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GP-GS
47-45
47-45

AB
170
170

R
30
30

H

2B

52

9
9

52

3B
I

l

HR RBI
5 28
5
28

AVG
.306
.306

SB-ATT
1-4
1-4

Tommy Tickenoff
6-foot-1 Junior Catcher
Turlock, Calif.
Turlock High School
Delta Junior College
Bats: L Throws: R

Jimmy Bacon
6-foot-2 Senior Infielder
Coral Springs, Fla.
St. Thomas High School
Florida International
Bats: R Throws: R

Sophomore (2004): Attended Delta Junior College
and played for Jim Yanko ... batted .300, earning
Second-Team All-Conference Honors.

Junior (2004): Attended Florida International
University and played for Danny Price ... batted .178
with three runs batted in.

Freshman (2003): Attended Modesto Junior College
and played for Paul "Bo"Aiello ... batted .250 in his
only season ... helped lead team to its first conference
championship in over 30 years ... teammates with
current Knight Joe Cox.

Sophomore (2003): Attended FIU, playing for Danny
Price ... batted .285 with five home runs and 19 RBIs
and a .495 slugging percentage ... closed out the season
with a seven-game hitting streak, plus scored in all
seven as well ... against both Arkansas-Little Rock
(3/23) and Chicago State (3/12), scored two runs and
drove in five .. .in the contest vs. the Trojans (3/23) , hit
two homeruns.

High School: Played for Rick Twymon at Turlock
High School. .. two-year letterwinner. .. batted .455 as
a senior and .350 as a junior. .. earned All-Conference
All-Star, First-Team All-League and First-Team AllDistrict honors as a senior.

'.

Freshman (2002): Attended FIU ... redshirted
High School: Played for Robert Lawson at St. Thomas
High School... two-year letterwinner. .. finisped career
with a .385 batting average, four home runs and 26
RBIs ... named Defensive Player-of-the-Year. .. earned
All-County honors as a senior. .. named to the St.
Thomas All-Tournament team . .. also lettered in
football..All-County selection as a senior.

Personal: Born Thomas Nicholas Tickenoff on July
4, 1984 in Modesto, Calif. .. Son of Samuel and
Beverly Tickenoff ... A business major. .. Hopes to
have a professional career in baseball...Enjoys surfing
and snowboarding in his free time.

Personal: Born James Richard Bacon on September
16, 1982 in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla ... Son of Richard and
Mari Bacon ... A Marketing major. .. Describes himself
as honest and friendly ... Hopes to be successful in his
chosen field of study.
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Travis Rios
6-foot-3 Senior Pitcher/ Outfielder
Orange, Calif.
Eustis High School
Univ. of South Florida
Bats: R Throws: R

Ryan Melia
5-foot-9 Junior Catcher
Dorchester, Mass.
Tilton Academy
Bats: R Throws: R
Sophomore (2004): Appeared in five games ... batted
.500 in four at-bats with two runs and one run batted
in ... drove in first career run against Mercy College
(2/ l 7) ... earned his first hit against Bloomfield College
(3/8) ... went l-for-1 with his first career run against
Concordia College (3/10).

Junior (2003): Attended the University of South
Florida, playing for Eddie Cardieri ... finished 6-1 with
a team-leading 3.07 earned-run average, one complete
game and 63 strikeouts in 582/3 innings
pitched .... named Conference USA Player-of-theWeek for April 21 after pitching 15 innings with only
2 earned runs and 14 strikeouts, including a complete
game on-hitter against the University of Cinncinati ...

Freshman (2003): Did not play.
High School: Named MVP his senior year at Tilton
Academy... voted to the all-star squad three out of four
years with the Rams ... also played four years of
hockey, winning the New England Championship his
final two seasons.

Sophomore (2002): Attended Lake Sumter
Community College and played for Mike Matulia
... finished 9-2 with a 2.09 ERA while setting the
school record for strikeouts in a season ... named FirstTeam All-Conference.

Personal: Born Ryan Robert Melia on June 16, 1982
in Dorchester, Mass .... son of Bob and Debbie
Melia ... a sports management major. .. wants to run his
own sports company after college .. . enjoys working out
in his free time ... describes himself as a funny and
outgoing.

Freshman (2001): Attended Palm Beach Community
Collge, playing for Craig Gero ... finished the season
with an 8-3 record and a 2.83 ERA ... earned SecondTeam All-Conference honors.
High School: Played for David Lee at Eustis High
School. ..four-year letterwinner in baseball and
football ... helped lead team to a state championship as
a senior, when he went 9-5 with a 1.09 ERA and 130
K's in 85 innings .. .named Lake County Player-ofthe- Year and earned First-Team All-State and FirstTeam All-Area as a senior. .. earned First-Team AllArea honors for football ... holds the school record for
sacks in a season with 11.5 ... earned All-Defensive
Team honors.
Personal: Born Travis Jason Rios on October 3, 1981
in Orange, Calif. .. . Son of Les and Joann Rios ... An
education major .. . Answers to the nickname
T.J .... Hopes to be involved on professional baseball in
the future .

Melia's Career Statistics
Season
2004
Career
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GP-GS
5-0
5-0

AB
4
4

R
2
2

H
2
2

2B
0
0

3B
0
0

HR RBI
0
0

AVG
.500
.500

SB-ATT
0-0
0-0

Donny Peterson
6-foot-5, Junior First Base
Phoenix, Ariz.
Barry Goldwater High School
Phoenix College

Brandon Mann
6-foot-0 Junior Pitcher
New City, New York
Clarkstown High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Junior (2003): Attended Phoenix College and played
for Ryan Reynolds .. . fifth on the team with a .320
batting average .. .led team with six home runs and 30
runs and was second with 31 runs batted
in ... teammates with Mike Jacobs.

Sophomore (2004): Appeared in 20 games, starting
three ... tied for second on the team in
appearances ... finished 2-2 with a 6.65 earned-run
average and 25 strikeouts in 46 innings
pitched ... pitched 12 scoreless innings over five
appearances (2/15-3/1), allowing only five hits while
striking out six .. . struck out three batters in 3. 1 innings
against Mercyhurst (3/1 ) to earn his first win .. .pitched
six innings, striking out a career-high seven batters and
allowing only one-earned run , against Concordia (3/10)
in his first career start.

Sophomore (2002): Attended Glendale Community
College and played for Dave Grant.
Freshman (2001): Attended Grand Canyon
University.

..

High School: Named the 2002 New York State Player
of the Year. .. voted to the all-conference team as a
junior and senior at Clarkstown High under coach Bob
Bauer. ..held a 0.85 ERA his senior season with a
record of 9-1.

High School: Played for coach Scappaticci at Barry
Goldwater High School. .. career high .390 batting
average as a senior. .. finished career with over 30
home runs and 100 RBIs.
Personal: Born Donny L. Peterson on January 21,
1982 in Phoenix, Ariz ... son of Don and Sandra
Peterson .. .Criminal Justice major . .. lists playing the
guitar as one of his hobbies .. . describes himself as
social, tall and having a great sense of humor.

Personal: Born Brandon Mann on January 10, 1984 in
Plantation , Florida ... so n of Joe Mann and Edith MannColon ... a sports management major. .. career ambition
is to be a baseball coach ... describes himself as
determined, respectful and responsi ble.

Mann's Career Statistics
Season
2004

Career

11

ERA
6.65
6.65

W-L
2-2
2-2

APP GS
20
3
20

3

CG
0
0

SY IP
0 46 .0
0 46.0

H

R

ER BB

57
57

40
40

34
34

so

31 25
31 25
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Joe Cox
5-foot-11 Junior Pitcher
Oakdale, Calif.
Oakdale High School
Modesto Junior College
Bats: R Throws: R

Mike Jacobs
6-foot-0 Junior Infielder/ Pitcher
New River, Ariz.
Moon Valley High School
Phoenix College
Bats: R Throws: R

Sophomore (2003): Played for Paul "Bo" Aiello at
Modesto Junior College.

Sophomore (2004): Attended Phoenix College.

·'

Freshman (2003): Attended Phoenix College and
played for Ryan Reynolds ... batted .304 with 16 runs
and 15 runs batted in.

Freshman (2003): Attended Modesto Junior College
and played for Paul "Bo" Aiello ... helped lead team to
its first conference championship in over 30
years ... teammates with current Knight Tommy
Tickenoff

High School: Played for John Freitas at Moon Valley
High School ... three-year letterwiner in
baseball. . .earned All-Conference honors three
consecutive years (1999-01) ... 330 career batting
average and holds the all-time school record for extrabase hits (4) and total bases (12), in a game.

High School: Played for Hundo Arpuika at Oakdale
High School ... three-year letterwinner in
baseball. .. three-year captain .. .earned All-Conference
honors as a junior and senior and All-District honors
as a senior ... Team MVP all three years ... also lettered
in football and basketball ... two-year Second-Team
All-Conference selection as a quarterback and AllConference selection as a kicker

Personal: Born Michael David Jacobs on April 21,
1982 in Phoenix, Ariz ... Son of Jeff and Kim
Jacobs ... An advertising major ... Enjoys the
competitiveness of college athletics.

Personal: Born Joseph James Cox on February 12,
1984 in Modesto, Calif ... Son of Jim and Margie
Cox ... A Business major ... Enjoys dirt-bike riding and
snowmobiling in his spare time ... Hopes to run his
own business in the future.
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Nick Brown
6-foot-1 Junior Pitcher
Sharon, N .H.
Northfield Mount Hermon High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Cedric Bennett
6-foot-1 Senior Pitcher
Chiefland, Fla.
Chiefland High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Sophomore (2004): Appeared in 20 games, tied for
second on the team ... finished the season 2-0 with a
6.48 ERA and 15 K's in 25 innings pitched ... recorded
a season-high three strikeouts in 1. 1 innings pitched
against Alabama-Huntsville (2/6).

Junior (2004): Attended Lynn University and played
basketball for Scott McMillin ... played in 27 games,
starting 19 ... averaged 9.1 points per game and 5.3
rebound s per game.
Sophomore (2003): Attended Lynn University and
played basketball for Andy Russo ... played in 27 game
and averaged 7.0 ppg and 4.8 rpg.

Freshman (2003): Appeared in 17 games, making
one start. .. finished the season with a 1-1 record, 2.78
ERA, one save and 25 K's in 32.1 innings
pitched ... opponents batted .236 against him ... tied for
the second fewest home runs allowed amongst
pitchers with more than 30 innings pitched ... made
first career start against Nova Southeastern
(4/1) .. .recorded a 1-1 mark and a 2.78 ERA with on
save in a double-header versus Barry (2/14).

Freshman (2002): Attended Lynn University and
played basketball for Andy Russo .. .played in 23 games
and averaged 1.8 ppg and 1.2 rpg.
High School: attended Chiefland High School. .. fouryear letterwinner. ..team MVP junior and senior
year. .. most valuable pitcher as a senior. .. four-year
letterwinner in basketball.. . set a school rec~rd by
averaging 30 points per game as a senior. . .~VP as a
senior . .. named Scholar Athlete-of-the-Year in
2001 ... graduated with honors.

High School: Voted MVP at Northfield Mount
Hermon High School.
Personal: Born Nick William Brown on July 4, 1983
in Cambridge, Mass .. . son of David Brown and
Nancy Garrick ... a business major.

Personal: Born Cedric D. Bennett on December 4,
1982 in Gainesville, Fla ... son of Harry and Linda
Bennett ... Liberal Arts major with a minor in
history .. .hopes to coach or teach in the
future ... describes himself as a people person, smart
and caring.

Brown's Career Statistics
Season
2003
2004

Career

ERA W-L APP
2.78
6.48
4.63

1- 1
2-0
3-1

17
20
37

GS
I
0

I

CG
0
0
0

SY IP
H
I 32. 1 30
0 25.0 34
1 57.1 64

R

ER

17
26
43

10
18

BB SO
8 25
16 15
28 24 40
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Eric Crawford
5-foot-9 Junior Pitcher
Derry, N.H.
Pinkerton Academy
Bats: L Throws: L

Mike Christophoro
5-foot-11 Junior Second Base/ Shortstop
Arlington, Mass.
Arlington High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Sophomore (2004): Appeared in 19 games, making
six starts . . . finished with a 3-3 record, a 4.95 earnedrun average and 28 strikeouts in 43.2 innings .. .in first
career start, allowed five runs with seven strikeouts
over 5.1 innings . . . struck out a career-high eight
batters in six innings while allowing no earned runs,
getting a no decision against Mercyhurst
(2/29) ... allowed one run with two strikeouts in 5.0
innings in second start for his first career
win ... earned his second career win in one inning of
relief of 5-3 win over Barry (4/9).

High School: Played for Dan Hirsh at Arlington High
School. .. four-year letterwinner in baseball and
basketball ... earned All-Greater Boston League and AllState as a junior and senior in baseball. . .earned AllGBL as a junior and senior in basketball.
Personal: Born Michael John Christophoro on
November 10, 1983 in Boston, Mass .. . Son of John and
Loretta Christoforo .. . An acting major. . .Hopes to be
working or living in Hollywood in the future .

Freshman (2003): Appeared in six games, striking
out eight over seven innings.
High School: Played two seasons under coach Ron
Manseau at Pinkerton Academy.
Personal: Born Erik Keith Crawford on July 24;
1983 in Lawrence, Mass .... son of James and Tina
Crawford ... a hospitality management major. .. wants
to own a restaurant in ten years ... describes himself as
a hard worker and confident.

Crawford's Career Statistics
Season
2003
2004
Career

ERA W-L
12.86
4.95
8.9 1

APP GS

0-0
3-3
3-3

2005./..~'ff>~

6
19
25

0
3
3

CG
0
0
0

H
SV IP
0 7.0 13
0 43.2 51
0 50.2 64

R ER BB
II
27

38

10
24
34

so

4
8
17 28
21 36
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Bobby Scott
6-foot-1, Junior Pitcher
Barnstable, Mass.
Barnstable High School

Joel Burnett
6-foot-3 Sophomore Pitcher
Shasta Lakes, Calif.
Central Valley High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Sophomore (2004): Attended Lynn but did not play.
Freshman (2002): Attended Stetson University and
played for Coach Pete Dunn ... Had just one at-bat (Ofor-1 ) on the season at Bethune-Cookman (2/ J 9).
High School: Batted .420 with two home runs and l 0
stolen bases as a senior at Barnstable HS ... Posted a
.677 slugging percentage and a .526 on base
percentage ... Hit .435 as a junior with three home
runs and 18 stolen bases ... Three-year varsity starter
... Drove in the winning run in extra innings in a state
tournament victory ... Named a Cape Cod and Islands
All -Star . .. Ranked as a top Massachusetts High
School prospect by Baseball America and Collegiate
Baseball . .. Selected for the Team One East Coast
Showcase ... Also lettered in basketball.
Personal: Born Robert Langdon Scott on October 4,
1982 in Winchester, Mass ... son of Robert and Mary
Scott. .. Communications major ...

Freshman (2004): Appeared in 13 games, starting
11.. .one of three pitchers to start IO or more
games ... led the starting staff with a 5-5 record, a 4.98
earned-run average and one complete game
shutout. .. pitched in 65 innings, striking out
49 ... pitched one inning, giving up one hit against Barry
(2/2) in his first collegiate appearance . .. pitched five
innings, giving up seven hits, four runs, two earned
runs while strikeout out four against Mercy College
(2/17) in his first career start ... followed performance
up with a five-hit shutout against the University of
Sciences (3/2), striking out a career- hi gh nine batters
and walking none in his first career complete game
shutout. .. recorded five quality starts.
High School: Named to the All -California team at
Central Valley High School...voted MVP of the Falcons
his senior season ... also played two years of football.
I

Personal: Born Joel Eric Burnett on March 20, 1985
in San Diego, Calif.. .. son of Joel Burnett and Lynne
Woods ... has not yet decided on a major ... wants to run
hi s own business in ten years . . .describes himself as
hard working. and competitive.

Burnett's Career Statistics
Season
2004

ERA
4.98

W-L
5-5

Career

4.98

5-5

APP GS
13
ll

13

11

CG

SY IP
0 65.0

0

H
76

R
55

ER BB SO
36 2 1 49

65.0 76

55

36

21

49
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Alberto Destrade
5-foot-11 Sophomore Outfield
Miami, Fla.
Florida Christian High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Billy Haskell
5-foot-10 Sophomore Outfield
Danvers, Mass.
Danvers High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Freshman (2004): Appeared in 27 games, starting
13 ... batted .211 in 57 at-bats with 11 runs scored, one
home run and eight runs batted in ... went 0-for-1
against Barry (2/2) , his first career game ... started first
career game against Barry (2/10) , going 2-for-5 with a
double, run scored and RBI. .. recorded first career
multi-RBI game agair.st Illinois-Chicago (3/24),
going 1-for-l with two RBI...went l-for-2 with two
RBI against Tampa (4/30), hitting his first career
homerun.

Freshman (2004): Appeared in 19 games, starting
seven .. .batted .419 in 31 at-bats with 13 hits, nine runs
scored and 15 runs batted in ... recorded three multi-hit
games .. .registered first career hit and run scored
against Mercy College (2/17) . .. drove in a career-high
two runs against Bloomfield College (3/8) . ..recorded
first multi-hit game against Eckerd (4/3), going 2-for2 ... went 3-for-4 with a career-high two runs scored
against Saint Thomas (4/14) ... went 2-for-2 against
Tampa (4/30).

High School: Name All-Miami-Dade County
honorable mention at Florida Christian High
School. .. finished his career with the Patriots with a
.408 batting average, helping them win the regional
championship.

High School: A three-time Northeastern Conference
All-Star. ..finished with a .450 batting average his
senior season with a wood bat and 31 stolen bases .. .hit
.378 as a junior helping the Falcons win the
Massachusetts State Championship .

Personal: Born Alberto Leoncio Destrade on March
31, 1985 in Miami, Fla .... son of Alberto Destrade and
Ana Ponce ... a communications major. .. wants to be a
broadcaster after college ... related to former Major
League Baseball player Orestes Destrade, who started
at first base in the first-ever game for the Florida
Marlins ... describes himself as versatile and
resourceful.

Personal: Born Bill Christopher Haskell on May 29,
1985 in Beverly, Mass .... son of Chuck Haskell and
Carol Young ... has not yet decided on a
major. .. describes himself as quiet and dedicated.

Destrade's Career Statistics

Haskell's Career Statistics

Season
2004
Career

GP-GS
27-13
27-13

AB
57
57

2005.1-.,.,,.,, ' § , ~

R

H

II

12
12

II

28
3
3

38
0
0

HR RBI
8
8

AVG
.2 11
.211

SB-ATT
1-1
1-1

Season
2004
Career

21

GP-GS
18-7
18-7

AB
31
31

H

R
9

13

9

13

28
2
2

38
0
0

HR
0
0

RBI
5
5

AVG
.4 I 9
.41 9

SB-ATT
1-1
1-1
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Brett Thaler
5-foot-9 Sophomore Catcher
Red Bank, N.J.
Rumson Fair Haven HS
Centenary (N.J.) College
Bats: R Throws: R

Brant Spring
5-foot-11 Sophomore Pitcher
Pembroke Pines, Fla.
Hollywood Hills High School
Bats: R Throws: R
High School: Played for Jason Stein at Hollywood
Hills High School. .. four-year letterwinner. .. earned
Sun-Sentinel and Miami Herald All-County
Honorable Mention and All -Digest Team honors as a
senior and junior. .. member of the National Honor
Society.

Freshman (2004): Attended Centenary College
(NJ.), playing for David Sawicki ... batted .385 in 13
at-bats, including two doubles, five runs and five runs
batted in ... registered a perfect fielding percentage in
25 chances.

Personal: Born Brant William Spring on April 16,
1984 in Hollywood, Fla ... Son of Joel and Georgette
Spring . .. A business management major. ..Was a
national honor society member in high
school. .. Hopes to play baseball for as long as
possible.

High School: Played for Kevin James at Rumson Fair
Haven High School. .. three-year letterwinner for
baseball. .. earned All-County honors as a senior when
he hit .400 and threw out a school record 29
runners ... holds the school record for runners thrown
out with 69 ... hit .350 as a junior with 21 runners
thrown out and .300 with 19 runners throw out as a
sophomore.
Personal: Born Brett Alexander Thaler on F~bruary
14, 1985 in Red Bank, N.J ... Son of Robert and Patty
Thaler. .. A criminal justice major. .. Hopes to become
involved in politics after college.

Andrew Majoros
5-foot-10 Sophomore Pitcher
Coconut Creek, Fla.
Coconut Creek High School
Palm Beach CC
Bats: R Throws: R
Freshman (2004): Attended Palm Beach Community
College and played for Craig Gero.
High School: Played for Rodge Davidson at Coconut Creek
High School. .. three-year letterwinner in baseball.
Personal: Born Andrew Paul Majoros on May 11, 1983 in
Jacksonville, N.J ... Son of Andy and Larri Majoros ... A
liberal arts major. .. Describes himself as very persuasive.
25
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Rick Davis
5-foot-10 Freshman Shortstop/ Second Base
Weston, Fla.
Cypress Bay High School
Bats: L Throw: R

Craig Sheets
6-foot-0 Freshman Pitcher
Hollywood, Fla.
McArthur High School
Bats: R Throws: R

High School: Played for Coach Colabella at Cypress
Bay High School ... four-year letterwinner. .. helped
lead team to a District, Regional and State
championship, batting .384 with 30 hits and 31 run s
as a senior. .. earned Miami Herald First-Team AllCounty honors.

High School: Played at McArthur High School. .. threeyear letterwinn er in baseball. .. All-County honorable
mention for three consec utive years (2002-04) ... also
lettered in soccer, volleyball and go lf.
Personal: Born Craig Douglas Sheets on November 15,
1985 in Hollywood, Fla . .. Son of Douglas and Joanne
Sheets ... Has yet to decide upon an academic
major. .. Hopes to be successful in whatever career he
chooses.

Personal: Born Rick Donald Davis on October I ,
1985 in Hollywood, Fla ... Son of Rick and Annette
Davis ... Has yet to decide to decide upon an
academic .. .Hopes to be playing baseball in the future .

Robert Bedard
5-foot-11 Freshman Catcher
Uncasville, Conn.
Montville High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Chris Snow
5-foot-10 Freshman Pitcher
Boca Raton, Fla.
Spanish River High School
Bats: R Throws: R
High School: Played for Bill Harvey at Spanish River
High School as a senior. .. Palm Beach County 6A
Division All-Star. ... attended Brookwood High School
and played for Doug Jones as a freshman and
sophomore.

High School: Played for Phil Orbe at Montville High
School ... three-year letterwinner in baseball. .. earned AllConference honors as a senior and played in the senior
All-Star game ... batted .427 his senior while throwing out
17 of 25 baserunners ... ended career with a .350 batting
average ... All-Conference selection for soccer and
wrestling.

Personal: Born Chris Martin Snow on December 31,
1985 in Boca Raton , Fla .. . Son of Marty Snow and
June Taylor ... Has yet to decide upon an academic
major ... Would like to have a career in either baseball
or hotel management.

Personal: Born Robert Daniel Bedard on April 23, 1986
in New London, Conn ... Son of Robert and Terri
Bedard ... A criminal justice major. .. Hopes to become an
accomplished officer. .. Describes himself as determined
and hard-working.
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Ricardo Gerena
S-foot-9 Freshman Shortstop
Coral Springs, Fla.
Taravella High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Chad Crowe
S-foot-9 Freshman Shortstop/ Second Base
Sunrise, Fla.
Piper High School
Bats: R Throws: R
High School: Played for Rick Wolfer at Piper High
School. .. four-year letterwinner. .. earned Gold Glove
and Team MVP honors as a senior. .. helped lead team
to the district title in 2004.

High School: Played for Jason Stein at J.P. Taravella
High School. .. three-year letterwinner .. . batted .462 with
one home run, 20 runs, 12 runs batted in and 12 stolen
bases as Co-Captain, leading the team to a ranking of
seventh in the state .... earned Miami Herald All-County
Second-Team honors as a senior. .. batted .300 with 11
runs, 8 RBI and 9 SB 's as a junior, earning Miami Herald
All-County Honorable Mention .

Personal: Born Chad Tyler Crowe on July 29, 1986
in Sunrise, Fla ... Son of Tom and Cathy Jugovic ... Yet
to decide upon an academic major. .. Hopes to get
involved in business after college.

Personal: Born Ricardo Gerena on August 26, 1985 in
Newark, N.J .... Son of Ricardo and Lillian Gerena ... Has
yet to decide upon an academic major. ..Hopes to be in
the field of sports medicine.

Miguel Garcia
6-foot-0 Freshman First Base
Miami, Fla.
LaSalle High School
Bats: L Throws: L
High School: Played for Oscar Benitez at LaSalle
High School. .. four-year letterwinner. .. as a senior, hit
.433 with 30 hits, 3 home runs, 23 runs batted in and
a .600 on-base percentage ... earned Miami Herald AllDade Honorable Mention as a senior .. . named to the
All-Tournament Second-Team at the Bishop Moore
Catholic Challenge.
Personal: Born Miguel Garcia on January 7, 1986 in
Miami, Fla ... Son of Raul and Rosauta Garcia .. . Has
yet to decide upon an academic major. ..Has been
involved with the American cancer society ... Hope to
become involved in computer science during his
career.
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Jesus Rosa
6-foot-1 Freshman Pitcher
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Bishop Laughlin High School
Bats: R Throws: R

Joe Roselli
5-foot-10 Freshman Outfielder
Nutley, N.J.
Nutley High School
Bats: R Throws: R

High School: Played for Matt Pearson at Bishop
Laughlin High School. . .four-year letterwinner. .. named
Team MVP and All-City as a senior (2004) after leading
his team to a 15-3 record ant the Brooklyn/Queens
championship ... earned Team MVP and All-City honors
as a junior (2003) .. .named to the All-Brooklyn team in
2002 .. .finished career with a .516 batting average, 13
homeruns and 36 runs batted in and a pitching record of
6-1 with a 1.43 earned-run-average and 57 strikeouts and
18 walks.

High School: Played for Bob Harbison at Nutley High
School.. .helped lead team to the state sectionals in 2001
and 2004 ... batted .462 with nine home runs and 40 runs
batted in in 2004 for American Legion Baseball ... bated
.429 with three home runs at Nutley.

Personal: Born Jesus Rosa on August 8, 1986 in
Brooklyn, N.Y ... Son of Jesus and Yolanda Rosa ... Has
yet to decide upon an academic major. ..Hopes to become
involved in coaching baseball in the future.

,,

Personal: Born Joseph Peter Roselli on January 13, 1986
in Livingston, N .J .. . Son of Mario and Joan
Roselli .. .Has yet to decide upon an academic
major. .. Answers to the nickname Rasey .. .Hopes to play
baseball after college.

2004 Statistics
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---------------------------------------------------Home : 18-11

Record : 23-31

Player
19 John Zagaria .....
14 Francisco Dinzey .
4 Raymond Perez ....
7 Mike Scott . ..
17 George Brandne r ..
13 Beau McMillan . ...
22 Michael Pedersen .
Dave Burns . .. ..

26 Ryan Me lia . . . . . . . . 500
34 Billy Haskell . . . . . 419
29 Donovan O' Dowd . . . . 342
8 David Herrero .. .
. 329
2 Mike Romeo ....
. 278
25 Ale x Ang uiano ...
. 257
44 Cale Cr ews ....
. 233
12 Jared Katzman .
. 217
23 Alber t o Destrade . . 211
3 Mark Menahem ..
. 200
16 Jeremy S zpilka . . . . 150
6 Travi s Osborn ...
. 000
Totals. ....
.306
Opponents .. . . . . . . . . . . 291
LOB - Te a m (438) , Opp (435)
1 , Perez 1 ,

GP-GS
47 - 41
47 - 47
48-44
47 - 43
4 7 - 45
50-48
44 - 36
43 - 40

AVG

. 383
. 381
. 314
. 306
. 306
. 303
. 287
. 271

R

H

2B

31
35
23
24
30
45
24
31

51
74
49
45
52
61
37
38

2

3B
2
1
2
0

12
5
7

9
15

HR RBI
1 19
2 36
27
0 22
5 28
4 20
1 22
2 40

1
3
0

10

TB
60
94
61
52
78
90
53
54

Neutral : 1-3

SLG% BB HBP
. 451 13
4
. 485
8
3
. 391 16
4
. 354 29 13
. 459 15
3
. 44 8 21
2
. 411
8
6
. 386 22
9

SO GDP
18
1
25
4
17
2
19
1
47
0
45
4
27
3
30
5

SSC: 7-14

OB % SF
. 450
1
. 413
1
. 385
3
. 458
. 372
0
. 372
2
. 357
0
4
. 394

SB-ATT
5- 1 0
1- 2
16 - 18
7 - 10
1- 4
1 6-2 1
4- 7
1- 2

SH
4
0
2

7
0
1
3
0

PO
112
76
98
80
221
84
70
36

A
3

75
3

81
26
80
7

89

E

2
10
1
13
2

19
9
19

FLO %

. 983
. 938
. 990
. 925
. 992
. 8 96
. 895
. 868

0- 0
7
0
0 1. 000
5- 0
4
2
0
0
1
2
. 500
0
0
0 . 600
0
0
1- 1
5
. 857
18-7
31
9 13
2
0
0
5
15
. 484
12
0 . 472
1
1- 3
144 22
. 976
27 - 21
76 19 26
5
0
4 26
43
. 566 10
13
5 . 444
0
3
1- 1
50
. 982
31-20
70 22 23
3
0
0 14
26
. 371 14
4 14
1 . 451
3
0- 1
55
4
. 983
30-20
90 11 25
5
0
24
42
. 467 10
2 23
5 . 363
0
0
6- 6
207 38
7
. 9 72
38-32
10 5 22 27
4
0
19
43
. 410
8
9 16
1 . 358
1
1
1 -2
54
4
3 . 951
26- 17
73 22 17
3
0
10
2 3 . 315 11
0 18
0 . 329
1
0
0- 0
0
0
0 . 000
22-8
46
10
2
0
0
3
12
. 261
12
1
. 250
0
0
1- 1
0 1 . 000
27-13
57 11 12
3
0
1
8
18
. 316
5
5 17
0 . 328
0
28
0- 0
2
2
0 . 000
3- 1
5
1
1
0
0
0
3
1 . 200
2
0
0 . 375
0
14 - 3
20
5
3
0
0
0
2
3 . 150
3
1
8
0 . 292
0
0
0- 0
4
0
0 . 000
0- 0
5
8
4- • . 7 65
1- 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 . 000
0
0
0 1 . 000
0
0
54-54 1847 371 566 94 10 30 329 770
.417 201 71 362 33
.392 19 24 62-89 1355 486 10~ .944
54 - 54 1801 387 524 102 11 45 331 783 . 435 257 63 355 32
.393 29 26 60-90 1353 500 80 .959
. DPs turned - Team (43) , Opp (4 2 ) . CI - Team (1) , Anguiano 1. IBB - Team (5) , Brandner 2 , Di nzey

Peder se n 1 , Opp

Player
15 Joel Burnett ..
6 Travis Osborn .

AB

133
194
156
147
170
201
129
140

Away : 4-17

(6) . Pic ked off - Pere z 3 , McMil lan 1 , Anguiano 1 , Br andner 1 .

W-L
5- 5
3- 7

ERA
4 . 98
5 . 02

APP
13
13

GS
11
13

CG SHO/CBO SV
1/0
0
0/0
0

IP
H
65 . 0 76
84 . 1 101

R

ER

BB

so

2B

3B

55
69

36
47

21
33

49
63

18
17

1

HR
10

0

8

ABB/Avg
270
. 281
348
. 290

WP HBP

10

18

9

7

BK
2
2

SFA SHA
0
2
3
9

21 Raymo n d Leyva .
4 . 60
2-3
21
4
1
0/0
4 43 . 0 42 30 22 2 3 4 0
8
3
1 1 68
. 250
2
3
4
42 Eric Crawford ....
4 . 95
3-3
19
3
0
0/0
0 43 . 2 51 2 7 24 17 28 17
0
3 17 3 . 295
3
1
1
3
39 John Schulz ..
5 . 09
0- 1
19
0
0
0/0
2 17 . 2 22 11 10 14 16
2
1
1
68
. 324
5
0
24 Joe Lak ey .
5 . 97
1- 2
10
7
0
0/0
0 34 . 2 45 31 23 14 21 10
0
8 144
. 313
3
5
0
1
32 Aaron Miller .. ...
6 . 42
2- 3
16
3
0
0/0
0 33 . 2 35 3 6 24 39 48
5
0
2 136
. 257
14
5
0
0
38 Nic k Brow n ..... . .
6 . 48
2-0
20
0
0
0/0
0 2 5 . 0 34 26 18 16 1 5
3
1
99
. 343
9
2
2
3
35 Brandon Mann .....
6 . 65
2- 2
20
3
0
0/0
0 46 . 0 57 40 34 31 25 14
6 170
. 335
9
7
0
8
5 Danny Eilers ... . . 7 . 24
3-3
13 10
0
0/0
0 41 . 0 47 39 33 29 28
6
2
5 161
. 292
7
1
2
4
34 Billy Haskell .
9 . 00
0- 0
1
0
0
0/0
0
1.0
2
0
0
0
0
3 . 333
1
1
0
0
36 Justi n Steinbach . 9 . 72
0- 2
17
0
0
0/0
0 16 . 2 12 21 18 17 22
2
3
0
60
. 200
8
8
0
2
40 Matt Parke .
99 . 00
0- 0
1
0
0
0/0
0
0.0
1
0
0
1 . 000
0
0
Totals.
5.80 23-31
54 54
3
1/0
6 451.2 524 387 291 257 355 102 11 45 1801 .291
80 63 10
29
Opponents.
6 .3 5 31-23
54 54
6
1 /0
11 451.0 566 371 318 201 362 94 10 30 1847
. 306
47 7 1
9
19
PB - Team (14) , Anguiano 9 , O' Dowd 4 , Brandner 1 , Opp (7) . Pickoffs - Team (14) , Anguiano 4 , Mann 3 , Lakey 2 , Eilers 2 ,
Osborn 1 , Brown 1 , Miller 1 , Opp (6) . SBA /ATT - O' Dowd (27 - 43) , Angu ia no (28-37 ) , Osborn (10 - 17) , Ma nn (8-11) , B~rnett
( 5-11 ) , Eil e rs (5 -8) , Cra wfo rd ( 4-7 ) , Lak ey (4-7) , Miller (6- 7 ) , Schu l z ( 4-6 ) , Le yva (6 - 6) , Brown (4- 5 ) , Steinbach (4-4 ),
Brandner (4-4) , Ha skell (0-1 ) , Melia (1 - 1) .
Player
23 Alber to Destrade .
3 5 Brandon Man n ... . .
5 Da nny Eilers .... .
26 Ryan Meli a . . ... . .
36 Justin St e inbach .
16 Jeremy Szpilka . . .
3 Mark Mena he m .. . . .
17 George Brandner ..
4 Raymond Pe re z .. .

2
19
8
29
25
44
14
7
13
22
32

Mike Romeo .. . ... .
John Zagaria .... .
Davi d He rrer o ... .
Don ovan O' Dowd . .
Alex Anguiano . . . .
Cale Crews ... .
Francisco Dinzey .
Mi ke Scott . . .... .
Beau McMillan . . . .
Michael Pedersen .
Aaron Miller . . . . .
Dave Burns .... . . .
34 Billy Haskell ... .
6 Travis Osborn .. . .
42 Eric Crawford .. . .
38 Nick Brown .. . ... .
24 Joe Lakey .
21 Raymond Leyva .. . .
15 Joel Bur ne tt .. .
12 Jared Katzman . . . .
39 John Schulz ... . .
40 Matt ?arke .... . . .
Totals ... . .. . .... . . .
Opponents . .. .. . .. . . .

PO
28

7
7
4
4

1
7
2
4

6
0
2
0

E
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
24 9
102
60
117
55
1 70
252
61
161
174
183
86

2
221
98
55
112
50
144
207
54
76
80
84
70

2
26
3
4
3
4
22
38

0
2
1
1
2
1
4
7

75
81
80
7

10
13
19
9

9

1

7

144
7

36
5

89
1

19
1

17
8
4
7

5
1
0
2

8
5
3
3

4
2
1
2

5
0
0
0

3
2
0
0
0

2
5

C

29
11

0
0
0

1
7

6

12

A

3

0

0

0
1950 1355 486 109
1933 1353 500 80

FLO%
1 . 000
1 . 000
1 . 0 00
1. 000
1. 000
1 . 000
1 . 000
. 9 92
. 990
. 983
. 983
. 982
. 9 76
. 972
. 951
. 938
. 925
. 896
. 895
. 889
. 868
. 857
. 765
. 750
. 750
. 714

. 667
. 583
. 000
. 000
. 000
.9 44
.959

DPs
0
0

0
0

0
0
1

SBA CSB
0
0
8
3
5
3
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

22

4

0

1
6
2
0
2

0

0

0

0

0
0
27
28

0
0
16
9

4

0

0

21
18
28

0

0

0

0
0
0
6

0
0
0
1

12

0

0

1

0

0

0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

10

43
42

7
3
1

4

3

6
5

0
6

0

0

SBA%

. 727
. 625
1 . 000
1 . 000

1 . 000

. 628
. 757

. 857
. 000
. 588
. 571
. 800
. 571
. 000
. 455

4

2

. 667

0
60
62

0
30
27

.667
.697

PB

CI

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

4
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
14

1

7

0

1
1
1
0
0
4
5
2
0

26
24

LYNN

2004 Results
----------------------------------------------------

Game date

Opposing team

Score

r

h

e/ r

h

e

Inns

Overall

SSC

Pitc her of record

Attend Time

------ -- ! -------02/02/2004
Feb 05 , 2004
Feb 06 , 2004
Feb 07 , 2004
02/10/200 4
Feb 15 , 200 4
Feb 15 , 2004
Feb 16 , 2004
Feb 17 , 2004
*Feb 20 , 2004
*Feb 21 , 2004
*Feb 21 , 2004
! Feb 27 , 2004
! Feb 28 , 2004
' Feb 29 , 2004
Mar 01 , 2004
Mar 02 , 2004
Mar 04 , 2004
Mar 05 , 2004
Mar O6 , 2004
Mar 08 , 2004
Mar 10 , 2004
Mar 10 , 2004
Mar 12 , 2004
Mar 12 , 2004
Mar 13 , 2004
Mar 1 7 , 2004
*3/19/04
*3/20/04
*3/20/04
Mar 23 , 2004
Mar 24 , 2004
*Mar 26 , 2004
*Mar 27 , 2004
* Mar 27 , 2004
Mar 30 , 200 4
*Apr 02 , 200 4
*Apr 03 , 2004
*Apr 03 , 2004
*Apr 09 , 2004
*Apr 10 , 2004
*Apr 10 , 2004
Apr 14 , 2004
4/16/04
4/17/04
4/17/04
04/20/2004
*Apr 23 , 2004
*Apr 24 , 2004
*Apr 24 , 2004
*Apr 30 , 2004
*May 0 1 , 2004
*May 01 , 2004
May 04 , 2004

at
at
vs
vs
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

vs
at
at
at
at
at
vs

at
at
at

at
at
at

Barry
#3 North Florida
#16 Alabama-Huntsvil
Montevallo
Barr y
Un i v e r s ity of Ta rr pa
Un i ve rsity of Ta rr.pa
Un i v e rsity of Ta rr pa
Me rcy College
Rollins
Rollins
Rollins
Rollins College
Rollins College
Me r cyhurst
Mercyhursc
Univ . of Sciences
Lewis University
Lewis University
Lewis University
Bloomfield College
Concordia College
Concordia College
Ashland
Florida Gulf Coast
Florida Gulf Coast
Mars Hill College
#26 Fla . Southern
#26 Fla . Southern
#26 Fla . Southern
Nova SE
Illinois - Chicago
Florida Tech
Florida Tech
Fl orida Tec h
Barry
Ec ke r d
Eckerd
Eckerd
Barry
Barry
Barry
Saint Thomas
Nova Southeastern
Nova Southeastern
Nova Southeastern

at Barry

Saint Leo
Saint Leo

Saint Leo
# 6 Ta mpa
# 6 Ta mpa
# 6 Ta mpa
Nova SE

*=Conference game
! = Lynn University Baseball Tournarrent
() extra inning game

3- 7

L

W 8- 3
4 - 12
16 - 17
8- 9
W 8- 5
2- 12
4 - 11
W 15 - 4
3- 6
0- 6
1- 4
W 11 - 9
6- 9
7- 9
W 8- 6
W 12 - 0
6-7
9 - 13
w 5- 3
W 14-3
W 13 - 6
W 10-1
4-6
4-14
W 12-4
W 9- 7
3-4
7-8
1- 9
2-8
W 9-4
3 - 11
W 16-6
W 10 - 4
W 8-2
8-16
5 - 10
W 9-3
W 5- 3
6-12
W 12 - 10
W 19 - 7
2-3
1- 6
2-11
5- 8
W 7- 5
3-7
3- 5
4-9
2-12
W 7- 3
W 10-8

L
L
L
L

3
8 10

11
16 17
8 10
8 14
2
4

L
L
L
L
L
L

L
L

L
L

L
L
L
L
L

L
L

L

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

9

1 5 12
3
0

1

11 14
6 8
7 13
8 11
12 15
6 15
9 13
5 12
14 16
13 13
10 10
6

12
12 16
9 14
3 2

7
1

7
7

2
9
3
16
10
8
8
5
9
5
6
12
19

4
14
11
18
12
11
13
11
11
11
7
12
20

2
1

6
7

2

5

5 9
7 12
3 10

3 6
4 12
2 6
7 13
10 15

6/ 7 15

2/ 3

6

1/12
6/17
2/ 9
2/ 5
1 /12
0/11
3/ 4
2/ 6
1/ 6
3/ 4
2/ 9
5/ 9
4/ 9
1/ 6

15
12
13
6
10
7
10
9
10
7
10
11
8
7

2/ 0

5

5/ 7
3/13
2/ 3
3/ 3
1/
0/ 1
2/ 6
3/14
1/
2/ 7
2/ 4
1/ 8
1/ 9
2/ 8
0/ 4
5/11
2/ 6
0/ 4
1/ 2
4 /16
4/10

12
13
5
6

10
14
9
9
8
14
12
10
8
11
10
7
5
15
14

1/ 3

6

1
6

2I 6 7
2/11 11
0/ 8 10

8
9

1/ 9 16
3/12 15
0/ 3
0/ 8

9
9
9
9
9

2

9

0

7
9
9

1
0
2

1
0
1
2
2

9
7
9

9
9
9
9
9
9

1
3
0

4/ 3 6
2/12 1 7
1/10 11
0/ 7 10
1/ 3 9

2/ 5
2/ 7
1/ 5

2
2

2
0

1
1
1
2

1

0
0
0

3

9
9
9
9
7

9
9
9
9

(10)
(10)
7

9
( 10)
9
9
7

9

2

9

3

9

5

7

2

1
4
1
0
0
2
0

0

9
9
7
9
9
9
7
9
9

9
7

5
3

9

2
2

7
9

9

0- 11- 11- 21- 31 - 42 - 42- 52- 63- 63 - 73- 83 - 94- 94 - 10 4 - 11 5 - 116-116 - 12 6 - 137-138 - 13 9 - 13 10-1310 - 14 10-1511-1512 - 15 12-1612 - 17 12-1812-19 13 - 19 13-2014 - 20 15 - 2016-20 16 - 21 16-2217 - 22 18 - 2218-23 19 - 23 20-2320 - 24 20-2520-2620 - 2721-2721-28 21 - 29 21-3021- 3122-3123 - 31 -

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0000000000000000-

0000000001233333-

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0- 3- 0
0- 3- 0
0- 3- 0

0- 3- 0
0 - 3- 0
0- 3- 0

0- 3- 0
0- 3- 0
0000-

3334-

0
0
0
0

0- 5- 0
0- 6- 0

0- 6- 0
0012-

6777-

0
0
0
0

2- 7- 0
2- 82- 9 - 0

3- 9- 0
4- 94-10 5-105-105 - 10 5-105-10 5-106-106 - 11 6-126 - 13 6-147-147 - 14 -

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Leyva (L 0 - 1)
Osborn (W 1 - 0)
Miller (L 0 - 1)
Schulz (L 0 - 1 )
Steinbach (L 0- 1)
Osbo r n (W 2 -0 )
Eilers (L 0 - 1 )
Miller (L 0 - 1 )
Burnett (W 1 - 0)
Lakey (L 0 - 1)
Eilers (L 0 - 2 )
Osborn (L 2 - 1)
Leyva (W 1 - 1)
Steinbach (L 0 - 2)
Crawford (L 0 - 1)
Mann (W 1-0)
Burnett (W 2 - 0)
Osborn (L 2 - 2)
Lakey IL 0-2 )
Leyva (W 2- 1)
Bur nett (W 3 - 0 )
Lakey (W 1-2)
Mann (W 2-0 )
Osborn (L 2 - 3)
Leyva (L 2-2)
Burnett (W)
Miller (W 1 - 2)
Mann (L 2-1)
Miller (L 1 - 3)
Leyva (L 2-3)
Crawford (L 0 - 2)
Miller (W 2 - 3)
Osborn (L 2-4)
Burnett (W 5 - 0)
Eilers (W 1-2)
Crawford (W 1- 2 )
Osbor n (L 2 - 5 )
Burnett (L I
Eilers (W)
Crawford (W 2-21
Burnett (L 5 - 21
Eilers (W 3 - 21
Brown (W 1-01
Osborn (L 2 - 6)
Burnett (L)
Eilers (LI
Mann (L 2 - 21
Osborn (W 3-61
Burnett (L 5 - 4)
Crawford IL 2 - 3 1
Osborn (L 3-7 1
Burn ett IL 5 - 5 1
Crawford (W 3-3 1
Brown IW 2 - 0 1

327
161
110
183
231
244
274
135
135
222
189
231
109
132
118
98
98
98
80
97
101
,111
67
103
146
122
142
127
89
101
123
165
127
124
72
86
112
123
111
179
113
113
66
121
149
129
146
100

3 : 13
3 : 10
3 : 28
4 : 20
3 : 33
2 : 33
2 : 03
2 : 45
2 : 42
2 : 05
2 : 00
3 : 00
2 : 35
2 : 50
2 : 57
2 : 57
2 : 45
2 : 42
3 : 03
1 : 54
2 : 53
2 : 30
1 : 50
2 : 34
3 : 20
2 : 50
2 : 58
2 : 51
2 : 59
1 : 47
2 : 50
3 : 09
2 : 28
2 : 34
1 : 50
2 : 29
2 : 51
2 : 56
2 : 26
4 : 32
3 : 15
3 : 10
3 : 20
2 : 45
2 : 25
2 : 05
2 : 48
3 ; 00
2 : 46
1 : 55
2 : 48
2 : 50
1 : 55
2 : 52

II/I-Time Roster
LYNN
-------------------------------------------Matt Chadwell ....... ............. ... ........ 1993-94
G

A

Frank Abatino ............. ... .. .......... .... 1996-97

Jason Chwalik ............ .... .. ..... .. ........... 2003

David Gariepy ... ......... ........... ........ 2002 -03

Marcus Aldrige .. ..................... ............ 1994

Joe Cifune .. ....... .............. .. ................. 2003

Cliff Garlick .... ......... ....... .. .... .. : .... . 1993-96

Dave Anderson ......... ................ .......... 1985

Kevin Cincimino .. .... ........... .. ............. 1998

Kevin Giaccone ............. ....... .. ............ 1991

Alex Anguiano ....................... .. .......... 2004

Rich Ciufo ............ .. ................. ... ... 1986-89

Sal Giardina ......................... .. ....... 1984-86

Chris Applegate .............. .. ........... .. 1991 -92

Dave Clark .................................... 1986-89

Rick Gigliotti ................ ........ ...... .. 1986-87

Steve Collins .... .... .................. .. ..... 1999-02

Tim Graziano ......... .. .... ......... ........ 1995 -96

B

Juan Colon ... ... .................... ..... ..... 2001-03

Bryon Gribbons ............. ...... .......... 1999-02

Enriques Baca ..................... ... ..... .. 2001-02

Joe Col}ely ................... ... .............. ... ... 1988

Everton Griffiths .... ....................... 1995 -96

Jack Bade ... .. ................................. 1995-96

Connelly .. \ .......... ... ..... ................. ....... 1986

Mike Guerrero .................. ........ .... ...... 1994

James Baker .... ........... ........... ........ 1997-98

Tom Gui ll ot .... .. ............... ..... ......... 1993 -94

Jerry Baker ........................ ,................ 1984

Jimmy Conpver ............................. 2001-02
Mike Conover .................................... 1989

Jon Banner ................. ................. ....... 2003

Mike Cornell ......................... ... ..... 1986-87

H

Roddy Barnes ... .. ........................... 1999-00

Eric Crawford ............................. 2003-04

Billy Haskell ............................. .. ,.~.:.: 2004

Adam Barnhart... ................................ 1996

Jeremiah Creech ................... ..... ......... 2003

David Herrero ......... .. ......................... 2004

Anthony Basoco .. ...... .. ... .... .. .. ............ 1997
Jesse Beesley ... ......... .. .. .............. ... 2000-03

Cale Crews ........................................ 2004

Stephen Hobbs ..... ..... .... ...... .. ....... 1995, 97

David Custons ................ ,................... 1997

Dean.Hooker ........ .. ......... .... ............... 1995
Billy Horn .. ........ .... ....................... 1998 -0 I

Matt Bekoff ......................... ...... .... 1996-97
Tony Bell inato ............. .. .............. ...... . 1991

Dax Hughs ... ,..... .... ..... .. .. .. ................. 2000

Mike Berg ...... ... .. .... ...................... 1986-89

James Davis .................................. 1998-00
Brian Defrancisco .... .. .... ..... ... 1991-93, 95

I

David Berger ............... .... .. ... ... .. .... 1996-97

Dan Derks .......................................... 19~5

Dpm Iagrossi ........... .. .. .. .. ......... ... ...... . 1989

Anthony Billisi .. ........... ....... ....... .... .... 2000

Alberto Destrade ···:········· .. ··············· 2004
Jeff E?evlin ... .... ....... .... ........... ......... 1993-94 ,

J

Kyle Bennett ..... .. ............................... 1999

Donnie Bivins ............................... 1996-97
J.J. Blunt ....................................... 1993-96
Lou Bodmer ................ ............ ...... ..... 1991
Andy Boli ........... ........................... 1984-85
Karl Bonawitz ................... ............ 1993-94

2001

DonJackson ................ .. ............ ... ...... 1988

Tofiy DiBenedetto
Joh1f J.?i\lon ....... ...... ,.. ..,.2,, •• , ... . .. ......... ::1988

Bo Diaz

Brett Jones ........... .......... .. .... ... ....... 1998-99

Brian Jolley .. .......... .. ... ........... .. .......... 1994

Jess Dines,en ,........ .. ~T:".'....... ..'"'.. ,...: ,1993 -94

K

George Branch .... ........ ... .... ..... ...... 2002-0.3

Jes~e'Kapellusch .. ....... ....... .. ..... ..... 1997-01
,:,Jared,Katzman ... .... ...... ... ....... ..1.•••• •2002-04

George Brandner ............................. 2004
Jay Brant ..................... ........,.:,... " .. 199§-00
"'¾
Robb Brooks
· 1994:95
Michael Browdy ............ ... ..... ,............ 1999
Deron Brown ... ... .......... ........ ......... 1991-92

E
Danny Eilers ..........................': ...,....... 2004
Keith Elrod ...... .. .............. .. ....... ... .. 1989'.:'90

ellert ..... .. .... .. .... .................. . 1995
Roger

eh~er .............. ... ...... .. ... .... 1998-00

Dan Kocak .. ..... .... .. ..................... ....... 1991

Gary Brown ...... .... ........... ................... 1993

Clint Kovach ................. ........ ........ 1998-99

Greg Brown .. .... .... ...................... ... 1999-03

F

Karl Kuhn ........... .. ... .. ... .. ...... .. .... ........ 1988
Tpny Kurtz ....... .... ..... .. ....... .. .... .. ... 1995-96

Joe Ferguson ................... .. ................. 1987

Jim Kwiatkowski .. .... .... ......... ..... ....... 1987

Nick Brown .................................. 2003-04
Mark Bubeck ................. ... .. ....... .... 1996-98

Joel Burnett ..... ................................. 2004 · Brad Fairholm ....... .. ...................... 1989-92

L

Dave Burns ....................................... 2004

Gordie Fairholm .............. .... .......... 1986-88
Bill Fannizzi ................ .. ................ 1985 -86

Chris Labie ........ .. .......................... 1991-94

C

Joe Feti-ara ............. ............. ................ 1991

Joe Lakey ....... .. .. ... .. ................ ........ ... 2004

John Cagney .................................. 2002-03

Doug Forrester ................ .. ............ 1989-92

Bob LaRocca ........ ... ...................... 1996-97

Mark Campson ................................... 1984

G len Frantangelo .. .... ......... ......... ... 2001-03

Six to Leal ............. .......... .... ................ 2001

Anthony Caponigro ...... ... .. ................. 1993

Brian Freivogel ...... ..... ....... ......... ....... 1996

Brian Lee ......... ..... .... .... ..... ...... .... .. 1996-99

Jose Caraba ll o .. .... .............................. 1993

Eric Fuller .......................................... 1995

John Leiter ...... .. ....... ... .. ............ .... 1988-89

Damien Carape ll a .................. .. .......... . 1998

Ben Fulton ....................... .. .. .. .. ..... . 1997-98

Tim Leiter ............ .. ............ ....... .... 1988 -89

3(

II/I-Time Roster
LYNN -----------------------------------------Joe Leo .. ..... ...... .............. ...... .... .......... 1987
John Letter ............. .............. .............. 1991
Lewis .... ....... .. .. ........... ... ..................... 1986
Raymond Leyva .......................... 2002-04
Joe Licata ........................................... 1989
Bobby Lindsay .......... ...... .. ........ .. ...... . 1999
Loccisano ... ..... ............ ............... ...... . 1986
Al Lombardi ... ..... ............... .. .. ....... 1984-86
Adam Lopez ... ..... ..... ..... ........ .. ...... 2000-03
/ £ft

Matt Parke ......... .... .... .. ... ......... ... ........ 2004
Seane Parker. ................ ................. 1996-97
Michael Pedersen ............................. 2004
Joel Perlmutter ................................... 1991
Rich Pepio .... ..... .... .... ........ ... .............. 1984
Mike Perullo .... ... ... ..... .. ...... .. .. ........ .... 1988
Raymond Perez ................................ 2004
Jeff Petak .................. ............. .... .. .... ... 2000
Alan Fitman ..... .. ...... ...... .... ... .. ...... 2001-02
Carlos Portilla .. ... .... ..... .... ....... ...... 2002-03
"¾

Q
Michael Quij ano ............................ 1996-98

R

N
Chris Noodt... ....... ...... .... .. ...... ............ 1989

0
Donovan O'Dowd ............................. 2004
Billy Olivieri ... ............. .. .. .... .... .. ... 1995-97
Travis Osborn .............................. 2003-04
Joe Osche ................... .. ........ .... .. ... 1991-94

p
Pete Papas ........ .. ... ........ ..... ..... ...... .... . 1984

Mike Thirstino .. ....... .. ... ..... .. ......... 1984-86
Landon Thomas ..... .. .. .. ................. 1998-0l
Ron Travis .......... ..... .... ........ ........ .. 1989-92
Max Tripodi ...... ..... ....................... 1988-89
Carl Trovato .... .................... ...... .... .:... 1991
•'
Ryan Trueblood ............. .. ................... 1993
Dale Tuccio ..... ....... .............. ......... 1985-87

(

(i Frank Rivas ........................................ 1994
Rob Rizzo ..... ...... .... .. .. ... ..... ......... .:1998-0 1
Mark Ri zzuto ...... .... ... .... ........ .... ... 1988-8~
Michael Romeo ............................ 2003-04
Adam Romer.............. .... .. ...... .. ..... 998-01

s

V
Sandro Valencia ........ ......................... 1995
Nie Varsi ..................... ....... ... ........ ...... 2000
Roger Vazquez .... ...... ............ ........ 2001-02
Augie Vivenzio ........... .................. 1990-9 l
David Vizzi ...... ......... ...... ... .. .. ..... .... ... 1991
Steve Vizzo ........ ..... ... ... .. ...... ........ 1995-97
Vrabel ........ .... ...... .. ............. ... ............. 1986

0
0
(i

0
Q

(~
(~

w
Ed Wagner ....... .. .. ...................... ..... .... 1996
Dan Walder ......................... .. ............. 1998
William Wall is.................................... 2003
Mark Ward .. .......... ..... ........ ... ............. 1990

~

OJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T

;Jy,

M
Brian Mahler .......... .... ....... ........ .... 1998-01
Brandon Mann ................................. 2004
Mariniello .............. ............................. 1986
Mike Marziliano .... .. ....... .... ......... ....... 1984
Greg Maslar ...... ... ... .. ... .. ......... .... .. 1998-01
Carmino Mazza ........ .. .. .... .... .... ..... I 993-94
Ryan Melia ........................................ 2004
Mark Menahem ................................ 2004
Tyler Mesmer ........... ....... .... .... ...... 2002-03
John McCormack ................ ....... ....... . 1989
Jay McCoy ............. ... .. .............. ......... 2000
Dan McDermott ................................. 1989
Mike McDevitt... ................................ 1994
Beau McMillan .................... ..... .... 2001-04
Mark Menahem ...... .. ........ ... .......... 2002-03
Michael Mendez .. .. .... ....... ... ........ .. 1998-99
Scott Merz ..................................... 1986-87
Greg Meyer ..................... ...... ........ 1999-00
Aaron Miller ..................................... 2004
Brian Mi ller.. ....... .............. ................. 200
George Mills ........ .... , .... ..
t9'89
Moon ....... .............. .............. .. ............. 1986
Ryan Moore .... ... ................ ...... ... .. ...... 1994
Anier Morales ........................... ... ...... 2003
Jim Mury .................. ... ... .. ..... ... .... ...... 1987

Sonny Sudler ........ .. .. .. ...... ......... ... .... .. 1995

Andy Sullivan .............. .... .. .... ... .. ....... 1991
Tom Sutaris ........... ................. :... ... ... .. 1993
Dan Swartz ..... ................ ... ............ 1993-95
Steve Swartz ... ... ... ... .......... ...... ......... .. 1993
Eric Swenson ..... ...... .... .... .... ....... ..... .. 1984
Jeremy Szpilka ................................. 2004

Caff.rien Serbio .... ..... ... ... .. .............. .... 1993
Rob Shalhoub ...... .... .. ......................... 1991
Mike Shea ......... .. ... ... ................. ... 1993-95
Joe Silva ........ .................................... . 2000
Jamie Siminski ......... ......... .... ....... .2000-0 I
Ed Sisko ........ ... ............................. 1987-90
Darrell Srnith ..... ..................... ............ 2003
Sasha Snyder ... ... .. ........ .......... ....... ..... 1994
Brian Sommer .................................... 1996
Jim Soricelli ....... .. ...... .. ... .. ............ 1986-89
Jeff Spicer .. ............ ........ ........ ....... 2000-03
Brant St. Louis .. .. .............. ... ........ . 1998-01
Justin Steinbach ... ...... ....... .............. ... 2004
Rob Steinberg ...... ....... ..... ....... ..... .... 1989 b
Bobby Stephens ....... ........... ............ .. . 1993
John Stromski .................. ............. 1987-88

32

Wessendorf. .................... ........... ... .... .. 1991
Rich Westover ............ ............. ........... 1996
Cliff Wisdom .............. .... ... ... .. ... .. .. 1990-91

Y
Dennis Yunes ................................. 1989-9 l

z
John Zagaria ............................... 2003-04
Billy Zbacnik ...... .. ................... .......... 2003
Jay Zier. ............... ...... ..... ........ .... ... 1990-9 l
Michael Zody ....... .. ... ..... ... ............ 1999-01

er'
C
r'
(r'

c.-

Series__
Results
Since 1993
----------=--=-~~.....;;;
. ;;;;_..;;;;_.;;.. ._--'-_----_______
.; . . . .;. . __________LYNN
First
Last
School
Meet
W L
T
Meet
Alabama-Huntsville .. ...... ..... .... 2004 .. .... 0 .. .. .. 1 ... ... 0 .. .... 2004
Ashland .................................... 1995 ...... 4 .. .... 3 .... .. 0 ...... 2004
Auburn-Montgomery ............... 1996 ...... I .... .. 2 ...... 0 ...... 1996
Barry$ ............................ .. ........ 1985 .. .... 28 .... 38 .... 3 ... .. . 2004
Belmont Abbey ...... ... ............... 2000 ...... 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2000
Benedict ...... .... ................. ........ 1996 ...... 1 ...... 0 ..... . 0 ...... 1996
Berry .. .. ... .. .. ... ....... ... ...... .. ..... ... 2003. ~~..
2003
Bloomfield .... .... ............. .. ... ... / 200) ... ... ......
.... .\W04

Concordia .. .. ............ ........ ..... .... 1999 ...... 6 ...... 4 ...... 0 ...... 2004
Detroit Mercy .................. ....... .. 1995 .... .. 0 ......,1 i ..... 0 ...... 1995
Dominican .. ... ........... ... .... ..... .... 1994 ...... 2., .... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1995
Dowling .. ........................... ..... .. I 993 ...... 2 i..... J...... 0 .. .. .. 1995
Drew ......... .............. ............... ... 1996 ...... 2 .... .. 0 ...... 0 ...... 1'996
Eckerd .... .... ................ ..... ..... .... 1995 ...... 12 .... 12 .... 0 ...... 2004
Edward Waters ........ ....... .......... 1993 ..... . 3 ...... 0 ...... 0 ,..... 1993
Embry-Riddle% ....................... 1990 ...... 6 ... ... I ...... 0 ...... 1996
Emmanuel .................. ..... ...... ... 1995 ...... 1...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1995
Faulkner ...... .. ... ........................ 1996 ...... l ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1996
Findlay ........ ... .......... ....... ......... 1993 .. ... . 5 ...... 1 ...... 0 ...... 1998
Flagler ............................... ....... 1993 ... ... 4 ...... 4 ...... .0 .... .. 1996
Florida Atlantic ..... .... ........ .. ..... 1993 .... .. I .. .. .. 2 ....Ai1 ~.·.·····J.995
Florida GulfCoast... .. ............... 2004 ..... . 1 .. .. .. I .Al[ Q...... 2004
Florida International$ ........ .. ..... 1984 ..... . 1 ... .
Florida Memorial .. ..... ... ... .. ...... 1993 .... ..
Florida Southern$ ... ............... ... 1984 .. ..
Florida Tech .... .... ... ................ .. 1993 ... .
Grinnell ............................. ..,
Illinois-Chicago .... ....... ... .... .
Illinois State ....... ..... ..... ...... .... ,
Indiana Wesleyan ....... .. ..... ...... .
Kean .... ... .... ... .............. ...... ....... 1997 .. .... 1 .. .... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1997
Kent State ... .... .... ........ ....... ....... 1999 ...... 1 .... .. 0 ...... 0 ... .. . 2000
LaSalle .................. ..... .... .......... 2002 .... .. I .. .... 0 .. .... 0 ... ... 2002
Lewis .... ........ .... ..... ..... .. ............ 1993 ...... 20 ... . 7 ...... 0 ...... 2004
Marian .. .. ...... .. .. ..... .... ... ............ 1995 .... .. 4 .... .. 0 ...... 0 ..... . 1996
Mars Hill .. ... ... .... ....... .............. . 2004 ...... 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2004
Mercy ............. ... .. ......... ..... ....... 1993 .... .. IO .... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2004
Mercyhurst.. ... .............. ..... ....... 2000 .. .... IO ... . 3 ...... 0 .... .. 2004
Miami$ ........... ... .. ....... ... ........... 1989 ... ... 0 ...... 3 ...... 0 ... ... 2000

First
Last
School
Meet
W L
T
Meet
Michigan State ........ .... .... ... ...... 1996 .. .... 2 ..... . 2 .....'. 0 ...... 2001
Millersville ........... ... ............ ..... 2002 ... ... I .. ... . 0 ... ... 0 ...... 2002
Monmouth ............... ......... ... ..... 1994 ...... 0 ... .. . 2 ...... 0 ...... 1994
Montclair State ......... ...... .......... 1996 ..... . 2 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1997
Montevallo ............................... 2001 ... .. . 0 ... .. . 2 .. .. .. 0 ...... 2004
Niagara ........... ....... .... ... ....... ..... 1998 ... ... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1 ...... 1998
Northeastern ............ ... .... ...... .. .. 1994 .... .. 0 .. .. .. l ...... 0 ..... . 1994
Northwood (FL) ..... ........... ....... 1993 ...... 18 .. .. 4 .. .... 0 .... .. 2001
Northwood (MI) ....... ... .... ......... 1999 .... .. 1 .. .... 0 ...... 0 .. .... 2000
North Alabama ........ ....... ........ .. 2001 ...... 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 .. .... 2001
North Florida ............................ l 993 ...... 4 ...... 8 .... .. 0 ...... 2004
Nova Southeastern$ ................. 1984 ...... 28 .... 34 .... 0 ...... 2004
Pa Beach Atlantic .... ... ..... ..... 1993 ...... 8 ...... 9 ...... 0 ,,.. :: 2002

..... .. 1993 ...... 13 .... 34 .. .. 0 ...... 2004
. ... .. .. 1995 ...... 1 .. .. .. 0 ...... 0 ...... 1995
Tri003 .... .. 1 ...... 0 .. .... 0 ...... 2003
Uni
04 ... ... 1 .. .... 0 .... 1• 0 ... ... 2004
Valdo
.1995 ..... . 2 ...... 2 .. .. .. 0 ... ... 2003
Villanova ...... ... .. ..... .................. 2000 ... ... 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2000
Warner Southern ..... ................. 1993 ... ... 3 ...... 3 ...... 0 ... ... 1994
Wayne State .... .. .. .. ................... 2000 ... ... 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2000
Webber International.. .............. 1994 ... ... 3 ...... 0 .. ... . 0 ... ... 1994
Wesleyan .......................... ....... . 1996 .... .. 1 ...... 0 ...... 0 ... ... 1996
West Florida .............. ....... .. ...... 1995 ... ... 1 ...... 2 ...... 0 ..... . 1995
Western Connecticut ................ 1993 ...... 2 ...... 0 ...... 0 ...... 1995
Willi am Paterson ...................... 1994 ...... 5 .. .... 1 ...... 0 ...... 2003
Wilmington .............. .. ...... ........ 2000 ...... 1 .. .... 0 ...... 0 ...... 2000
Wingate .............. .. .. ........ ... .... ... 2001 ...... 2 ...... 1 ...... 0 ...... 2002
$ -- Complete Record
% -- Complete Since 1990

Sacrifice Hits
Brian Lee .......... ..... .. 3 ......... at Rollins ..... ..... ......... ... ..... .... 2/26/97
many players ......... .. 2
Hit By Pitch *
Michael Zody ..... ..... 3 .. ...... . vs. Saint Leo .. .. ...... ........ ... .... .4/21 /00
Anthony Basoco ... ... 3 .. .. ..... at Barry .... ................................ 2/2/97
many players ........... 2

Putouts
Mike Guerrero ......... 19 .. ... .. vs.Northeastern ................ .... 3/25/94
Greg Meyer ...... ... .... 17 ....... vs. Barry ................ ................. .4/9/00
Billy Olivieri ........... 17 ....... at Florida Southern .................. 2/6/97
George Kellert... ...... 17 ... .... vs. Trenton State ......... ........... 3116/95
Greg Brown .. ........... 16 ....... vs. Palm Beach Atlantic ........ 2/17 /99
Brian Lee ........ ......... 16 ... ... . vs. Tampa ................... ..... ..... .4/26/98
Billy Olivieri .. ......... 16 ....... vs.Florida Southern ..... ......... 2/23/97
Brian Lee ................. 16 .... ... vs. Slippery Rock .................... 3/6/96
Jess Dinesen ...... .. .... I 6 ....... vs . Monmouth ...... .......... ... .... 3/19/94
Bi lly Zbacn ik .......... 16 ....... at Barry ... .... ...... ............. ........ 3/22/03
many players ... ........ 15
Assists
Jason Chehova ........ IO ... ....
Jack Bade ......... ....... l O.......
Beau McMillan .. ..... 9 ... ......
Alan Pitman ............ 9 ...... ...
Jack Bade .... ...... ...... 9 .........
Jack Bade .......... ...... 9 ... ... ...
Many players ... ........ 8

vs . Nova Southeastern ............ .4/9/02
vs. Lewis (2nd) ... .................... .3/5/96
vs.Concordia .. .... .. .. .......... ... .4/12/03
at Nova Southeastern ........... .4/ 10/01
vs. Lewis ( I st) ......................... 3/5/96
vs. Barry .. ... ... .. ...... ... ............ .4/ 18/95

Errors
Anthony Basoco ...... 5 ......... vs.Nova Southeastern .... ..... ... .4/8/97
Beau McMillan ....... 3 ......... at St. Thomas ................ ......... ..4/3/02
Bryan Ready ... ..... ... . 3 ...... ... at Rollins (lst) .......... .... ......... 3/23/02
Carlos Portilla ......... 3 ... ...... vs. Saint Leo ...... ............ ..... ...2/ 10/02
Jason Chehova .... .... 3 ..... .... vs.Florida Tech ............... ........ 2/9/02
Beau McMi llan ....... 3 ......... at Tampa ...... ........ ................ .. 1/31 /02
James Davis .... ........ 3 .... ... .. vs.Lewis ............ .. .......... ........ .3/7/00
Rob Rizzo ... ...... ....... 3 ......... at Florida Tech (2nd) ..... ...... ..3/27 /99
Rob Rizzo .......... ...... 3 ......... vs. Concordia ........................ 3/10/99
Brian Lee .... .. .. ........ . 3 .. ... .... vs.Florida Tech ....... ... ...... ....... 2/7/96
Sasha Snyder. .... ..... . 3 ..... ... . at Barry .......... ........................ 3/22/94
Total Chances
Brian Lee ... ..... ... ... ... 20 ....... vs.Tampa ................. .... .... .. .. .4/26/98
Mike Guerrero ... .... .. 20 ....... vs. No1theastern .. .. .. ...... ........ 3/25/94
Greg Meyer ............. 18 ....... vs . Barry .. .... .. ......................... .4/9/00
Greg Brown .. .. ... ...... 18 ..... .. vs. Pa lm Beach Atlantic ....... .2/ 17/99
Bi lly Olivieri ......... .. 18 ....... vs. Florida Southern ........ ...... 2/23/97
Greg Brown .... .. ... .... 17 ...... . vs. Florida Tech .... .. ...... .......... .4/ 1/02
Jamie Siminski ... ... .. 17 ....... vs. Saint Leo .............. ...... ..... .4/22/00
Bi lly Ol ivieri .. ... ...... 17 .. ..... at Florida Southern .. ...... .. .... .. ..2/6/97
George Kell ert ......... 17 ....... vs. Trenton State .............. ...... 3/16/95
Jess Dinesen ............ 17 ....... vs . Monmouth .......... ..... ........ 3/19/94
Innin2s Pitched
Donn ie Bivins .. .. ..... 10.0 .. .. at Ro llins ....... .......... ......... .. ... 2/26/97

Donnie Bivins ....... .. I 0.0 ....
Donnie Bivins .. ...... . 10.0 ....
Carmina Razza ... .. ... 10.0 ....
Billy Zbacnik .......... 9.1 .. ....
many players ........... 9.0

at Florida Southern .................. 2/6/97
at Barry ...... ......... ...... .. ... .......... 2/ 1/97
vs.Northeastern ... ... .. ..... :...... 3/25/94
at Florida Tech ........ .... .......... .4/ 19/03

Hits Allowed
Donnie Bivins ... .. .... 16 ....... vs.Illinois State ..................... 3/10/97
Karl Bonawitz ......... 15 ...... : at Florida Southern ...... .......... 3/29/94
David Berger. ... ... .. .. 14 ... .... at Florida Tech .... .. ... ..... ........ ... 3/2/97
David Berger. ........ .. 14 ....... vs. Notth Florida ...... ............. 2/11/97
many players ........ ... 13
Runs Allowed
Donnie Biv ins ... .. .... 14 ... .... vs. lllinois State ..................... 3/ 10/97
Donnie Bivins ......... 12 ... ... . vs.Tampa .............................. 2/ 10/97
Enriques Baca ......... IO ....... at Saint Leo .. ...... .. .. ..... ..... .. .. .2I 16/02
Michael Mendez ...... IO ...... . vs. Tampa ......... ........ ... ....... .".'. 4/25/98
Rich Westover ......... 10 .... ... vs. St. Thomas ..... ... ... .. ... .. ... ..4/ 12/96
Dan Derks ............... IO ... ... . vs. Florida Tech ... ....... ..... ... ..... 2/4/95
many players ...... .. ... 9
Earned Runs Allowed
Enriques Baca ......... 9 ......... at Saint Leo ................. .......... 2/ 16/02
Brant St. Louis ..... ... 9 ......... at Barry ... ... ... .... .. ........ .......... .4/ 16/99
Michael Mendez ..... . 9 .... .... . vs. Tampa ....... ................. ..... .4/25/98
Michael Mendez ...... 9 ......... at Florida Tech .... ........... ....... .4/ 12/98
Michael Mendez .. .... 9 ... ...... vs.Roll ins ......... ............ .. ..... .3/22/98
Dan Walder ............. 9 ...... ... vs. Presbyterian ..... ...... ....... ... 2/21 /98
Donnie Bivins ........ . 9 ......... vs. Illinois State ... .... ... .... ....... 3/ 10/97
Donnie Bivins ......... 9 ......... vs.Tampa ... .. ... ................. ... ..2/ 10/97
Henry Safer ...... .. ..... 9 ..... ... . at Nova Southeastern .. ... ........ .2/4/97
Rich Westover ......... 9 .... .. ... vs. St. Thomas ... ..... ...... ... ..... .4/ 12/96
Rich Westover .... ... .. 9 ......... vs. Wesleyan ........ .... .... ......... .3/18/96
Dan Derks .......... ..... 9 ...... ... vs.Florida Tech ...... ............... ..2/4/95
Karl Bonawitz ...... .. . 9 ......... at Florida Southern ....... ......... 3/29/94
Strikeouts
Enriques Baca ... ...... 13 .. ..... at Florida Southern ........ ... .... .4/ 19/02
Jesse Beesley ......... .. 12 ... .... vs. LaSal le ...... ... .................... ..3/4/02
Enriques Baca ......... 12 ....... vs.Florida Tech .. ............... ... ... 3/ 1/02
Travis Osborn ..... ..... 12 ... .... at Florida Tech ..... .... ... ... ....... .4/18/03
Raymond Leyva .. .... I I ... ... . vs . William Paterson ........ ..... 3/ 19/02
Adam Lopez ......... ... 11 ....... at Florida Tech ........ ..... ......... .4/19/03
Brant St. Louis ....... . 11 ....... vs. Florida Tech .. ........... .. ..... .3/17 /00
Brant St. Louis ... .... . 11 .. .... . vs. Mercy ............ ... ................ 2/19/00
Donnie Bivins ......... 11 ....... vs. Florida Tech ............... ...... 3/16/97
Everton Griffiths ..... I l .. .. ... vs. Florida Memorial. .... .... ...... 2/2/96
many players ..... .. .... I 0
Wa lks
Michae l Mendez .... .. 9 ... ...... at Roll ins ........... ... ....... ... .. ....... 2/7/99
Michae l Mendez ...... 8 ......... vs . Northwood ... .. ........ .... ...... ..4/7/98
Michael Mendez .... .. 8 ...... ... at Eckerd .................... ........... 3/29/98
Michae l Mendez ...... 8 ......... vs . Lewis ... ......... .... ............... ..3/7/98
Everton Griffiths ..... 8 .... ..... at St. Thomas ..... .... .... ... ........ .4/25/95
many players .... ....... 7

* - since 1997

Individual Season Records

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......;=.;:..;:~;;..;;,;;..;;;;..;;;.;;;;..;;;.;;;..;;..;,,___;;;;.....;;;.....;;.;,,__;;....;;...._ _;,,__;..._;;....;;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cliff Wisdom .... ... ..... .. ......... ..... 58 ...... .... .. ........ .. ...... ............. 199 l
Mike Marziliano ........ ... ....... .... . 58 .... .. .... ... ......... ......... ....... ... 1984
Mark Campson ... .... ...... ........ .... 57 ...... ....... .... ..... ..... .. ..... .... ... 1984
Beau McMillan ....... .. ... ...... ..... . 56 ... .... .... ..... ... ....... ....... .... .... 2003
Rich Ciufo ... ... ... ........... ........ .... 56 ..... ....... .......... .... .. ......... ... . 1988

Walks
Matt Bekoff. .. ....... ... .. ........ ...... . 72 ....... ... ................ ..... ... .. .... . 1997
Mark Camp son ... ... ... .... ...... ...... 59 ...... ...... .... ...... .. .. .... .... ...... . 1984
Cliff Wisdom ... .... .. ..... ...... ....... . 51 ......... ... .... ... ........ .. ....... ... .. 1991
Matty Wess ... .......... ..... ............ . 49 ...... ..... .... ........ .. ................ 1996
Mike Marziliano .. .... .... .. ........ ... 49 ····~· ·· ······ ··· ······,··········· ·· ···· 1984
Mike Berg ..... ... ..... .. ....... ........ .. 46 ..... ........... ~.... :, ,. ... ,.. ,.. ..... .. 1988
Steve Swartz .... .... .. ..... ....... .... .,. 43 .................. .....,... .. ... .... ... .. 1993
James Davis .. .. .... ........ ..... .. .. .... 37 ..... .. ... ...... ...... ... .. ...... ... ...... 1999
Three Players ...... .... .. ....... ...... .. 36
On Base Percentai:e (min..150 plate appearances) *
Matt Bekoff. ... ....... .... ....... ..... .... 527 ..... ...... ...............,.... ... .. .... 1997
Beau McMi ll an .. ... ...... ....... ... ... -4.9 5 ....... .....:..,... ..... ......... ..... 2002
Brian Defrancisco .. ...... ... ........ .491 ...... :... .......... ..... ........ .... . 1993
Matty Wess .... ... ..... ..... ..... ... ...... .4 79 ...... ..... .. ....... ...... .. ... ... ... . I 996
Anthony Basoco .. ... ...... ............ .475 ..... .... .... ..,.......... .. ..... .c •••• 1997
Billy Zbacn ik ...... ... ........ .......... .465 .... ...... ........... ... .... ..... .. ... 2003
James Davi s ....... ..... .... ... .. .. ... .. . .459 ... .... .. ... ....... ........... ......... 1999
Adam Ro mer ....... ... ...... .... ... ..... .457 .. .... ...... ....... ......... .. .... ... . 2000
Michael Zody .... .. ..... ...... .... ...... .457 .. .... ....... ...... .... .... .... ... .. .. 1999

Brian deFrancisco .......... .......... 20 ...... .

Stolen Base Attempts *
Beau McMillan .......... ... ... .. ,..... :3
..... ...... .. 2002
Beau McMillan ... .. ...... ..... ..,.... . 2
2003
Ton~ Kurtz ..... .... .... ......... ..··\ ;
1996
David Ganepy ... .... .. .... ..... ..... .. ,
2003
Jason Chehova . .. ... ... ... ...... . .. ... . . .... ....... .. ........................ ... 2002
Brian Defrancisco .... .............. . 25 ........ .. .... ... ... ................... .. 1995
Steve Swartz .... ........ ... .......... .... 25 .... ... ... ........ ..... ..... .... .... ..... 1993
Landon Thomas ..... ...... ............ 24 ... ...... ... ... ...... ... .... .... ..... .... 2000
Jeremiah Creech ....... ..... .. ... ...... 23 .. ... ... ..... ....... .. ....... .. .... .. .. .. 2003
Tony Kurtz .. .. ... ....... .. ........ .... ... 23 .. ..... ..... ..... ...... ...... ... ........ . 1995
J.J. Blunt .. ... ..... ... ...... ...... ... .... .. 23 .... ... ..... .... ............... ... ... ... . 1994
Sacrifice Flies *
Cliff Garlick ....... ... ... .. .. .... ..... ... 7 .. ... ........ .... .... .... .... ........ ...... 1996
Carlos Portilla .. ..... ... ..... ... .. .... .. 6 .. ... .... ..... ... ... ...... ...... ..... .. ... . 2002
James Davis .......... ..... ... .. ....... .. 6 ... .. ... .... .... .... ... ..... ...... ... .. ... . 1998
Steve Vizzo ............. ........ ... .... .. 6 ..... .... ..... .. .... ............ ......... .. 1997
Landon Thomas ......... ...... ... .... . 5 ..... ...... .... ..... .. ........ ...... ..... .. 1999
James Davis ... ....... ... ...... .. ....... . 5 .... ....... ...... .... ......... ... ......... . 1999
B illy Oli vieri ....... ........... .. ... ..... 5 ..... ......... .. ..... ...... ..... .. ... ...... 1997
many players .. ..... .. ... .. .... ........ ..4

LYNN

Sacrifice Hits
Brian Defrancisco .... ... .. ....... ... 12 .. ... .............. ...... .. ..... ....... .. 1995
Jack Bade .... ..... ..... .. .. ........ ....... 9 .... ..... .. ..... ... .. ....... ........ ....... 1995
Matty Wess ..... ... ......... ........... .. . 8 .............. ....... ........ .. .:.. ... .... . 1997
Micke Scott ...... .. .. .... .. ........ ...... 7 ............. ... ... .... ... .... .... ........ . 2004
Adam Romer. ..... .. .. .... .... ..... .. ... 7 .......... ....... .... .... .. .. ...... .. ..... . 1999
Rob Rizzo ... ... ..... ..... .. ... .... .. .... .. 7 ........ ... .. ... ........ .. ....... .......... 1999
J.J. Blunt .... ..... ... .. .... .. .. ... ..... ... . 7 ... ..... .... ... ................ ... ...... ... 1995
Sandro Valencia ... ....... ............. 7 ... ... ..... ... .. ..... ...... .... ... ....... .. 1995
Four Players ...... ... .. ............ ..... . 6
Hit By Pitch
M ichael Zody ....... .. ... .......... ... .. 19 ... .... ..... ... ... ......... ...... ..... ... 2000
Anthony Basoco .... .... ... ............ I 7 ........ ...... ... ... .. .. .. ....... ... .... . 1997
Juan Colon .... .... ... ...... ...... ..... ... 14 ......... .... .... ... .. ... ... ..... ... ... .. 2003
Mi ke Scott... .. ... ............ ....... ..... 13 .... .. ... .......... ...... .. ..... ..... .. .. 2004
Roger Vazquez .... ........... .. ... ... .. 11 ... .. ... ... .... ....... ....... ... .. ....... 2002
Greg Mas lar ....... ... ... ....... ..... .... 11 ... .... ....... .. ... ........ .. ...... 1 ,.:.:2000
James Davis ..... ..... .... .. ...... ....... 11 .... ..... .... .. ..... .. ..... .... .......... 2000
Roli R"zzo ..... .. ..... ....... ..... .. ...... . 11 ......... ..... ... ...... ..... ..... ... ... .. 1999
¥ ichael Zody .. ... ..... .... ....... .... .. 10 .. ....... ... ......... ....... ........ ..... 1999
T hfee Pl ayers ...... ....... ......., .. ...,9

201 ... ... ... ... ...... ... .. ....... .... ..... 1996
.. ..... . 185 ....... ...... ... ...... .... ....... .... .. 1995
. .. 182 ....... .... ........... ........ .... ..... 1997
... . 181 .. ... .......... ...... ... ............ .. . 2002
.... .... . 161 ... .. .. .... ..... ... ....... ..,....... ... 2000
4 .... ........... .. .... ....... .. .... ... .. 2001
.. ... .. ..... ......... ... .. ........ .... 1999
... .. ........... ................ ....... 1998
45 ·· ·· ····•·············· ·· ········ ···· ··2003

Total Chances*
George Kellert ..... ........... .. ... ..... 538 ...... ........ .... .. .... ....... ...... .. 1995
Brian Lee ......... ..... ... ..... ...... ...... 475 ...... .. ... ............... .......... ... 1998
Brian Lee .. ..... ... ...... ....... ....... .... 418 ..... ... ... ....... ......... ..... .. .. .. . 1999
Roge r Vazquez ..... ..... .. .... .... ... .. 394 ....... ...... ... .. .. ... ... ... ..... .... . 2002
Greg Brown .. .. ... .... ... .... ....... .. ... 385 ..... ........ .... .. ... ..... ...... ... .. . 2002
Roger Vazquez .... .. ... .... ... ..... .. .. 3 78 .. ... ... .. ......... ... ... .... ... ..... .. 2001
Greg Brown ... ...... ....... .. ..... .... ... 369 .......... .... ....... .. ...... .......... 1999
Billy Olivieri ... ..... .... ............ ... . 363 .. ....................... ..... ....... .. 1997
Tom Sutaris ..... ..... .. .... ......... .... . 347 ... .... ...... .... ....... .... ... .... .... 1993
Greg Meyer ... ..... .......... ... .. ....... 344 ..... ..... .... ....... ..... .. ..... ..... . 2000
Fieldini: Percentai:e (min. 150 chances}*
Mike Guerrero .. .... ...... .... ....... .. .. 996 (265 - 14- 1) .... ... ........ ..... 1994
George Brandner .. ... ...... ..... .. .... .992 (22 1-26-2) .. ... .. ... ...... .. .. 2004
Brian Lee ... ... ....... ... .. ... ...... .. ... ... 992 (443 -28-4) ..... .. ......... .... 1998

LYNN

Individual Season Records
------------------------------------------

Billy O livieri ... ... ...... ..... ... ...... .. .990 (283 -1 7-3 ) .................... 1996
Dax Hughes ..... ...... .......... ........ .. 989 (248-24-3) .. ... ........ .. ..... 2000
Greg Brown .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. ..... ...... 989 (3 26-39-4) .... ..... ...... ..... l 999
George Kell ert.. .... ................... .. 989 (505 -27-6) ....... .. ....... .... 1995
Tony Ku1iz .. .. ... .......... .... ..... ..... .987 ( 13 9-11 -2) .................... 1995
Brian Lee .................. .. ...... ..... .. . .986 (3 76-36-6) .... .. .......... .... 1999
Kevin Cincimino ............... ...... .. 986 (192-23-3) .. ......... ... ...... 1998
Billy Olivieri ........................... . .986 (341 -1 7-5) ................. ... 1997

Earned Run Average {min. 25 innings pitched)
John Schulz ......... ... .... ........ ...... 1.40 (20-25 .2) ...................... 2003
Donni e Bivins ... .......... .. ........... l .67 (20-108.0) .. .. .... .. ........ .. 1996
Robb Brooks .. ..... .. ................... 1.75 (16-82.l) ...................... 1995
Jeff Spicer ....... ...... .. ................. 2.06 (8 -3 5.0) ........................ 2002
Keith Elrod ...... ... .. ....... .. ... .. .. .... 2.30 ...................................... 1990
Keith E lrod ...... ....... .. .. .. ... ..... .... 2.33 ...................................... 1989
Mike Shea ... ................... .... ...... 2.54 (24-85.0) .. ............. ....... 1995
Nick Brown ... .. .. .... ............... .... 2.78 (17-32.1) ..................... . 2003
Cli ff Garli ck ........................... .. 2.90 (30-93.0) ... ........... .... .... 1993
Wins
Donni e Bivins .............. .. ....... ... 13 .......... .. ........ ....... .. ............ 1997
Trav is Osborn .. ....... .. ..... .. ... ...... 12 ..... .. .... ...... ........... .. .. .. ....... 2003
Dav id Berger ............................ I I ................... .. .............. .. .... 1996
Al Lombard i ..................... __ ...... I I ......................................... 1986
M ike Th irstino ......................... 11 .......... ...... ... .. ... .. ....... ..... ... J985
Donnie Bivins .......................... 10 ................... .... ....... .. ,...... .. 1996
Keith Elrod ............................... 10 ... .. ............. ..... .... ........... ... 1990
Appearances *
Jesse Kapellusch ..... .... ... .. ... ..... 30 .............. .. ......................... 199~
Robb Brooks ..... .. ........ ... .... ...... 30 ............................... .. ........ 1995
David Berger .... ..... ... .... .... ........ 25 ......................................... 1996
Damien Carapella .. .... .. ..... ........ 24 ......................................... 1998
Jesse Kappelusch ..................... 24 .. .. ........... .. ...... .. .. ... ........... 1997
Brian Maler .. .... .... .................... 23 .. .. .... ... .. ..... .. ............... ...... 1999
Jesse Bees ley .... .. .. .... ...... ... .. ..... 22 ...... .. ... ..... ..................... .. .. 200 ~
Adam Lopez ........ .. .. ... .............. 22 ......... ... ....... .. ... ........ .. .. .... 2000
Bobby Lindsay .... .... ...... .. .. .. ..... 22 .... ... .. ........... .. ........ ..... ...... 1999
Donnie Bivins ................... .. .... . 22 .. .......... ............. ............... 1997
Games Started *
Donnie Bivins .... ..... .. ............... 17 .. .... ....... ........ .. ..... ... ....... ... 1997
Everton Griffiths ...... .... ............ 17 ................ .. ........ .......... .. ... 1996
Travis Osborn ......... .......... .... .. .. 15 ......................................... 2003
Anthony Billisi ......................... 15 ............... ...... ..... .............. . 2000
David Berger. .. .... .. .... .. .. ..... .... .. 15 ...... .. ...... .... .............. .. .... .. . 1997
Everton Gri ffiths ....... ........... .. .. 15 ................. .... .................... 1995
14 .. ......... ........ .. .. ...... .. ........ ... .. .. Four Times
Complete Games
Donni e Bivins ..... .... ......... ..... .. . IO ................. .... .. ..... ...... .. .. ... 1997
Cliff Garlick ... .. ................ .... .... 9 .. ................... .. ... ................. 1993
Rick Schanzle .. .. .... .. .......... .. .. .. . 9 ..... .. ................ .. .......... .. .. .. .. 1988
Dave Clark .. ... .. .. ...................... 7 ..... .. .... ..... .. ... .. ............... ... .. 1987
Carmi no Mazza ............. ... .. .... .. 6 ........... ... .... ... .. .... .... ............ 1993
Rich Schanzle ......... .... ... .......... . 6 ......................................... .. 1987
Enriques Baca .. ........ ................ 5 .... .. ... .... ....................... ....... 2002
Travi s Osborn .............. ... ... ... .... 3 ... .... ...... ...... .. ... ................. .. 2003
Adam Lopez .... ...................... .. . 3 .............. .... ..... ... .... ............ . 2003
Rob Rizzo ..... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. ... ... 3 ........................ .. ......... ... ... .. 2001
David Berger ........... ........ .. ... .... 3 .... ........... .... ..... .... .............. 1997

2005./...r"' " § , ~

Shutouts {complete games only) *
David Berger ............................ 3 ... .. .............. .. ...................... 1996
Cliff Garlick ... .. ... .... .. ...... ... ...... 3 .... ... ..... ............... .... .. .'..... .. .. 1993
Adam Lopez ... ............ .. .... ...... .. 2 ....... ... ......... ........................ 2003
Rich Westover .. ...... ....... ..... .... .. 2 .... .. .... ........ .. ....................... 1996
many players ......... .. .... .. .. ......... 1
Saves
John Schulz .............. .. ....... ... .... 10 .... .. .. ........ .. ......... ......... .. ... 2003
Jesse Kapellusch ................ .. .... 10 .................... ....... .......... .. .. 1998
Robb Brooks .. .. ... ........... .. .. ...... 7 ..... ..... ............ ...... ....... .... .... 1995
Jesse Beesley .. ... .... ..... .............. 6 ....... ... ... ......... ... ...... ... ... .. .... 2000
Jesse Kape llusch ..... .. ..... .. ........ 5 ........... .. ...................... .... .... 2001
Keith Elrod ................... ............ 4 .. ... ... ... ...... .......... ................ 1989
Dave Clark .... ........... ....... ..... .. .. 4 ..... ................ .... .................. 1988
3 .... .. ... ................ .. ..... .. ............. Four times
Innines Pitched
Donnie Bivins .. .... .. .. .. .. ............ 145.1 ............. .... ... .. .. ........ .... 1997
David Berger ........ .. ....... ..... ..... . 122.2 .. ... ............. .. ....... .. ....... 1996
Mike Thirstino .. ... ... ......... ........ 122.1 ...... ............... ... ............ 1984
Mike Thirstino ..... .... .... ............ 120.0 ....... .. ... ... ..................... 1985
Donnie Bivins .......................... 108.0 .................................... 1996
David Berger ................. .. ......... 107.0 ... ..... .. ................... .. ..... 1997
Travis Osborn ........... ................ ] 03 .0 ............................. .. .. ... 2003
Enriques Baca .......................... 101 .O .......... .. ........ ...... .......... 2002
Everton Griffiths ...................... 99.2 ..... .. .... ...... .. ............ ....... 1996
Strikeouts
Everton Griffiths ...... .. ..... .. ....... 110 .................... ........ ........... 1996
Mike Thirstino ....... .. ........... .. .. . 109 ............. .. ... ..................... 1985
Enriques Baca .... .............. ... ..... I 0 1 ... .. ............................... ... 2002
Travis Osborn ...................... .. .. . 96 ... ... ................................... 2003
Brant St. Loui s ....... ...... ......... ... 96 ................. .. ...................... 2000
Everton Griffiths .......... .. ...... .... 96 ............. .... ...... ..... ... .... ... .. . 1995
Donnie Bivins ....... ....... .. ... .... .. . 87 ... ................. .. .. .. ... ... .. ...... . 1997
David Berger ........ .................... 86 ......... .. ... ...... ... ... .......... .. ... 1996
Rick Schanzle ................. .. ....... . 77 ............................. ...... ...... 1988

lndi11idua1 Career Records
____________,;;;,,;;;.;~-----------------------------Games Plaved *
Greg Maslar ............ .... .... ... ...... 21 I ... ... ....... ...... .. .. ..... .. .... 1998-0 I
Greg Brown .. ...... .......... ..... ....... 210 .. ... ............... .. ...... ...... 1999-03
Landon Thomas ....................... 209 ........... .. ........... .......... 1998-0 I
Adam Romer ............................ 201 ...... ...... .. ..... .. ..... .. ... .. . 1998-0 l
Brian Lee .. .. ....... .. ...... ....... .... .... 178 ....... .. .... .. .............. .. .. 1996-99
J.J. Blunt .. ................ .. ..... .. ....... 178 .... .. .......... .... ...... .... ... 1993-96
Matty Wess ............. .. .......... ...... 164 ... .. ... .. ....... ....... .. .. ...... 1994-97
Steve Vizzo ........... .. ............ .. ... 161 ...... .. ..... .... ...... ...... .... 1995-97
Greg Brown ... .. .... .......... .... .... ... 160 ........... .. ....... ....... ...... 1999-02
James Davis .. ..... .......... .. .... .... .. J58 ............. ...... .. ... ........ . 1998-00
Michael Quijano ...... ........ .. ..... .. 144 .. ... ... ................ .. .... .. .. 1996-98

LYNN

Rich Ciufo ... ... .. ...... .. ........... ..... 38 ... .. .... ..... ............ .... ...... 1986-89
Tony Kurtz ........ ... .. .... ............ .. 34 .. ... ................... ....... ..... 1995-96
Brian Lee .......................... .. ...... 33 ................... .. .. ............. 1996-99
Matty Wess ............................... 33 .............. ............... . :.... . 1994-97
Landon Thomas ....................... 32 .................. ............... ... 1998-0 I
Ed Sisko ................................... 32 ............. .. ..................... 1987-90

Triples
Tony Kurtz ........................ ....... 10 ........ .... ... .... ....... .......... 1995-96
Jess Dinesen ........... .... ....... ... .... 9 ..... .. ....... ....... .. ....... ........ 1993-94
Ed Sisko .............................. .. ... 9 ..................... ... .............. 1987-90
Adam Romer ............................ 8 ... ... .................. ... ........ .. . 1998-01
Landon Thomas .. ..................... 7 .... ... ... .. .. ...... .................. 1998-0 I
Jay Zier. .. .... .... ................. .. ....... 7 ...................................... 1990-91
Max Tripodi ........ .... ................. 6 ...................................... I 988-89
Dale Tuccio ............. .. ............ ... 6 .................. .. .. .. .............. 1985-87
Bill Fanizzi .. .... ..... ... ....... ...... .... 6 ............. ......................... 1985-86
Beau McMillan ................. .... .. . 5 ......... .... .. .......... .. ... .. ...... 2001-02
.,
Home Runs
Ed Sisko ....... .. .......... .. ...... ........ 32 ............ .... .. .. ..... ..... .... .. 1987-90
Rich C iufo .......... ... ... ... .. .. .... ..... 27 .. ... ..... .... ... .... .. .... ... .. .... 1986-89
Beau McMi llan ......... ......... .. .... 26 ....... ... ........... .... ..... .. .... 2001-04
George Branch ................... ,..... 25 .................................... 2002 -03
Matty Wess ........ .. ................ .. ... 21 .. .......... .. .. .. ... ........... .... 1994-97
James Baker ...................... .... ... I 9 .............................. .. .... 1997-98
Jerry Baker ............................... 19 ... ....... .. ............................. 1984
Billy Olivieri ............................ 18 .................................... 1996-97
Max Tripodi ........... ... ......... ...... 18 ................. .. ................. 1988 -89
Roger Vazquez ......................... 17 ...................... .. ............ 2001-02
Tony Kurtz ... .............. .......... .... 15 ................... .. .... .. ......... 1995 -96

Games Started *
Greg Maslar ........... ... .. ............. 211 .................................. 1998-0 I
Landon Thomas ..... .............. .. .. 208 .................................. 1998-0 I
Greg Brown ... .. .... ... .................. 201 ............... .............. ..... 1999-03
Adam Romer .......... ..... ... .. .. .. .... 188 .................................. 1998-0 I
Matty Wess .... .. .. ....................... 162 .................................. 1994-97
James Davis .. ........................... 158 .. .... .. ..... ......... ............ 1998-00
Steve Vizzo .. .. ........ ... ..... .......... 157 .................................. 1995-97
Brian Lee ..... ............ ... ...... ........ 151 .......... .. ...................... 1997-99
Michae l Qu ij ano ............. .. ..... ... 129 ......... .. ..... .. ................ 1996-98
Rob Ri zzo ................. .. ........ ...... 123 .................................. 1998-0J
Batting Average (min. 300 at bats)
Brad Fairholm .......... .. ... ....... .... .404 .......................... .. ..... 1989-9 l
Augie Vivenzio ........... .. .. ..... .. ... 380 .. ........ ... ............ ........ 1990-9 l
Ed Sisko ................... .. ... .... ........ 367 ... ................ ...... ........ 1987-90
Rich Ciufo ........................ ......... 345 ........ ........... ... .... .. ..... 1986-89
Matty Wess .... .. .......................... 344 (141-410) ...... .......... 1996-97
Beau McMillan ......................... 341 ( 190-557) .. .............. 2001-03
B illy O livieri ................ .... .... ..... 336 (121 -360) ................ 1995-97
Adam Romer ... .......... ... ............. 334 (224-671) ...... ..... ..... 1998-01
Steve Vizzo .......... .. ................... 33 1 (201 -608) ..... .... ....... 1995-97
Tony Kurtz ........... ..... ....... .. ....... 328 ( 154-469) ..... .... ....... 1995-96

Total Bases *
Landon Thomas .... .. ................. 330 ............... .. ............ ..... 1998-0 l
Greg Maslar .... ....... ........ ......... . 317 .. .. ... ....... ................ .. .. 1998-0 I
Adam Romer .. .... .. .. .. ........ ..... ... 309 ... ... .. ....... ............ ....... 1998-0 I
Matty Wess ....... ........ ...... .... ..... . 290 ..... ..... ..... ....... .......... .. 1994-97
St_eve Vizzo ................ .. ... ...... .. . 287 .... .. ....... .. ... ...... .......... 1995-97
James Davis ............. .... ..... .. ..... 253 ................ .. .. .... .......... 1998-00
Tony Kurtz ............................... 253 ...... .. ........... ............... 1995 -96
Greg Brown .............................. 223 ...................... .. .......... 1999-02
BrianLee ..................... .. ........... 2 11 ... ........................ '. ...... 1996-99
Bi lly O li v,ieri ........... .. ............... 196 ................. ....... ... 1....... 1995 -97

Hits
Landon Thomas ....................... 275 ....................... .. ......... 1998-0l
Greg Maslar ......... .. .................. 245 ............ ....... ............... 1998-0 J
Adam Romer ...... ... .. ... .......... .. .. 224 ....... .... .... ................. .. 1998-0l
Rich Ci ufo ....................... .... .. ... 218 ....... .. ... ,.......... ..... ...... 1986-89
Steve Yizzo .............................. 201 .. ...................... .... ...... 1995-97
Ed Sisko ..................... ... .. .. ..... .. 201 ............................... ... 1987-90
James Davis ............. ...... ...... .... 190 ...... .... ... .. ................ ... 1998-00
Tony Di Benedetto .... .. ...... .. ..... 166 ...... .... ......... .. ............. 1985-88
Greg Brown ........ ... ................... 165 .............. ... ... ............ .. 1999-02
Mike Berg ................... .. ........... 164 .................... .... .......... 1986-89

Slugging Percentage <Min. 300 at bats) *
Jess Dinesen ................. ... ........ .. 559 (191 -342) ..... ........ ... 1993 -94
Beau McMi llan ................. ..... ... 554 (190-343) ........ ... ..... 200 1-02
Roger Vazquez ........ .. .. ... ..... ...... 542 ( 188-347) ....... .. ....... 2001-02
James Baker .... ... ...................... .480 (189-394) ................ 1997-98
Adam Romer. .. .. ... ............... .. ... .461 (309-671) ........... .. ... 1998-0 I
Jan Ramos .. .... .......................... .454 (174-383) ................ 1999-00
James Davis ... .. .................. ...... .423 (253 -598) ................ 1998-00
Brian Lee ....................... ....... .. .. .396 ( 193 -488) ... .... ......... 1997-99
Greg Brown ..... ......... ....... ...... .... 394 (223 -5 66) ...... .......... 1999-02
Greg Maslar .............................. 392 (317-808) ...... .. .... .. .. 1998-01

At Bats
Landon Thomas ............ ........... 848 .................. ... ............. 1998-0 l
Greg Maslar ................ .. ........... 808 ... ............................... 1998-0 l
Adam Romer ...... ....... .... ........... 67 1 .... ..... ...... ......... ... .. ... .. 1998-0l
Rich Ciufo .. .............................. 617 .................................. I 986-89
Steve Vizzo .. .. .. .. .... .. ......... ... .... 608 ..... ..... ........... .. ........ ... 1995-97
James Davis ............................. 598 .............................. .... 1998-00
Greg Brown ....... ..... ..... ............. 566 .................................. 1999-02
M ike Berg ................................ 557 ......... .. .. .. ...... .... ... ...... 1986-89
Ed Sisko .............. .... .... ............ . 547 ........................... ... ... . 1987-90
Tony Di Benedetto ... ................ 534 ....... .... ........ ... ........ .... 1985-88

Runs Batted In
Ed Sisko ......................... ..... ..... 174 ...................... .... .. ...... 1987-90
Rich C iufo .. ... .............. ... ....... ... 14 7 ..... .......... .............. .. ... 1986-89
Greg Maslar ......... .. ... .. ...... .. ..... 135 .............. ... ..... .. .......... 1998-0 1
Adam Romer. ............ .. ............. 117 .......... .... .... .... ......... .. . 1998-01
Steve Vizzo ............ .. .. .. .. .......... 11 7 .............. ..... .. .. ....... .... 1995-97
Sal Giardina .............. .. ... ........ .. 11 2 ..... .. .... .................. ... .. 1984-86
Matty Wess .. .. .. .......... ... .... .. ...... 111 ......... .... ........ .. .... .. ..... 1994-97
Greg Brown .. .. ..... ..... ....... .... .. ... l 06 ............. ... .................. 1999-02
Tony Kurtz .. .... ..... .. ........... .. ... .. 105 ..... .......... ................... 1995-96

Doubles
Greg Brown .. ..... ...... .. ............. .. 42 ....... .... ..... ... ......... ........ 1999-02
Adam Romer .......... .. ................ 42 ......... ... .. ........... .... .... .. . 1998-0 I
Steve Vizzo .................... .. ........ 42 .............................. ...... 1995-97
James Davis ...... .. ......... .. ......... .4 l .... .. ..... .... ... ............. .... . 1998-00
37

lndiuidual Career Records
-----------------------------------------James Davis ........ ... .... .. ........ .... 104 ............ ..... .......... .... ... 1998-00
Greg Brown .... ..... ... ..... .... .. ... .... 8 ... .. .. ..... .. .... ........ ... .. .... ... 1999-02

LYNN

Runs Scored
Landon Thomas ... .... ....... .. ....... 181 .... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ..... ... 1998-01
Greg Maslar .. .. .. ... .... ...... ..... .. ... 156 ..... ...... ..... ........ .. .. .. .... 1998-01
Ed Sisko ...... ..... ....... ... ..... .. .... .. . 155 ....... ..... ..... ........ ......... 1987-90
Mike Berg ... .. ....... ... ...... ... ........ 14 7 ..... .. .... .. .. ... ...... .... .. .... 1986-8 9
Rich Ciufo ..... ... ... ...... .... ... ..... .. . 146 ...... ..... ... ... ......... ........ 1986-89
James Davis .. ....... .... .. ... ......... .. 142 ............... ... ..... .... ...... . 1998-00
Matty Wess ... ......... .... .... .... ... .... 128 .. ....... ...... ... .. ..... ...... .. . 1994-97
Adam Romer ........ .. .. .... ..... ...... . 126 ...... .. ..... ..... ... ........ ..... 1998-01
Steve Vizzo ... .... .... .. .. .. ... ......... . 122 .. .. ....... ..... ... .... .. ....... .. 1995-97
Tony Di Benedetto .... ..... ......... . 1
1985-88
Walks
Mike Berg .............. ... .. ..... ........ 123 ... ........................ .. .... . 1986-89
Adam Romer ..... .... .... ....... .... .. .. 106 ... ........ .. ........ .......... ... 1998-01
Matt Bekoff. ...... ...... ..... .. .... ..... . 102 .. ........ ... .. '. .... ... .. ... ...,. .. 1996-97
James Davis ....... .. .......... .... ..... . 97 .... ... .... .... .......... ........... 1998-00
Ed Sisko .. .. ..... .................. .. .. .. .. 97 .... .... .. .......................... 1987-90
Landon Thomas .......... ...... ..... .. 96 .... ..... ..... ,.. .... ... .... .. ..... 1998-01
Greg Maslar ............. .. ... ........ ... 90 ·· ···· ··· ···· ···· •· ····· :· ... ....... 1998-0l
Matty Wess ................ ....... ........ 88 ....... .......•..... ................ 1994-97
CliffWisdom ..... ... ....... .... ....... .. 81 ........ ..... ... .. ......... ........ .1990091
Greg Brown ..... .... .... ................. 77 ....... ... ..... ..... ... ...... ... .... 1999°-02,
On Base Percenta2e (min. 300 pla(e appearances)"*
Matt Bekoff ..... .... ........ .. ........... .481 ...... ....... ... ......... ... ..... 1996-97
Beau McMillan .... .... .......... ... .. . .436 ........ ... ... ..... ........ ..... .2001-02
Michael Zody .............. .. .... .. .. ... .431 ... .... ........ .. ..... ........... 1999-01
Adam Romer ............. .... ..... ...... .430 .... .. .. .... .... .... .... ... ... ... 1998-0l
Jess Dinesen ...... ........ .... ........... .429 ....... ....... ..... ............ .. 1993~94
James Davis .. ... .. .... .... ..... ..... .... .423 ............ .. .... .. ... .,........ 1998:oQ
Roger Vazquez ... ......... .... .. ... ... . .422 ..... ... ....... ....... ...,;.l.. .. 2001-02
Tony Kurtz .. .. ....... .... ..... ........... .417 ................. ... ... ~.. ' .......1995-96
Jan Ramos .... ... .... ..... ..... .......... . .400 .... ... ... ... .. .... .
1999-00
Landon Thomas ........ ................ 398 ......... ... .. .
Stolen Bases
Beau McMillan ........ .... ... ......... 77
Brad fairho lm .... .... .... .... .. ... ..... 66
Landon Thomas ... ... ... ... .. .. .... .. . 62
Jay
J.J. Blunt

OOJ./0
91
,,<
" 1

....... 1990-91
1993-96
1986-89
1998-01
Tony Kurtz ....... .... ......... ... ....... . .... .. ...... ........... .......... ... 1995-96
Rich Ciufo .... ........... ... ..... .... ..... 39 ...... .. ... .. ... .. ..... ....... .... .. 1986-89
Adam Romer ........... .. .. ..... .. ... .. . 24 .... .... ... ... ........ ........ ...... 1998-0 1

Stolen Base Attempts *
Beau Mc Mi !Ian ....... .... ............. 87 ...... ...... ...... .. ... ...... ....... 2001-04
Landon Thomas ...... ........ ..... .... 79 ..... ...... .. ..... .... ... .......... . 1998-0 I
J.J. Blunt ...... ... ....... ..... .... .. .. .. ... 65 .. .... ........ .... ..... .. .......... . 1993 -96
Greg Maslar .......... .......... .... .. ... 54 ......... .. .. ... ........ .... ... .. .. . 1998 -0 I
Tony Kurtz .... .... ... .... ... ....... ... ... 50 ....... ... ... .... .............. .. .. 1995 -96
Adam Romer ... .. .. .... ......... ...... .. 3 7 ..... ............. ... .. .. ...... ... . 1998-01
Michael Zody .............. .... ... ..... . 30 .. ..... .... .. .. ..... .......... ... .. . 1999-0 I
James Davis .... ........ ....... .......... 30 ...... ...... ... .... ................. 1998-00
Jason Chehova .... ... ... ...... ..... .... 25 ....... ... ..... ....................... ... 2002
Brian Defrancisco .... ..... .......... 25 ... .. ... ...... .. .................. ..... .. 1995
Sacrifice Flies *
Adam Romer. ..... ...... ..... ... ....... . 14 ........ .. .... .. ... .. .. .... .. .. ..... 1998-0l
James Davis ... ........ .................. 13 ..... .. ............ ..... .. .. ... .... . 1998-00
Steve Vizzo .. .. ......... ..... ....... ..... IO .... ..... ... ....... ..... ... ......... 1995-97

Landon Thomas ... ..... ....... .... ... . 8 ...... ..... .. .......... .. ..... .... .. .. 1998-0 I
Cliff Garlick ... .. .. .. ...... .............. 8 ..... ...... ..... ... .... ...... .. ...... . 1995-96
Rob Rizzo .......... ........... ....... ..... 7 ............. ......... ... ...... .'.... .. 1998-0 I
Brian Lee .. .. ..... .... ... ..... ..... ........ 7 ............ .. ... ........ .... ..... .... 1996-99
Seane Parker. ...... .... .. ..... ... ....... . 7 .... .... .. .... ...... ... .... ..... .. .... 1996-97
Billy Olivieri .. ....... .. ... ....... ..... .. 7 .. ..... ....... ........ .. ... ... .... .... 1995-97

Sacrifice Hits *
Matty Wess ..... .... .... ...... ..... ... .... l 5 ...... ....... ....... .......... ..... . 1994-97
Landon Thomas .... ...... .. .... .... ... 13 .... ......... ............ ..... ...... 1998-01
Adam Romer .. .... ... .. .... ... ... ... .... 13 .................. ... ....... ...... .. 1998-01
Brian Defrancisco .. ... .. .. ..... .. .. . 12 .. ... .... ... ... .... .... .. ... ... ...... ... . 1995
Greg Maslar ... ............ .. ....... ..... 11 ........ ......... ..... .... ... ..... .. 1998-0 I
Brian Lee ... .. .. ... ........ ...... ... ... .... 11 ... ..... ......... .... ..... ..... .. ... 1996-99
Jack Bade ....... ..... .............. .. ... .. 11 .... ......... ......... ... ...... ..... 1995-96
J.J. Blunt ................. ....... .......... 11 ... ... .. ...... ... ....... .. ..... ..... 1994-96
Cliff Garlick .. .. ... ....... ... ..... ..... .. 9 ... .... .... ............. ..... ......... 1995-96
many players ......... ..... ..... ... ...... 8
., '
Hit By Pitch *
Michael Zody ... ..... ... ... .. .... ..... .. 29 ........ ........ .. .. ..... .... ....... 1999-01
Greg. Maslar ... .. .... .. ..... ....... ,... .. 26 ....... .......... ... ......... .. .... . 1998-01
Bria11 Lee ... ... ... ... ...... .. ..... .. ,.. .... 25 .. .. ... ..... ............. .. .... .. ... 1996-99
J.J. Blunt ... ... ... ..... ....... ,.... ....... 24 ..... ....... ... ..... .. .... .. ........ 1993-96
J11me;, Davis ..... :: .... ., .. .............. 21 .. ,..... ... ... .......... .......... .. 1998-00
Steve Vizzo .......... ,... .... .. .......... 20 .. ...,..... ... .... .. .... ....... ...... 1995-97
. .·
Matty Wess ........ .,... , .. .. .......... ... 19 ... .... .... .. ...... .............. ... 1994-97
A'dµm Romer. ..... .... .. ....... .. .... ... 18 ··· ' ·•.•· ·· ··········· ····· ···· ·· ···· 1998-01
:R:ob Rizzo ........ ..... !..... . . .. ...... . .. . 18 ..... .. ... ...... .... ..... ... ... ..... 1998-01
Anthon):; Basoco .... ,.. ........... ... .. 17 ... .... ....... ... ............... ..... .... 1997

,

1996-99
.. .. .,....... ....... ...... .... ... . 1999-02
ez ....... ..... .. ... ........ 721 .. .... .. ...... ............ ........ 2001-02
628 ...... .. ... .. .. .... ... ...... .... .. 1995-97
505 .. ... .... .... .... ..... ...... ..... ... .. . 1995
473 .... .. .. .. ... .. .. ......... .. .. .... 1998-0l
400 ....... ... ......... ...... ... ..... . 1996-97
394 ... .. .... ..... ... .. ... ... ...... ... 1999-00
341 ... .. ........... ....... ... ...... .. 1993-94
1994-97

Assists*
James Davis<•....... ,., ..., .. ,.... ? .... ,..
...... ....... ....... ..... ... ...... 1998-00
Rob Rizzo ....... .. .. : ..~ ..... :~'. ..~~ ..~.. . 398 ..... ..... ............ .. ...... .... 1998-0l
Jack Bade ... .. ... ... ..... ...... ........... 3 86 ..... .... .... ....... .... .......... 1995-96
Matt Bekoff. .... .............. ... ... .. ... 270 ......... .. ....... .. ..... ......... 1996-97
Steve Vizza ..... ... .. .... .... ...... ...... 265 ....... ... ... ........... .. ..... ... 1995-97
Adam Romer ... .... .. ......... ... ...... . 264 ... ... .... .......... ... .. ....... .. 1998-0 1
Michael Quijano ...... .......... .. ..... 260 ........ .... .... ..... .... .. ....... 1996-98
Beau McMillan ..... .. ..... ... .... .... . 212 ... ... ... .. ..... ...... ... ......... 200l-02
Jan Ramos .. ... .. ... ........ .... .. .. ...... 193 ............... ....... ... ... ..... . 1999-00
Jason Chehova ...... ..... ... ........... 181 .. .. ... .. .. .... ... ... .. ....... .... ... .. 2002
Total Chances *
Brian Lee ..... ... ...... ..... ..... ... ... .... 1,205 .......... ............. ........ 1996-99
Greg Brown ........... .... ............... I , 11 8 .... ... .... .......... ... .. ..... 1999-02
James Davis ...... ..... .. ..... ...... ..... 822 ...... .. ......... .... .......... .. . 1998-00
Roger Vazquez ....... ... ....... ... ..... 772 .. ... .. .... ....... ..... ... ... .. .. .2001-02
Rob Rizzo ..... ... ........ .... ............. 729 .. ..................... ... .. ... ... 1998-01
Billy Olivieri .. .... ..... .... .. .. ......... 676 ...... .. .... ... ........ ..... ... ... 1995-97
Jack Bade .. ... .. ....... ............... .... 578 ...... ... .. .... ...... .. ........... 1995-96
George Kellert .... ..... ................. 538 ............. ....... ..... ...... ... ..... 1995
Landon Thomas ....... ..... ... .... .... 519 ...... .... ... ..... ........ ....... . 1998-01

Individual Career Records

-----------=~;;..;;..;;;.;;;;,..;._.....;;......;;__,;;...__.;;;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adam Romer ........... ....... .......... 480 ...... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .... ..... .. 1998-01
Fielding Percentage (min. 400 chances)
George Kellert ......... ..... .. .... ....... 989 (505-27-3) ... ...... ..... ..... . 1995
Billy Olivieri ........... ... ........... .... 987 (628-39-9) ...... .. .... ... 1995-97
Brian Lee ... .... ........... ... .. ... ..... .. .. 984 (l ,092-94-19) ...... .... 1996-99
Greg Brown .... ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .... 982 (948 -150-20) .... ... .... 1999-02
Greg Meyer ............................... 974 (394-20-11 ) ..... ....... . 1999-00
Roger Vazquez ... ..... ..... ..... ...... . .972 (721-29-22) .......... ... 2001-02
Seane Parker. .... ... ... .. .. ... ...... ... ... 970 (400-56-14) .... ...... ... 1996-97
Landon Thomas ......... ........... .... 967 (473 -29-1 7) ........ ..... l 998-0l
Jess Dinesen .... ... .... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... 958 (341-55-18) ............. 1993-94
Adam Romer ...... ..... .. ........ .... .. .. 9?3 (179-264-37) .......... . 1998-01
.Earned Run Average (min. 50 IP)
Keith Elrod ....................... ... .... . 2.32 .. ............................ .. .. 1989-90
Robb Brooks ...... .. .... ... ....... ...... 2.76 (50-163.0) ....... ...... .. 1994-95
Donnie Bivins ..... ..... .... ....... ..... 2.77 (78-253.1) ...... .. ....... 1996-97
Mike Conover .... ..... ... ..... ......... 2.91 ............... ....... .... ... ........ . 1989
Mark Ward ... ........... ... ....... ....... 2.95 ............ .... ..... .. .. .... ... . 1990-91
Joe Osche ..... ..... ... ..... ......... ...... 3.00 (25-75.0) ...... .. .............. 1994
Mike Shea .. ......... ..... .. .. ......... ... 3.34 (49-132.0) ............... 1994-95
Rich Westover ............ ... .... ....... 3 .40 (36-95 .1) ...................... 1996
Everton Griffiths .. .. ...... ..... .. ... .. 3.65 (79-194.2) ........ ... .... 1995-96
Enriques Baca ........ .. .... ............ 3.49 (55-142 .0) .. .. ........... 2001-02

LYNN

Rick Schanzle ..... ......... .. ........... 18 .... .. ............. ... .... ..... ..... 1986-89
David Berger ......... ..... .... ... .... ... IO .... ........ ...... ........ ..... ..... 1996-97
Cliff Garlick .. .. ....... .. .... .... ....... . 9 .... ... ...... ...... ... .... ..... .... ... 1993-94
Joe Osche ... ..... ... .... ...... ... .. ... .. .. 9 .. ........... ...... .... .... ...... : .... 1993-94
Dave Clark .... ...... .. ..... ..... ... .... .. 9 .... ...... ...... .... ..... .... ....... .. 1986-89
Al Lombardi ..... ... ....... .............. 9 .. ....... .... .. ...... .... .. .. ... ...... 1984-86
Mike Shea ... ... ........... ........ .. ... .. 8 ... ..... ... .. ... ... ... .... .. .......... 1993-95
many players ....... ... .. ....... ...... .. . 6
Shutouts (complete games only)
David Berger ... ..... ... ... ....... .. .... . 3 ... ..... .... .... .... .... .... .. ... ... .. 1996-97
Cliff Garlick .... ... ...... ............ .... 3 ... ............ .. ..... ..... .... ... .... 1993-94
Rich Westover .. .... ............... ..... 2 .. ......................... .. .. .. .. ...... .. 1996
Joe Osche .................. ..... .... ...... 2 ..... .. .... ...... ... ... ... .. .......... 1993-94
Enriques Baca ........... .............. . I ........... ....... .. ..... ... .......... 2001-02
Raymond Leyva .. ............. .... .. .. 1 ..... ...... ......... ................ .. ..... 2002
Jeff Spicer ........... ........ .... ......... I ........... ......... .... .... ... ....... 2000-02
Donnie Bivins ..... ......... ........ .. .. I .. .... ... ..... .. ... .. ........ ....... .. 1996-97
Mike Shea ....... .... ... ............. .. ... I ... ...... ... ..... ......................1994-95
George Kellert ............. ............. I ......... ... ... .. .... .. ... ...... .. ......... 1995
Tom Guillot ...................... ... ..... I .. ... .. .. ... ... ...... .. ......... ... ... ..... 1994
Sa~es
Jesse Kapellusch ..... r ···.......... 15 .... ..... .... ........ ... .... .. ...... 1997-0 I
Robb Brooks ...... ............ .......... 9 .................................... .. 1994-95
Jesse Beesley ... ......0. .. . ......... ...... 8 .. ... ... ... ................ .. ......... 2000-02
Dave Clark ...... .. .... ....... .. ....... ... 7 .... ... .. .. .. .......... ........ ....... 1986-89
Keith Elrod ........... ,....... .. .......... 5 ...... ........... .............. .. ..... 1989-90
Mike Thirstino .............. ....... .... 5 .... .. ..... .... ....... ............... . 1984-85
1Dennis Yunes .... ,... .... ........ ........ 4 ..... .... ... .. .. .. ............ .... .... 1989-9 l
Jeff Spicer ......... .. ... ..... ... ..... ..... 3 .. '. ....... ... ........ .. .. ... ...... .... 2000-02
·Roddy Barnes ....................... .... 3 .......... ... ......... ... ..... ..... ... 1999-00
many. players

Wins
Donnie Bivins ... .. .. ...... ... ......... . 23 ......... ........................... 1996-97
A I Lombardi ... ....... .. .... ............. 21 ...... ...... ............... .. ....... 1984-86
Brant St. Louis ............ .. .... ....... 20 .................................... 1998-0 I
Mike Thirstino ............ ....... .. ... . 20 ....... .... ..... ..... ........... .... 1984-85
Rick Schanzle ...... .... .. .. ... .... .. .. .. 19 .... ..... .... .. ........ ... .. .,...... 1986-8~
·q,
David Berger ......... .... .... .. .... ..... 18
1996-97
Rob Rizzo ........ .... .. ... .. .... ..... ... .. 17 .. ... ... ........ ... ........ .. ... ..... l 998c01
Brian Mahler ...... ... ... .. .... .. ........ 16 ...... ..... ..... .... ...., ....... .... 1998~01 ,, Brant St>Louis ....... ...... .. ... .... ... 317 .1 ........ ............. .......... 1998-0l
Keith Elrod ......... .. .. .. .... ... ....... .. 16 ..... ... ... .... ... .......... :: ~.. ,.]989-90 ·~· Ricli,S~nanzle.,.. ... ..... .... .... ....... 256.2 ..... ............ ... ... ........ 1986-89
Everton Griffiths ······ ··· ·· ··· ···· ··· · 14 ········ ·· ·;.•··'·· :·.··.............. lQ95'.'.96 ,: Porinie Rivins ..·.······.•·· ,.·· ····· ···· ··· 253.1 ············ ····· ···· ···· ··· ··· l 996-97
Robb Brooks ... .. ..... ..... .. .... ....... 14 ......... .. .'. . , ...
:!.... 1994-95 . Mike.Thirstino ... ::'.. .. ~~ .. ,......... 244.1 ....... ... ......... ..... .... ... 1984-85
David 13erge[\ . ·'·1....... >..":'.,>.....229.2 ...... ..... .. .. .... .... ..... ... 1996-97
Appearances *
Al Eem.b ardi.:,4.•.. ....... .. ... ././...... 225 .1 ······ ·· ···· ··· ······ ···· ······ l984-86
Jesse Kapellusch ...... .. ........ .. .. .. 70 ........... ,.. .............. ....... \ 199]-01
pave Clark ............ ,.':.,.,{ ..... ..... 211.0 .......... ... ........ .. ... , .... 1986-89
Brian Mahler ....... ....... ........... ,,.64::,.. ,,, ..,,\ ............\ ......... 1998-0l
Rob Rizz6 ........... ."... i.'.'. ....., . ,.......,. .?Q9.2 .. ....... ........... ... ... .. ... 1998-01
Adam Lopez ... .. .. ... .... ..........•....:5],.:t<,~::............ :.\ ......2000-02
Brian Mahler ...... ~c.;r:~,: ..... :rr:". .207. I .... .. ..... ..... ........ ....... 1998-0 l
Jay Brandt ....... .. ... ..... .. .... ... : .. ... 57 .. :':... ..~ .............. ,, ..... ....... 1996-00
Everton Griffiths ...... ~~:.'... .:'./ :'. .. 194.2 ...... .. ... .. ........ .......... 1995-96
Brant St. Louis .. ... ... ............. :..0 56 ... ,, ....... '. .,.·......... ......... .. 1998-01
Bryon Gribbons .. ..... .. .............. . 53 '... ........ ..... .................. .. 1999-02
Strikeouts
Jesse Beesley ..... .... .... .............. . 49 .......... .... ..... .... ... ..... ..... 2000-02
Brant St. Louis .. ....................... 289 ..... ......... ... .. ..... ..... .... . 1998-01
Robb Brooks ..... .... .... ......... ...... 49 .... ...... .. ..... ... ..... .... ....... 1994-95
Everton Griffiths ......... ... .... .. ... . 206 ..... ............ ... .............. 1995-96
David Berger .... .. .. ... ... .. .......... .. 46 .. .................. ... .... .. ....... 1996-97
Rick Schanzle ............. ......... ..... 190 ..... ......... ... ... .... .......... 1986-89
Jeff Spicer .. ....... .... ..... .. .. ..... ..... 45 ............... ....... .. ............ 2000-02
Mike Thirstino ....... ... ... ........ .. .. 185 .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ........ .. 1984-85
Rob Rizzo .. ...... ... ... ........ .. ...... ... 176 ....... ..... .............. ,....... 1998-0l
Games Started *
Brian Mahler ....... .. ..... .............. 165 ............. ... ... ........ .... ... 1998-01
Brant St. Louis ... ...... .......... ...... 53 ........................... ......... 1998-0 I
Donnie Bivins ......... ....... .......... 157 ..... ...... .... ....... ............ 1996-97
Rob Rizzo ..... ... ......... ......... .... ... 34 ... .... .......... ..... .............. 1998-0 I
David Berger ............. ....... ........ 151 .... ... ..... .... ... .... .... .... .. . 1996-97
Everton Griffiths ....... .... ..... ...... 32 .......... .................... ... ... 1995-96
Enriques Baca .................. ... ... .. 133 ...... ........ ... .... ..... ........ 2001-02
Donnie Bivins .... .. .................... 29 .......... ...... .......... ... ....... 1996-97
Jay Brandt ..... ...... .. ....... .... .. ... ... 122 .. ....... ..... .. ........ .......... 1996-00
David Berger ...... .......... ..... ..... .. 26 ....... .. ................. ... .... .. . 1996-97
Brian Mahler ...................... ...... 25 ........ .... ..... ................... 1998-0 I
Michael Mendez ....... ..... .. ......... 21 ............. ......... .... .......... 1998-99
Enriques Baca .......... .. .............. 20 .... ................ ..... .. ......... 2001-02
Roger Kenner .... ..... ............. .. ... 20 ....... .. ....... .............. ...... 1998-00
Joe Osche .. .... ... .......... .. .......... .. 20 ........................ ............ 1993-94
Complete Games
Donnie Bivins ... ......... ..... ......... 20 ....... .. ...... ....... .............. 1996-97

Runs Scored
30 ............ ...... ... vs. Florida Memorial ..... .. ........ ... .... ... .. ... ... . 3/2/99
28 ....... ........ .. .... vs. Florida Memorial .... ....... ..... ...... .... ...... .. 2/7/89
22 ... .. ....... ..... .... at Barry .. ...... ............. .... ... .... ............. ..... ... 3/22/03
22 .. .. .. ....... .... .... vs. South Carolina-Aiken .. .......................... 2/6/99
2 1................. ... .at Florida Southern ....... ......... .... .... .. ... ...... 2/11/96
20 ............ ......... vs . Mercy .... ... .... .. .. .... .. ............ .. .. .... .... ..... 2/16/0l
19 ..... .... .... ....... vs. St. Thomas .. ............... ..... ...... .. ........... 04/ 14/04
19 ...... ... ..... ... .... vs . Ashland ........ .. .. ......... .......... ...... .... ....... 3/15/03
19 ... ........ .. ..... ... vs. Northwood ............ ..... ..... ... ..... ...... .. .... .2/23/99
19 ..... .. ... ... ........ vs . Lewis ... .. ....... ..... ..... ... .. .......... ...... .... ... ... 3/7 /98
18 ..... ... ... ... ... .... vs. St. Thomas ....... ·;.· .-.cc'! ; ••. • •••• .....••.• ,":\.,, ...... 4/29/03

Total Bases
42 .......... .. ... ...... vs. Florida Memorial .. ... ... .. .... ... .... ... .... .. .... 3/2/99
41 ..... .. ... .. .. ... .. ..vs. Mercyhurst .. ............. .... .. ... ... ....... ........ 2/24/02
39 .............. ..... ..at Barry ... .... ..... .. .... .......... ... ..... ...... ...... .. .... 3/22/03
39 .......... ........... at Florida Southern ... ..... .. ......... ... .... ..... .... 2/ 11 /96
38 .......... ....... .... vs. Rollins ...... .. ..... .... ..... ..... ....... ..... .......... .. 5/4/03
37 ... ... ... ... ... .... .. vs. Mercy .. ...... ... ..... ... ....... ..... .................. .2/16/01
35 .. ... ......... ..... .. at Barry ............ .............. .... ..... .... .. ..... ........ . 2/7/03
35 .. ... .... .. ... .... ... vs. Drew (lst) .. .. .. ..... ..... ...... .... ......... ... .. .. .. 3/15/96
33 .. .. .......... .... .. .Four Times
Runs Batted In
30 .......... ... ........ vs . Florida Memorial ........... ........ ..... ....... ... 3/2/99
20 ....... ..... ......... at Barry ... ...... .. .... .. ........ ... .... ... .... ...... ........ 3/22/03
20 ..................... vs. Mercy .......................................... ... ..... 2/16/0l
20 .. ... ....... ....... .. vs. South Carolina-Aiken .... ... ..... ........ ....... .2/6/99
19 ............ ......... at Florida Southern .... ..... .. ... .. ... ... ...... ....... 2/ 11 /96
18 ....... ... ........... vs. Florida Memorial ......... ..... ..... ............. .. 2/7/89
17 ............ ........ .vs . Ashland ............. .... ..... ...... .. .. ..... ..........• 3/15/03
17 •........... ...... ... vs. St.Thomas ........... ..... .......... ................. .4/29/03
17 ....... ... ... ...... .. vs. Trinity International .......... ....... .......... .4/ 11 /00
i 7 .... .. ... ............ vs. Belmont Abbey ... ............ ............ ......... 2/ 1 1/00
17, .................. .. vs. Nortbwood .... .. ... .......... .... .... .. ............. . 2/23/99
16'. ........ ....... .... .many times

Hits
27 ...... .............. .vs. Florida Memorial .... ...........\.. ................ 3/2/99
25 ......... ............ at Florida Soutbern .... ......... ,.... ....... .......... . 2/ 11/96
23 ......... ............ at North Florida (2nd) .................. ... ..... .... ... 5/ l/97
22 .. .... ..... .. ... ... .. at Barry ..... .. ..... ... .... ........ .. ........... ............. .3/22/03
21 .. .... ...... .... .... . vs. Mercyhurst ........................... ........ ....... 2/24/02
21 .. .. ... ............. . vs. Mercy ................. .. ............................. .. 2/16/0l
21 ...... ..... ..... ..... vs . Belmont Abbey ..................... ,........ ...... 2/11/00
21 ..................... vs. Lewis ...... ............... ......... :...................... 3./7/98
20 ...... .... ... .. ..... . at Barry ... .. ..... ......... ........... ......... ... ........ .... J2l7J03
20 ........... .......... vs. Trinity International ...... ......., .... ..... ... .. 41/ il/00
20 .. ........... ........ vs. St. Thomas ........... ...... ..... ...... ............. 04/1 4/04
1

Walks
I l .. .......... .. ....... at Saint Leo ................. .............. ..... ... ........... 5/1 /99
11 .............. .,.. .... vs. ,South G:arolina•Aiken .......... ...... .. ... ... ... .2/6/99
11i ,........ .... .... ... at Nova Southeastern .. ... .. ................... ..... .4/14/98
1 L. .. ... ............ vs. Montevallo ........ ............ .. .... .. ....... ..... 02/07/04
10 .. .... .. . ... .... ... vs.Valdosta State ... .....:........... ..... .... .. ........ 2/21/03
10 ............ .. ....... vs. Florida Memorial ........... ....... ..... ......... 2/28/01
•.•.• ,,...LH.c0"1'.•..ir,',,)"'hn,•~• ..... .. ::L .... ..... ...... .. .. ...... ... .. 2/27 /00
... '.".'. ~.~.:. ::......... ...... ............... 2/ 15/00
Florida Memorial ...... ... .... ... .... .. ... .... ..... 3/2/99
. Rollins ................. .... .. ...... ........ ......... ... 2/15/97
1

Doubles
8 ..... .... ... .. ......... vs. Barry .. ....... .... ... ... ...
7 .... .. ... ... ..... ... ... vs. Florida Memorial .. .
6 ... ... .. .... ... ..... ... at Barry ... ..... .. ..... ...... ...... .
6 ..... .......... ... ... .. vs. Tri-Stat
6 ... .... ... ........... .. vs. Wing;i..t
6 ....... .... .... .... .. .. at Barry .. .. ..
5 ...... ........ .... ..... many times

them ...... ... .. ....... ... ........... .... .2/6/97
···· ··· ······· ······ ···· ····· ····· ·· ··· ······ ··02/20/04
······ ·· ···· ·· ········· ··· ·· ··· ···· ··· l/31/02
···· ········ ···· ······· ····· ·· ·· ···· 5/4/03
n ..... .. ... .. ... .. ......... ..... . 3/27/01
ern .... ..... ... .......... .... .. ...... 3/21 /99
12 ... ....... ........ ... at Nova out eastern .. .. .... .. ... ... ... ... .... .. ... .4/ 16/03
12 ... ... ... ... .. ... .... vs. Rollins ....... .. ... ...... ..... .. .. ...... ..... ..... ...... ..2/9/0l
12 ... ................. . vs . SIU-Edwardsville ... .. ..... ........ .... .......... 3/ 13/98
12 ... ....... ... ........ at North Florida (2nd) .... ... ... ..... ..... ... ...... .... 5/ 1/97
12 ...... ... ......... ... vs . Indiana Wesleyan ....... ..... .. ... .... ........... 3/ 10/94
11 .. ........ ..... .. .. ..many times

Triples
3 .. .. .. ... ... ..... .. ... .vs. Mercryhurst ..... .. ..... ... .... .... ........ ..... ..... 2/24/02
3 .... ... ... ..... ..... ... vs. Drew (lst) ... ..... .... ...... ..... .... .. .... ...... .. ... 3/15/96
2 ..... ........ .... .... ..many times
Home Runs
5 ... ... .. ............... vs. Florida Southern ..... ........ .... .. ........ ..... .. 4/ 11 /03
4 .... .. ... ... ... ... ..... at Barry .. ............... ......... .... ...... ................. .. 2/7/03
4 ....... ... .. ........... at Barry ... ...... ... ... ......... ... ..... ...... ... .... ........ 3/22/03
4 ......... ..... ... ..... .vs. Rollins .. ..................... ...... .... .... .............. 5/4/03
4 ......... ......... .... .vs. Barry (2nd) ............. ..... .... .. .... ... ........... 3/30/02
4 ............. ......... . vs. Lewis ..... .. ... ............ ..... ............ ..... ......... 3/4/02
4 ..... .... ....... ....... vs. Mercyhurst ......... .............. ....... .. .. ... .... .2/24/02
4 .. ... ..... .... ........ .vs. Trinity .............. .. ..... ....... ..... ....... .... ..... . 4/ l l /00
4 .............. ......... at Eckerd .... ............. ..... ............ ..... ....... ..... 4/22/97
4 ......... ..... ......... vs . Brown (2nd) ................ ....... ....... .......... 3/23/97
4 ......... .. ............ vs. Michigan State ....... ....... .. ... ....... ....... ..... 3/6/97
3 ..... .... .. ... .. .. ..... many times

Stolen Bases
11 ....... .. ............ vs. Florida Tech (1st) .. .. .. .. .. .......... ...... .. ...... 3/2/02
11 .... .. .... ........... vs. Mercy ..... ..... .... ... .. ..... ........ ..... ..... ........ 2/ 19/02
8 ....... ....... ....... ..vs. Mercyhurst ........ .. ....... ...... ...... ...... .... ... 2/22/02
7 ....... ...... .......... vs. Tri -State ....... ... ..... .. .. ... ..... ...... ... ... .. .. ...... 3/5/03
7 ..... .... ..... ....... .. vs. Grinnell ....... .. .. .... .. .. .... ..... .. .... ....... .... .. 3/24/96
6 ............. .. ........ at Florida Memorial .. .... .. ... ..... ....... ... ....... .3/26/02
6 ......... .............. vs. Dowling ............. .... ...... .... .. .......... ... ..... 2/23/95
5 ..... .. ....... ......... many times

1-0

---.,.
.--...--

W"

Hits Allowed
24 ......... ............ vs. Saint Leo (1st) .. ....... .. .. .... .............. .... .. .. 5/5/98
23 ..... .. ......... .... . vs. Providence .. ....... ......... ....... .. .. .. ... ......... ..3/3/98
22 ..... .... ........ .. ..vs. Michigan State .. ........ .. .. .. ............ :.. ... .. ..3/6/0l
22 .......... .. .... ..... vs. Presbyterian (1st) ....... ..... ..... .. ... ........ ..2/21/98
22 ...... ............... vs. Wesleyan .................. ...... .................... . 3/18/96
22 ...... ... .. .......... vs . Florida Tech ....... .... .. ........... .. .... ....... .. .. 2/17/96
20 ...... ........ ....... vs. North Florida ...... .... .... .... ....... ............ .. 2/11 /97
19 ...... .. ..... ... ... .. at Saint Leo ....... .. ...... ............. ... .. .......... .... 2/16/02
19 ....... ... .. ......... at Northwood ..... .... .. .. ... .. ....... ...... ....... ... ...4/24/95
18 ... ... ......... .... .. many times

Stolen Base Attempts
11 .......... ........ .. .vs. Florida Tech (1st) ....... ..... .... ....... .... ....... 3/2/02
11 .... .... ... ... ... .... vs. Mercy ............ ... .. ..... ....... ....... ... ... .. ... ... 2/19/02
9 .......... .. ..... .. ... .vs. Mercyhurst .. ... ..... ... ..... .. .... ... .. ..... ........ 2/22/02
8 ..... ... .. .. .... ....... vs. Northwood ........ ... ... ......... ... ........ .... .... .4/10/95
8 ..... .. .... .... ...... .. vs. Dowling .......... ...... ......... .. ...... ..... ......... 2/23/95
8 ..... ....... ...... ... .. vs. Indiana Wesleyan ..... .... ..... ... ... ... .... ... .. 3/10/94
7 ...... ... .. ... ... .. .... vs. Mercyhurst .... ..... ...... .. ..... .... ............. .. . 2/23/02
7 .. ... ...... ... ... ... ... at Trinity International ..... ........ .................. .4/4/00
7 ...... .... ............ .vs. Grinnell ..... ... .. ..... ....... ..... ....... ........ ..... 3/24/96
6 ...................... . many times

Hit By Pitch *
Runs Allowed
6 .......... ......... .. .. vs. Lewis ... ... .. ," ····:·.......................
....... V5!99
23 .... ..... ...... ...... vs. Michigan State .. .... .. ........ ..... ....... ..... .... . 3/6/0l
6 .. .... ............. .... vs. Florida Sopthem ........ ...... ,/ :;:;; ···. ;·:;_ ···2/23/97
22 .... ...... .. .. ... .... at Nova Southeastern ..... ...... ........ .... ...... ... 3/31 /99
6 .... ..... .. ............ vs. Emmanuel ... , .......... .. ......... .... .':'!,....: .• :'...511 1/95
20 ...... .... .. ......... vs. Saint Leo (1st) .......... ......... .. .. .... ... ..... .... 5/5/98
5 ... ..... .... .......... . vs. Mercy ·· ·· ;····:· .. ,. .............. ..... ,.:.... ~~, .~>. -4/21 /00
20 ............. ..... ... vs. Providence .......... .... ... .... ... .... .. ...... ......... 3/3/98
5...... .... ......... ... .at Florida Tech ....... .. .. ........ ........ :......... .t ,..3128/99
20 ...... ....... ... ..... vs. Presbyterian (1st) .. ....... .. ..... ........ ........ 2/21 /98
.• · . ...
. .....................,.. ,, '"
·r •. · ~20 ........ ............. at Nova Southeastern ..... .... ......... .. ... .. ... .,,.:. 2/4/97
5.......... ..... ...... .. at Barry .........\ ,.........
...:... :-...2/2/97x•
4 ...... ...... ... ........ many times
s
·
18...... ... , ........... at North Florida .............. .... ... .... ..... .. .. ..... ..4/12/98
18 ... .................. at Tampa ............... .. .. ... ... ... .. .... ..... ............. 2/28/98
18 .................... . at Miami .... ..... ...... ..... ....... ......................... 2/17/98
Putouts
42 ... ..... ... .. ........ at Florida Southern .. .. ..... ........ ,.. .... .. ......... ..1!6197 37 ... .... .... ... ....... vs. Valdosta State ... .... .... .... ...... ....,... .... .....2/21/03,.
36 ... .. .. ........ ...... vs. Rollins ...... .. .... ........ ... ..... ......... '.:'.l. .........5/4/03
36 ..... ...... .. .. ...... vs. Florida Tech .............. .. .. .................'i'."'., .... 3/1/02

i~:::::::: :::::::::::::~;: r~0fr:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : :::::: : :>t~!~!;~~

36 ........ ..... ........ vs. Eckerd ... .... .. .. .... ..... ..... .... ... ... ....... l. .... ..414
33 ............. ... ... .. many times
.I

,.vs. :Y:l2(idazTech ............... .... ... .. ....... ......... .3/17/00
~~~,

.... ...vs. Florida 'Fech ................ ......... ... ..... ..... .... .3/1 /02

h Atlantic ... .. .... ... ..... ..... .. .... 2/1 7/99
Atlantic .... .. .... ........... ... ...... 2/24/98
•••••.••. .. • •• • • .. • • • • ••. •• 1• • .• •.• 4/29/02
14 ...... ....l .......... vs. Flor
.
..... ... ....... .... .. ...... ..... .. 3/2/02
14 ...... .. ~... ........ . vs. Mercy ....•;l:. ....!'l ................................ 2/19/00
14 ........... ..... o .. . • YS . ProvidensJ.., .................. ...... .. .... ............. 3/3/98
14 ........... .......... vs. Florida Memorial .... ..... ....... .... ... ....... .... 2/2/96
13 .... ............... .. many times

Errors
8 .. ................... ..at St. Thomas .... .. .. ... .... ... .... ... .. ... .. .... ......... .4/3/02
8 ...... .. ... ... .. ....... at Rollins (1 st) .. ..... ... ...... ..... ... ... ....... ......... 3/23/02
8 ......... ... .... ...... .vs. Florida Southern ............. ..... .. .... .... ...... 3/21/99
7 ... .... ................ at Northwood ....... .. ................ ................... 4/24/95
6 ... ......... ........... vs. Barry ........ ......................... ... .... .. ..... ... 02/02/04
6 .. ... .................. vs. Montevallo .... ...... ...... ...... ... ....... .... ... . 02/07 /04
6 ... .................... many times

Walks
16 .. ..... ........ ...... at Florida Tech ... .... .. ...... .......... .. .... ... .. ..... .4/12/98
15 ..... ..... ... ... .... .at Rollins .. ... .. ..... .... ... .. ... ... ... ... ....... ... ..... ... .. 2/7 /99
12 .. ..... .............. vs. Barry ... .. ...... ..... ... .... ....... .... .... ............ .. ..4/3/98
12 ...... .... ........... at Eckerd .......... .... .. ...... .. ....... ...... ..... .... ..... 3/29/98
12 ... ..... .. ... ... ... .. vs. Lewis .............. .... .... .. ...... .. ........ ... ..... ..... 3/7/98
12 .... .. ..... .......... vs. Florida Memorial ......... .... ... ......... ... .. ..4/17/96
12 ............ ..... .... vs. Dowling ............ .............. ..................... 2/23/95
11 .......... ........... at Tampa ..... ... ... ........ ....... ....... .... ............ .. . 1/31/02
11 .. .... ...... .. ... .. .. at Eckerd ................ .. .... ... .. ..... ............ .. .. ... 3/27 /98
11 .. ... .. .. .... .. ..... .vs. Palm Beach Atlantic .... ... ....... .... .. ......... .2/5/98
11 .......... .... ....... vs. Nova Southeastern ........... ...... ... .. .... ....4/23 /96

Innini:s Pitched
14.0 ....... ........... at Florida Southern .. .... ... ....... ..... ....... ......... 2/6/97
12.1... ............... vs Valdosta State ............ ... ...... .... .............. 2/21/03
12.0 .................. vs. Rollins ...... .... ...... ... ... ........ ..... .... ............ 5/4/03
12.0 ...... .. .......... vs . Florida Tech ..... ..... .... ... .. .... ..... ... .... ..... .. . 3/1 /02
12.0 .. ..... ........... vs. Barry ... .. ... ... ... ....... .. .. ....... ....... .. ....... ..... .4/8/0l
12.0 .......... ... .... .vs. Tampa .. ... ... .................. ..... .. .. ... .......... ..4/ 15/00
12.0 ........... ... .. .. vs . Lewis .... ......... ............ .. ..... ...... .... .... .. ... .. 3/7/00
12.0 ...... ... ... ...... vs. Eckerd .. ..... .. ............... .... ....... ......... ... ... .4/4/99
11.0 ................ .. many times

* - since 1995

1-1

Team Season Records
--------------------------------------Batting Average
Strikeouts

LYNN

.329 ..... .. ......... .... .... ..... ... ..... .... .. ........ . 1996
.329 .. ......... .. .... ...... ...... .... ...... ... ... .. ... .. 1991
.320 ..... ... ..... .... .......... ... ....... .......... ..... l 984
.315 ....... ... ..... .... ........ ...... ..... ... ..... ...... 1988
.315 ... ..... ....... .... ....... ......... ........... ... ... 1985
.3 12 ............ ...... .......... ..... ... ... ..... .. ...... 1990
.3 l l ......... .. ... .. ..... .. ....... .. ....... ... ... ....... 1997
.307 ......... .. .. ....... .. ...... .... ...... .... .......... 2003
.307 ........ ...... ..... ........ ........... .... ... ... .... 1999
.306 ............... ....... .. ... ...... ..... .. .. .... ...... 2004

Hits
566 ..... ....... ..... ....... ..... ....... ... .............. 2004
665 ..... ..... ......... ..... .. ..... .... ... ........ ....... 1996
583 ..... .... .. ..... .. ... ............... ............. .... 1999
579 ... .... ...... .... ... .... ....... ...... ..... , ..... ..... 2003
559 ... ..... .... ... .... .. ... ...... ........ .... ...... ..... 1997
545 ...... ........ ... ....... .. .... .. .... ...... .. .... .. ... 2002
537 ... ........... ........... .. .... .... ..... ...... .. ..... 2000
514 .............. ..... ..... ....... ... .. .. ... .. ... ....... 1998
499 .... ..... .. ........ ... ... ... ... ...... ... .......... ... 1995.
493 .... ... ... ... ......... ....... .. .. ....... ....... ...... 1991
At Bats
2,024 ......... ........... .... .. .... ...... .... ...... ... . 1996
l ,901 ...... ... ... ... .... .. ... ........ ....... .. .. .. .... . l 999
l ,888 .......... ..... ... .... ............ ... .... .. ....... 2003
l ,847 ......... ...... .. ... ............ ....... ..... ...... 2004
l,838 .. ...... ... .... ........ .................. ... ... ... 2002
1,812 .. .. .... ..... ... ...... .. ... ................... .. .. 1998
l ,800 .. .. .... .... ..... .... ... ... ....... ..... .... ....... 1997
1,797 ... .... ... ..... ....... .. ... ...... ........ ..... .... 1995
1,785 ..... ..... ..... ....... .. .. ... ... ....... .... ...... .2000
1,731 .......... .......... ... ........... ... ........ .. .. .2001
Doubles
129 ... ........ .. .... .... .. ......... ....... .... ... .. ..... 2003
I 16 .. ... ... .. ... ........... ...... ....... ...... .. ........ 1999
115 ... ..... ... ... ...... ..... ......... ..... .... ... .. ..... 1996
110 .. ... ..... ... ..... ....... ... .. ......... ....... ....... 2002
103 ..... .... .......... ...... ... .. ...... ...... ........... 1997
98 ..... ...... .. ....... ....... ... .. ..... .... ... ... ........ 2QOO
94 ........ ... .... .... ..... ..... ..... ....... ....... ....... 2004
92 .. ......... .. ... .... ......... .... .. ... ... ,........... .. 1995
83 .......... .. ..... ....... ... .... ... ..... ................2001
82 ....... ... .. ... ........ ..... ... ............ ... ........ . 1993
Triples
l 7 ........ .. ....... ....... ..... ... ... .. ........ ......... .1996
17 ....... .... ........ .. ... ............ ...... ............. 1988
13 ... .. ............ .. .. ......... ....... ..... .......... ... 2002
] 3 ..... .............. ....... .... ...... .... ..... .......... 1999
1l ....... ..... ... ........... ..... ..... ................. ..200]
ll ....... ..... .... ..... ... ..... ......... ..... ............ 2000
10 ... .... ... ......... ....... ............ ... ..... .... ..... 2004
J0 ................ ... ...... ... ... ........ ........... .. .. .2003
10 ... ..... .. ... ....... ... .. ........ ... ..... ............ .. 1995
10 .............. .. ... ..... .. ............ .... ............. 1993
10 .... ..... ..... ..................... ....... .. .......... . 1991
Hom e Runs
7 l ... .... ..... .. ... .. .... ......... .... .. .. .. ... .......... 1984
68 ............. .... ...... ... .............. ..... ... .... ... 1997
6 1.. ........................... .. ... .... .... ............. 2003
46 .............. ....... ....... ..... ... ........... ..... ... 1988
Z005.f_'r"" J J ; ~

43 ... ....... .. ... ................................... ... .. 2002
43 ... ....... ....... ....... .... .... ...... ... ............ .. 1989
38 ... .... ........ ..... ........... ....... ........ .. ..... .. 1996
35 ............... .. .. ... .. ... .. ...... ....... ..... ... ... ..2001
33 ..... ..... .. ..... ..... ...... ............. .. ..... ....... 1991

Runs Batted In
399 ....... ...... ....... ........... .. ...... ... ........... 1996
361 ...... .... .. ... ... ... .. .. .. .. ... ..... .. .... ... .. ..... 1999
355 ....... ... ....... .. ... .... ...... .... .. ...... .... ..... 1997
339 ..... ...... .. ................ ....... ... .. ..... ....... 2003
330 .. .... ......... ...... ......... ..... .......... ... ..... 1988
329 ....... .... ........ ....... .... ........ ..... .......... 2004
319 .................. ... ... ......... ..... ....... .. ...... 2000
314 ............ .... .. ...... .... .... ..... ...... ... ..... .. l 99 l
300 .. .... ..... ... .... ... .... ............ ... .. ... .... .... 1989
298 .......... .... ......... ... ....... ....... ............. 2002
Total Bases
928 .. ...... ... ... ... ......... .. .... ... .... ... ........... 1996
91 l ........................................ ...... ....... 2003
884 ........ ... .. ..... ... ....... .. .......... ............. l 997
821... .... ...... .. ....... ... ..... .. ........ ............ . 1999
810 .... ............. ........................ ............ 2002
770 .. .... ......... .... ..... .... .. ...... ................. 2004
744 ................... .. ........ ........ .. ............ ..2000
733 .... ..... .............. ... .. .. , ... .. ... .............. 1988
700 ........................ .. .... ....... ........ .... ... .2001
687 ..................... ... ... .. ........ ... ........ ..... 1991
Slugging Percentage
.491 .... ... .......... .................... ...... ... ...... 1997
.487 ................... ... ........... ... .............. .. 1988
.483 .......................... ... ... ..... ...... ... .... .. 2003
.458 .. .... .. .... .............. .. ......... .. ............. 1996
.456 ...... .. .. .... .... ..... ............... ..... ....... .. 199 l
.453 ... ..... .............. ..... ......... .. ..... ......... . l.989
.441 ... .. ......... .........·... ... :... ....... ............ 2002
.432 ....... ... .......... .... .. ... .... .. .......... .. ..... 1999
.,4 1] .... ... ... , .... ,.. .. .. .... ............ ..... ..... ., ..2004
.417 ................ ., .. ......................., ..... .... 2000
Runs Scored
448 ............. .... .. .... ..... ........ ........... ... .. . 1996
413 .... ... .. ....... ........ ........... ........ ... ....... 1999
. 403 ... .... .. .. ....... ..... .. ........ ... .. ... ... ......... 1997
402 ... ...... .. ... ..... ....... .................... ... .... 199 l
389 .. ...... .. ... .... .... ........ ....... .... ... ..... ..... 2003
375 ..... ......... ... ..... .... ... .. .. ... ... ... ...... ..... 1988
37 1..... ............. .. ..... ...... ........... .. ......... 2004
370 ... ........... ......... ... ... ..... ...... ....... ...... 2000
354 ....... ..... ...... .. ........ ... ....... ..... ....... .. .2002
Walks
289 ......... ..... ... ..... ..... ... ......... .. .. .. ..... ... I 996
274 ..... ........ ......... ........ ....... ...... ...... ... . I 99 I
256 .... ... ... ... ... .......... ... .. .. .. .... .... ..... .....2000
252 .... ... ... ... ...... ......... .... ........ .. .... ... .... I 997
240 ....... .... ............ ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ... .... . l 995
22 1.......... .. ............... .. ..... ..... ... ... ... .. ... 2003
2 19 ......... .... .... .... ... ................ ..... ... .. ... 1993
219 .. ... ..... .. .. ....... ... ........ ........ ...... .. ..... 1989
218 ... .............. ... ... ............ .................. 1988
2 15 ..... .... .. ... .. ... .... .. ........ ... ........... ...... 1999

1-Z

l 77 ..... ... ..... .. ... .... .. .. .. ......... ... ... .... .. .... 1993
189 ............... ......... ... ............. :... ... ..... . 1988
200 ..... ........ ....... ..................... ..... ... ... . 1989
202 ..... ..... ..... .. .. ...... ........ ... ... ........ ..... . 1986
217 .. ........ ........ ....... .... .... .... .. ... ... ... ..... l 99 l
269 ................ .... .... ... ...... .................... 1994
273 ..... ... ......... ... ..... .. .... ...................... 2000
301 ... ........... .... ........ ....... ....... ............. 1998
315 ... ... ... ........ .. .... .. .... ...... .. ... .. .. .. ....... 1995
3 l 9 ....... ... .... ...... ............. .......... ...... .... 1999
362 ........ .. .. ... ... ... .. .... ..... ...... ... .. ......... .2004

On Base Percentage
.421 .... ... ....................... ... .................. . l 996
.408 ... .... .. .................................. ......... 1997
.403 ... ..... .... .. ... ....... .... ..... ......... .. ... .. ...2000
.394 ..... .. ....... .... .. ... .. ...... ... ... ... ......•. .:.'. 2003
.392 .. .... .... ... .... .... ... .... .......... .. ...... ...... 2004
.391 ............. ...... ... ........ ..... .... .. ........... 1999
.384 .................. .. .......... ....... ... ............ 1993
.378 .......... ...... ...... ....... ............. .... .. .... 2002
.376 ...... ....... ..... .... .. .. ... .............. ......... 1995
.367 .... .. .. ... ....... ... ... ........ .... .. ...... ..... ... 2001
Stolen Bases
161... ........... ... ..... ... ... .. .. ..... ... ..... ... ... .. 1991
I 13 .. ......... ........ ............ .. ... .. .. ..... .... .... 2002
96 ... ..... ..... ..... .... ...... ..... ...... ...... .. ..... ... 2003
83 ............. ..... ...... .. ... .... .. .. ...... ...... ...... 1993
73 ... .... .............................. ..... ... .... ... .. . 1994
71 ....... ......... .... ..... ..... ..... ............. .. ..... 1995
70 ....................... ...... ...... .. .................. 1996
69 .......... ....,. ..., ... .......... .............. ..... ... 1984
67 ........ ..... ............ ....... .......... ............. 1988
66 ... ................. .... ............ ..... ... ........... 1987
Stolen Base Attempts
156 ... .............................................. .... 2002
125 ................. ........ ... ...... ... ......... ... .... 2003
110 ...... ...... ... ..... .. .... ... .. ....... .... ....... .... 1994
105 .... .. .... ....... ......... ...... .. .. ... ........ .. .... 1995
92 .. ... .... ........... .. ..... ...... .. ......... ..... ...... 2000
92 ...... ..... ..... ......... .. .. .... ... .......... ..... .... 1996
92'. ... ........ ..................... ... .... .... .... ....... 1993
89 ..•. ........ ....... ...... .... .......... .. .... ...... .... 2004
89 .......... .. ... .................. ........ .... .. ........ 2001
88 ..... .. ...... ......... ..... ... .. .. ..... ... .... ......... 1988
Sacrifice Flies
32 ......... ... ..... ......... .......... ..... .. ..... ....... 2002
30 ........ .. ... .... ..... ... .... ....... ..... ..... ......... 1999
27 .. ...... ... ... ... ..... ... ..... .......... .... .. ...... ... 1997
27 ..... ........ .... ... ... ...... ..... ....... ........... ... 1996
23 .... ... .. ...... .... ..... .. ..... ............ ............ 2000
20 ....... ....... .... ... ... .... .......... ... ....... ....... 2003
19 .... ... .. .... .... ......... .. .. ....... .. .. ... ... ..... ...2004
19 .... ....... ... .. ...... ............... ... .. ........ ..... 1998
19 .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... ........... ..... ... .............. .. 1993
18 .... ... ...... ......... ........ ... ... ...... ........... .. 1995
Sacrifice Hits
47 ..... ... ... .............. ... ... ...... ........ .......... 1995
36 .............. ... .... .. ... ... ......... ....... .... ... ... 1993
35 ......... ........... .... .. ...... ... .......... .......... 1991
33 .............. ..... ... .. ..... ...... ... ... .. ........... . 1999

Team Season Records

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;=-..;;~=~.....;;;;.....;;;;.....;;.;~....;;;.--------....;;.......;;;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

33 ........ .. ......... ......... ....... .. ... ... ...... ...... 1994
32 ......... ..... ................... ..... ....... ... .. ..... 1997
32 ......... ................. .......... .................. . 1988
27 ......... ... .............. ... ..... ... ... ...... .. ..... .. 1996
26 ........ ............. ..... .. ..... ............. .... ..... 1986

Putouts
l ,509 ... .. .... .. ... ... ............... .......... ... ..... l 996
l,433 ...... ... .. ... ............ ... ... .... ..... ...... .. . 1999
l,426 ... ... .. ........ .. ... .. ...... .... ...... ..... .. .. ..2003
1,409 ...... .. ... ... .... ......... .. .... ... ...... ... ... .. 1995
l,393 .. ... .... .. ......... .. .......... ... ..... ... ... .... 2002
l,374 .. ..... .... .. .... ...... .... ........ ..... .... ... ... 2000
l ,356 ........ ...... ... ..... ..... .. .... ...... ..... .... .. 1998
l ,355 .. .. .... ... ... .............. ...................... 2004
l ,351 ...... .. .. ...... .......... .... ... .... .. .. ......... 1997
l ,329 .. ... ...... .... ... ... ...... ....... ...... ...... ... .2001
Assists
684 ... ......... .. ... .. ..... ... .... .. ..... .... ... ........ 1995
562 ...... ... ......... .. .... .... .. ...... .. .... ..... ..... .2003
658 .................. ....... ... ..... .. ... ... ....... .... . I 996
623 ... ........... .... ......... ..... ... .......... ... ..... 1997
621 ... .. .. .. ... ... ........... ... ... ... ..... .... ......... 2000
609 .. .... ... .......... ...... ... .. ... ... ............ .. ... 200 I
608 ...... ...... ... ........... ..... .......... ...... ...... 2002
607 ......... ... .. ..... ................ .. ...... ....... ... I 998
60 1.......... .. .............. .. ... .. ............ ... .... . 1999
594 ....... ........ ... ........ ...... ... ... ... .. ..... .. ... 1994

Wins
41 ..... .... ..... ......... ... ...... ..... ........ ...... .. .. 1996
37 ... ... ..... .... ........... ....... .... .. ... .. ....... .. .. 1992
35 .... ............ ..... .... .. .... ... .. ........... .. ...... 2003
35 ... ..... ... .... ...... ... ... ...... ...... ... ... .... .... .. 1990
32 ... ... ..... ..... ........... ...... ..... ... .... ... ... ... . 1985
31 ... ....... .. ..... ... ... ...... ......... .......... ...... . 1991
29 ........ .... .. ..... .... ............ ... .. ..... .. Six Years
Losses
9 .... .. ..... .. ................ ... ... ..... ............ ..... 1990
I0 ......... .... ... ....... .... .. ...... .. .... ...... .. ... .. . 1992
17 ............ .... .... ... ........ ..... .......... ......... . 199 l
18 ........ ..... .... ...... ... ... .. .... ... ... .. ... .. .. ..... 1989
19 ...... .. ....... ...... ...... ... ... ... .............. ... .. 1996
19 ..... ......... ..... ....... ... ................ .......... 1985
20 .. ... ... ... .... .. ... ....... .. ................ .......... 2003
21 ..... ............ ... .. .................. ..... ..... ... .. 1988
2 1..... ...... ................. .. ... ...... ... .. ........... 1986

Earned Run Average
3.38 .. ... ..... .... ... ........... .. ........ .. ....... ..... I 993
3.45 ...... ........ .. ............ ....... ... ......... .... . 1996
3.91 ... .. ... ...... ...... ..... ... .. .... ...... ... ......... 1995
4.08 ... .... .. .. ....... ....... .... ......... ...... ........ 2001
4. 17 .............. ... .. ............... ... ... ... ......... 1994
4.18 ...... ..... ... ... ...... ........ ........... .. ... .. ... 1990
4.36 ... ... ...... ... .......... ... .............. ... ....... 2000
4.63 ....... ......... .. .. ..... ..... .... .... .... ..... .... .2002
4.63 ... ... ...... ......................... ... ..... ... .... 1985
4.70 ... ... .. .... ... ..... ..... .. ........ .......... .. ..... 1989
4.75 .. .......... .. .... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...... ... ..... ...2003

450 .l ... .. .... ........ .. .. .. .... ... ... .. ...... .... ... .. 1997
443.0 .. .............. .. .. .. .... ... .. ... .. .............. 2001
426.0 .. ............ .. ..... ... .... ...... ............ ... . 1993

Hits Allowed
347 .. ..... .... ....... ...... ....... ....... .... .. .... .... . 199 1
365 ..... ..... ... ........ .. ......... .. .. ...... .. ..... .... 1989
379 .. ... .... ... ... .. ... ... ...... ....... .. .. .. ... ...... .. 1993
404 ...... .... .. ... ... ..... ....... .. .... ........ ........ . 1988
430 ............ ..... ...... .. ........ ... ..... ............ 2001
467 ... .... ..... .. .. ................ ... ....... .. .... .... . 1994
483 .. .. ... ... ...... ... ..... ..... ........ .... .. ... .... .. .2000
495 ... .... ..... ........ ... ........ .... ........ ....... ... 1995
513 .......... ..... .... ..... ....... .. ... ....... .. ........ l 999
524 ... ...... ... ... .... ... ....... ....... ....... .......... 2004
527 .......... ............. ... ......... ...... ... ...... ... 1996
Runs Allowed
242 ......... ................. .... .... .... ... ... ..... ... ) .99 l
246 ......... .... .... ............ .. .... .... .. ...... ..-.'. .. 1993
253 .. ............... ....... .... .... ...... ..... .... ... ... 1996
258 ............................. ...... .......... .. ... ... 1989
260 ... ......... ..... ........... .. ..... ........ ......... .2001
264 ....... .. .... ... ...... ... .... ... ... ..... ............. 1994
290 ............... ............. ............. .... .... .... 1995
298 .. ... ... ..... .. .... ..... ............ ... .. ... ..... .. .. 1988
308 .. ... ........... .. ...... ... .. ...... ..... .... ......... 2003
309 ....... ..... .... .. .. ..... .. .... ... ... .... .. ... ... .... 2000
Ea rned Runs Allowed
160 ......... .. ... ... ...... ... ... ..... ... ...... ... .. ..... I 993
188 ... .... ..... ... ... ... .... ... ..... ............ ..... ... I 988
193 ...... ........ ... ... ... ......... .. ... .... .. .'. ........ 1996
194 .. ......................... ......... .. ..... ....... ... 1994
~
201 .......... .... .............
... ....... ... ....... ...... 2001
204 .. ..... ..... ... ... .. ... ... ... ..... .... .. .......... ... 1995
205 .. ........ ..... ..... .... ................. ...... ...... 199 1
222 ..... ... .. .... ... ................. .... .... .. ..... .... 2000
2Q3 ..... ... ........ .. .... ....... ......... .. .... ... .. .... 1989

Errors
84 .. ...... ...... ... ............ .............. ..... ..... .. 1993
93 ....... ..... ... ..... ........ .. ... ... .. ..... ..... .... ... 1996
94 ... .... .... ..... ....... .......... ...... ...... .. ... .. ... 1994
I00 .... .......... ........... ........ .. ... .......... .. .. .2003
102 ... ... ......... ................ ..... ......... ........ 2001
106 .... .. ...... ... .... ..... .. .... ........ .. ........ .. ... 1995
109 ...... .......... ........ .. ...... .... ..... ........ ... .2004
l l 7 ....... .... ... ... .... ....... ... ..... ... ....... ...... .2009
11 7 ....... ................. ....... ....... ... ... .... ..... 1<,99.
117 ......... ..... ..... ...... ... ... .............. .. ...... 1998
Fielding Percentage
.959 ........ ............. ..... .. ... ... .. .... ..... :····•ti9Q,~
.952 .............. ...... ..... .... ... ... ....... ... .... ... 2003
.9518 .. .... ... .. ............ ... ...... .... ...... ., .. .... 1995
.9517 ... ........ .... ... .. ..... ... ..... ... ...... ... .. ... 1994
.950 ... .. ........ ..... ......... .... ... ............ .. .... 2001
.946 ..... ..... .... ... ......... ...... ... .. .......... ... .. 1999
.945 .. ..... ... .. .... .. ..... ..... ..... ......... ..... ... ..2000
.944 ..... ... ... ... ... ..... .. ...... ...... ... ...... ... .. .. 2004
.944 .. .. ................ ... ...... .. .... .. .......... ... .. 1998
.942 ..... ... ............ ..... .. .... ......... .... ........ 1993

LYNN

Strikeouts
'49 ...... ..... .. .. .... ... ..... ...... .. ...... ......... ... 1999
3J 7 ..'. ::......;, ..... .. .... ... ..... .... .... ...1•. •• . ••.• • 1996
·saves
14 ...... .......... .. ... ..... .... ... .. ... ....... .... .... ..2003
II ...... ...... ... ..... .. ....... .. .... ............ ........ 1998
9 .... ... ... ...... ... .... .... ........ .... ... .... .. .... .. ...200 1
9 .... ... .... ...... ........... ........... ....... ......... ..2000
7 ... .. ..... .... .. ...... .... ... .. .. ....... ..... ..... .. ... .. 1999
7 ... ..... .. ... ... ....... ..... .... ..... ..... ............... 1995
6 .. .... ..... ....... ..... ..... ...... ....... .... ... ....... ..2004
6 ........... ..... ....... ... ......... .... ........ ..... ... .. 1991
6 .................. .... ...... .... ..... ....... ........ ... .. 1989
6 ................ .... .... ... ... ....... ......... ........... 1988
Innings Pitched
503 .0 ...... ... ... ... .... ... ...... ...... ... ... ... .. ... .. I 996
477 .2 ... ... ..... ....... ....... ..... ... ..... ....... ..... 1999
475 . l ... .... .... .. ... ...... .. .......................... 2003
469.2 ...... .... .. ... ... .... ... ... .... ... ............... l 995
464 . 1.... ....................................... ... .... 2002
458.0 ... ...... ...... .......... ........ .... ... .......... 2000
452.0 ....... .... ....... ... ..... .. ... .. ... ..... .. ...... . 1998
45 I .2 ......................... .. .... ..... ........ ...... 2004

~~~~:: : :::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~i

367 .. ...... ... .. ..... ........ ... .. ... .. ..... .. ... ..... ... 2002
362 .......... ..... ......... ... ................ .......... 2000
359 ... ...... .... .. .... ... .. ..... .. ... .... .. ............. 1998
355 ... ....... ...... ...... ....... ....... ... .... .... ... ... 2004
266 ... ...... ...... ........... ..... .... ..... ....... ...... 1997
259 .. ... ..... ... ... ........ ................ ....... ... ... 1995
230 ... ....... ..... .... ... .... ... ..... .... ... ... ....... .. 1988

Walks
140 ......................... ... .. .... .. .. ... ...... ...... 1994
156 .......... ... .... ....... ....... .. .. .......... ... ..... l 996
l 77 .. .... .. .. ..... .. ... .. ... .... ....... ...... ... ........ 2002
177 .. ........ ..... ... .... ..... .... ..... ...... ........... 1997
l 85 ............. ... .. ... .... .......... ...... .... .. .... .. 1993
192 .......... ....... ........ ... ... .... ..... .. ... .... ....2001
206 .. .......... ... ......... ..... .. ........ ... ...... ... ..2003
207 ... .... ...... .... ...... .. .... .... .. .................. 1995
2 14 ..... ............ .... .. ..... .......... ...... ....... .. 1991
229 .... ................ ... ........ ..... ......... ... ... .. l 988

LmN _ _ _
YB_a_~~bl_-_YB_a_,_RB_S_U_tts_S_i_nc_B_l_9_94_ __
2004
Overall Record: 23-31
SSC Record: 7-14 (6th)

3.. ..... .... Barry .. ...................... .. ... ..... ........... 7
8....... .... North Florida .. ... .. ......... .. .. ..... ..... .. 3
4 .. ........ . Alabama-Huntsville .. ...... ............ 12
16 ........ .Montevallo .......................... ....... . 17
8 ... ........ Barry .... ... .... ... .. ..... ......... ............ ... 9
8, .......... Tampa ........ ............ ........ ............... 5
2........... Tampa ............... ....... .. ................. 12
4 .. ......... Tampa ... ... .. ... ................... .... ....... 11
15 ......... Mercy College ... .... .. ........... .......... 4
3.......... . Rollins .... ...... .. .... ...... .. .............. ,.... 6
O........... Rollins .... ...... ..... .............. .......... .... 6
l ........... Rollins ..... ... ... .......... ...................... 4
11 .... ..... Rollins ........... ............. ,............... ... 9
6.. ... .. .. .. Rollins .. ..................... ..... .. ............ 9
7........... Mercyhurst ..... ... ..... ..... ...... ... .. ....... 9
8........ ... Mercyhurst .................................... 6
12 .... ..... Univ. ofSciences .... ..... ............ .... . 0
6........... Lewis ....... ..... ......... .. .... ... ....... ....... 7
9..... ...... Lewis ...... .... .. ....... ....... .... ............ 13
5.... ... .... Lewis .. ...... ... ... .. .. .. ..... ... ................ 3
14 ......... Bloomfield .. .. .. .. ............................ 3
13....... .. Concordia ........... ........................... 6
10 ......... Concordia ... ... ..... .. ... ...... .. ....... .. ..... l
4 .... .. .. ... Ashland .... ...... ...... .... .... ....... ...... .... 6
4.. .... ..... Florida Gu lf Coast ............ ... ....... 14
12 ......... Florida Gulf Coast ... ........ ..... ..... ... 4
9........... Mars Hi ll ..... .. ... .. ... .. .... ..... .... ..... .... 7
3.... ..... ..Florida Southern ..... .... ......... ....... :~4
7...... .. .. .Florida Southern ............. .. ............ 8
1...........Florida Southern ...... ......... ......... .. . 9
2... .... ... .Nova Southeastern ....... ..... ............
's
.,
9... .. ... .. . Illinois-Chicago ............................ 4
3.. ...... ... Florida Tech ..................... ........... 11
16 ... .. ... .Florida Tech .... ..... ........ .. .. .,........... 6
10 .. ... .. .. Florida Tech .. ... ....... .. ......... ..... ...... 4
8.. ......... Barry ........ ... ..... ....... ................. .... . 2
8........... Eckerd ..... ............ .... ....... .. .. ... ... ... 16
5........... Eckerd .... ............ ... .......... ...... ... ... 10
9........... Eckerd ... ....................... .... ..... ........ 3
5.... ....... Barry ............ ........ .. .. .. ... ... .. .... ..... .. 3
6...... ..... Barry .... ............. ..... .. .. .... ... ..... .. .. . 12
!2... .. ... .Barry ................. ..... ..................... 10
19 .. .. .... . St Thomas .............. ..... ... ............... 7
2.... ....... Nova Southeastern ......... .... ...... ... .. 3
I ........... Nova Southeastern ......... .. ............. 6
2.. ... .. ....Nova Southeastern ... ................... 11
5........... Barry ............... .......... .................... 8
7........... Sa int Leo ........ ... ............ ......... .... ... 5
3........... Saint Leo ... ..... ............ ....... ... .... ..... 7
3..... ... .. . Saint Leo ...... .. .... ...... .... ................. 5

4 ........... Tampa ...... ........... ... .......... ............. 9
2 ..... ... ... Tampa ..... ..... .... ....... ...... .. ...... .. .... 12
7........... Tampa ........... .............. ..... ............. 3
I O... .. .... Nova Spoutheastern .. .... .. ... ... .... ... . 8
2003
Overall Record: 35-20
SSC Record: 13-8 (3rd)

6..... .... ..Tampa ............ .. ... .. .. .... .. .............. .. 5
2........... Tampa ........... ....... .... ............ ... .... .. 4
3........... Ta[11pa ...... ...... ..... ................ .......... 7
7........... St. Thomas .... ............ .. ... .. ..... ..... .. . 6
17 ...... ... Barry ... .... .. ..... ......... ...... ...... ... .. ... 14
9.. ..... ... . Barry ........... ........... .... ........ ......... .. 8
9.. .. ........Rollill§ ...... ... ..... ...... ....... .... ..... .. ..... 8
7......... ..Nova Southeastern ........................ 4
12 ........ .Bany .......... ............... ........ ...... .... .. 6
6........... Rollins ...... ...... ........... ... ... .............. 2
3... ........ Rollips .... .. .... .............. ... .. .............. 7
8.. ... ...... Mercy ...... .. ..,............... ....... :.... ;- ... .. 2
4 .. .... ..•.. Valdosta State ....... ...... .. ............... . 5
6...... .. .. ,Presbyterian ....... ..... ..... .... :············ I
3...........Florida Southern ............... ............ 4
11 .. ....... Valdosta State ....... ... .. ..... ............ .. 2
7.......... .Georgia College .... ....... ................. 8
7........... Barry ..... ...... .................................. 3.
9... ........ Tri State ........ ......... .. .. ........... ....... . 7

? ..,..... .,.Concordia ...... ........ ... ... .. ... ,...... ,;.... 4
19 ..... ....Ashlaud ... ... .. .......... ... ...... .............. 5
9.... .. ... .. William Paterson ... ... .. .................. 5
11 ..... .... Bloomfield ....... ...... ........ ............... 8
14....... .. Barry .. ... ...... .. ... ... .... ...., ........... ... ... 5
22 .. .... ... Barry .... ... ............ ............. ....... .... 15
2........... Barry ........ ........ ..... .... ..... .... ... ...... .. 0
0.... .... ...Tampa ...... .. ....... ......... ..... ...... ..... . 11
5........... Tampa .......... ...... ....... .. ................ 10
7...... .. ... Tampa ..... .. .. ... ... ... ........ ....... ...... .... 6
I ........... Nova Southeastern ....... .. ............. I 0
4 .......... . Saint Leo ..... ... ..... ...... ........ ......... ... 2
3.......... . SaintLeo ...... ... ........... ................... 8
17 .. .... ... SaintLeo ......... ...... .. ... ....... ............ l
0 ..... ... ... Nova Southeastern .. .. ... ............. .... 4
9.... .. .. ... Florida Southern ......... .... ....... ..... 12
7........... Florida Southern ..... ...................... 4
3.......... . Florida Southern ........ ................... 8
3.... ...... .Nova Southeastern ................. ....... 4
9........... Florida Tech ........ .. .... .. .......... .. .... .. 0
5.. ... .. .. .. Florida Tech .. .. .... .. ... ... .. ... ..... .. .. .... 0
I ... ........ Florida Tech ......... ...... .... .. ...... ..... .. 2

1... ........ Nova Southeastern ........ ............. . 12
7 .. ... .. .. .. BaITy ....... ...... ... ... ... ... .... .. ... ...... .. . 15
2..... ...... Eckerd ....... ... .... ... .... ... .. ...... .......... . I
' ........... 5
6.... ....... Eckerd .... .... ... .. ... ... .............
8......... .. Eckerd .......... ............. .... ................ 2
18 ... .. ... . St. Thomas .. .. .... .... .. ..... ...... .... ... .... 5
9........... Rol lins ............................... .. .. .. .... .. 2
7....... .... Rollins .. .... .... .. ...... ...... .......... ......... 9
4 ...... ..... Rollins ..... .. .......................... .... ... ... 6
1.... ....... Nova Southeastern ... .. ..... .... .. .... .... 5
2002
Overall Record: 29-26
SSC Record: 12-9 (4th)
0..... .. .... Tampa .. .. .... ... ... ... ... ..... ...... ....... ... 14
6.. ..... .... Tampa .. ...... .... .. ... .... .... ..... ...:..'....... . 9
5.... ... .... Tampa ............ ....... .... ....... ............. 4
6......... .. Florida Memorial .... .. .................. .. 7
9.. ,.... .... Bany ............. ............ ..... ........ ... .. 15
7...... ..... Florida Tech ....... ... ... ....... ... .. ......... 9
6........... Saint Leo ...... .... ....... ..... .. .... .. ......... 3
7........... Palm Beach Atlantic ...... ............. 11
10~...... .. Saint Leo ...... ... ......... ...... .... ....... .. 15
5........... Saint Leo ...... ... .. ..... ..... ..... ............. 6
6...... ..... SaintLeo ...... ... .. ......... .. ............ ..... 7
9....... ....Mercy .... ... ........... ........ ........ ... .. ..... l
10 ......... Nova Southeastern ..... .. ... .. .. ..... ..... I
5..... .. .... Mercyhurst .......... .. .............. ....... ... 2
7........... Mercyhurst .......... .. .... .......... ...... .... 2
14 .. ... .... Mercyhurst ......... ..... .. ....... .... ..... .. .. 8
4 ...:······· Florida Tech* ....... .......... .... ..... .. .... 3
12 ......... Florida Tech* ...... ..... ........ .. ...... .... . 9
5..... ... ... Florida Tech* .. ..... ... .. .. .... .. ............ 4
I
Lewis ......... .. .. .. ............ .. ............... 3
l 0...... ... LlSalle ...... ..... ............ .. ...... ...... .... . 3
11... ... ...Lewis ........ .. ......... .. ...... .... .. .... ..... 13
11..... .... Lewis ........ .... .. ... ... .. .. .. ..... ............. 7
11... ... ... Wingate ........... .... ..... .................. . 12
7........... Wingate ... ... .... .. .. ...... .............. .... ... 3
15 ......... Concordia .. ... ...... ..... .. ... ..... ......... ... 4
3........... Concordia ........ .. .. ..... ... ... ....... .... .. .. 8
5.... ..... ..Nova Southeastern .. .. ... ................. 2
4 .. ......... Ashland ........... ... .... .. ... .. ......... ... ... . 6
4 .... ..... .. Millersvi lle .... .. ............ .. .... ...... ..... . 2
1........... William Paterson .... .......... .. .......... . 0
3....... .. .. Ro lli ns* ..... .. ... ....... ................... ..... 1
3... ... ... .. Ro ll ins* ..... .. ........ ... .................. ... 13
8........... Roll ins* ..... ............... ....... .. ......... ... 4
9........... Florida Memorial.. .. ........ .. ... ......... 7
4 ........... Barry* .... ... .. .................... .. .... ........ 5
3.. ... .. .... BatTy* ..... ... .... ... .............. .... ...... ... . 6
8 .. ......... Barry* ...... ....... ...... ... .......... .. ...... ... 6
11.. ....... St. Thomas ... .. ... .......................... 16

7........... Tampa* ........ ............ .. ........ .......... . 6
8........... Tampa* .... .. .. ... ...... .. ... ... ........ .... .. 15
l ........... Tampa* .. .......... .... ... .......... ...... ...... 2
3.......... .Nova Southeastern .. ... ...... ...... ..... 10
1..... ... ... Saint Leo* ..... .. ....... ....... .............. .. 0
2.. ......... Saint Leo* ....... ....... ....... .. ........ .... I 0
4 ........... Saint Leo* .. .... .. ...... .. ..... ......... ....... 2
2.. ... ...... Nova Southeastern ... .... ..... ........... . 3
5... .. .. .... Florida Southern* .......... .. ..... ........ 1
5....... .... Florida Southern* .... ....... .............. 6
0........... Florida Southern* ............ ... .......... 3
7.......... . St. Thomas .. .. ....... ... ... ................. 13
6........... Barry .. ... ...... ............... ... ................ 2
15 ........ .Eckerd* ... ....... ... ......... ............. ...... 2
6........... Eckerd* ........... ..... ......................... 5
3..... .. .... Eckerd* .................... .. ................. 15
2001
Overall Record: 29-23
SSC Record: 10-11 (5th)

5........... Tampa ...... .. ...... ........................... 10
l .. ......... Tampa ...... ... ... ... .. ... .. ... ..... .... ......... 2
3... ........ Tampa .. .... .... ................................. 9
7........... Northwood ........... ....................... .. 6
5.... .... ...Rollins .................. .... .. ............. ... ... 6
9........... Barry ........ .. ..... ..... .... .... ... .............. I
4 ........... Montevallo .... .. .......................... ... . 8
5........... St. Thomas .............. ...... ... ... ...... .. .. 6
20 .... .. ... Marcy ............... ..... ......... ............... 5
15 ..... .... Wingate .......... .......... ................... 10
11 ......... Mercy ...... ............. ... ... ..... .. ... ..... .. .. 2
12 ......... Northwood ........ ... ......................... 3
6........... Mercyhurst ................... .............. ... 3
3 .. ..... .... Mercyhurst... .... ....... ................... ... l
0... ... .. ... Mercyhurst ........ .... ............... ......... 2
6... ........ Mercyhurst .................................... 3
12 .... .. ... Florida Memorial ... ... .... .. .... .... ... ... 2
4 ........... Lewis ............................................ 2
8........... Lewis ... ............................... .......... 3
8........... Lewis .................. .. .. ... .. ... ...... ...... .. 5
6........... Michigan State .... .. ... .. ................ 23
7.... .. ..... Valdosta State ..................... .. ........ 6
8........... Saint Leo .. ... .. ......... .. ..................... 9
7..... .. .... North Alabama ....................... .. .... . 5
7........... Bridgeport ........ ..... .............. ........ .. 8
6.. .. .... .. .Bridgeport ............. ..... .... ..... ...... .... 4
13 ... ..... . Florida Tech* ........... .. .... ...... ... ..... 4
7........... Florida Tech* .. ...... ........... ... . ........ 0
7.... ....... Florida Tech* ... .. ........ ..... .. ............ 0
0.. .. ... .... Nova Southeastern ..... ..... ... ........... 4
4 ........... Eckerd* ...................... ... .... ......... ... 3
6.... ....... Eckerd* .................... ...... .... ........... 3
2... ... .. ... Eckerd* ..... ... ........ .. ................. ... ... 3

5........... Nova Southeastern ........................ 3
l .... ....... Rollins* .... ......... .. ... ....... ................ 5
3...... ... .. Rollins* ....... ....... ................. .. ........ 5
4 .... ....... Rollins* .. ..................... ...... ............ 3
0..... ...... Barry* .... ... ... ......... ....... .. ... ............ 6
3... ........ Ban-y* ......................... .... ......... .. ... 5
3........... Barry* .. .. ... ... ..... .. .. ...... .. ...... ... ... .... 5
4 ........... Nova Southeastern ................. ..... .. 2
l ..... ... ... Tampa* .... .. ..... ....... ..... .... .. ..... ..... 10
6........... Tampa* .......... ... ...... ...... .... ........ .. .. 8
11.:: ...... Tampa* .. .. .......... .......... .. ............... 7
4 .. .. ... .... St. Thomas .. ... ... ............................ 8
3 .. ... .... .. Saint Leo* ............. ....... .... ........ .... . 4
3........... Saint Leo* ..... .. ............. ................. 7
4 ........... Saint Leo* ...... ..... ................ .. ........ 1
13 ......... Nova Southeastern ........................ 6
7 ........... Florida Southern* .................. ....... 4
10 ......... Florida Southern* ...... .. ..... ............ 3
I ........... Florida Southern* ...... ......... .......... 7
2000
Overall Record: 29-23
SSC Record: 5-16

4 .. ......... Miami .... ...... ..... ..... ..... .. ... .............. 5
4 ........... Northwood ................. .... ............... 3
6...... ..... Florida Memorial .......................... I
17 ......... Belmont Abbey ............................. l
5........... Saint Leo .................... .. .......... ...... . 9
9..... .... .. Barry ................................ ...... ..... .. 4
9..·......... St. Thomas ... ...... .. ....... .. ...... ........ 13

12 ......... Mercy ....................... ... .. ... ............. 7
12 ......... Florida Memoria l ........................ 11
14 ......... Mercyhurst .... .... .. .. .... ... ................. 4
0... ........ Mercyhurst .... .... ......... .. ... .............. 1
3........ ... Mercyhurst ................ ........ .. .......... 2
9........... Mercyhurst... ........ ... ..... ......... .. .... .. 2
14 .. ...... .Wilmington ................................. ... l
11 ......... Villanova ... ... ..... .. .. ................. ....... 6
6.. ... ... .. St. Thomas ................. ... ..... ..... ...... 5
4 ........... Michigan State .... ......... .. .... .. ......... 3
10 ......... Lewis ......... ... .... .... ... .. .. .... .. ........... 9
7........... Lewis ............ ....... ....... .... .. .......... .. 4
8... .. ...... Concordia ....... .. .... .... ......... .. .......... 9
5........... Concordia ..... ... .... .. .... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. 11
14 ......... Bridgeport .......... ................. .......... 3
5.... .. ... ..Florida Tech* .... ..... .... .... ... ..... .... ... 3
3.... ... .. .. Florida Tech* ...................... .... ...... 9
7..... .... .. Florida Tech* ............. ..... .............. 4
4 ... .... .... St. Thomas .... .. .... .... .. ..... .. .... ... .. .. .. 1
1......... .. Eckerd* ..... .... ................................ 2

15

9.. .. ....... Eckerd* .... ... ..... .......... ........... ........ 2
3....... .... Eckerd* ........................ ............... 11
17.. ....... Nova Southeastern .. ..... ............ .. ... 8
\ .. .. ... .... Rollins* ... .......... ... ........ .. ............ . II
5........... Rollins* .......... .. .... ............. ............ 6
6.... ....... Rollins* ....................... ... ...... .... ..... 9
10 ......... Trinity International ...................... 4
9... ........ Ban·y* ...................................... ..... 3
3........... Barry* ... ... ................. ......... .. ......... 8
9....... .... BaITy* ................... ............ ............ 5
17 ......... Trinity International .................... .. 9
5........... Tampa* ......................................... 6
3........... Tampa* ........... ........ .. ... .......... ... .... 5
2 .. ......... Tampa* .................... .. ................... 9
1........... Saint Leo* ....... ............ ......... ,........ 8
8........... Saint Leo* ................... .. ... :~..... ... 13
5...... .. ... Saint Leo* ................................... 13
13 ......... Nova Southeastern .. ... .... ............... 7
9........... Florida Memorial ...... .... .... ..... ... .... 0
0 ........... Florida Southern* ...... .. .... ........ ..... 5
9........... Florida Southern* ....................... 13
0........... Florida Southern* ....... ..... ........ ..... 4
1999
Overall Record: 29-25
SSC Record: 6-15

6....... .... St. Thomas .... .. ... .... ... .............. ...... 5
I 0... ...... Florida Memorial ........ .... .. ............ 5
22 .. ....... USC-Aiken ........................... ........ 6
I ...... ..... Rollins .. ....... .. .... ... ............ ........... 10
7.......... .Northwood ................ ................ ... . 4
11 .. .... ... Bmy ....... ...... ......... ... ............... ..... 9
9........... St. Andrews ........ ... .... .. ... ... ............ 5
11 ......... St. Andrews ............................ ... .. . 7
3........ ... Palm Beach Atlantic .................... . 4
3........... USC-Aiken ................ ..... .... .... ..... . 8
5..... .... .. Presbyterian ......... .... ........ .......... ... 1
1........... Presbyterian .... .. ... ......................... 2
8........... Presbyterian ..................... ... .. ........ 2
19 .. .. .... .Northwood ...... .. ... ................... ... ... 4
5........... Tampa .... ................... .. .. .. ............ .. 8
7........... Tampa ........... ... ......... .... .... ....... ... .. 6
5... ........ Tampa .......................... ..... .... .... .. .. 4
30 ......... Florida Memorial ..... .... .... .. ...... ..... 4
12 .. ... .... Lewis ............................ ... .......... . II
6.......... .Northwood (Ml) ..... .. .... .............. .. 1
3 .... ....... Lewis ............. ... ............ ....... ......... 5
13 ......... Concordia ................. ................ ..... 4
8... .. ...... Concordia .... ................. ... .. ....... ... 10
9........ ... Wayne State .................... .... .......... 4
12 ......... Bridgepori ...... .. ........ ........ ... .......... 0
10 ... .. .... Nova Southeastern .................. .. .. .. 9
0.... ... .... Florida Southern* ..... ...... .... .......... 8
Z005.J..'r""' J j ~

re_a_~~o,_-_re_a_rB_e_s_m_u_s_m_c_e_m_s_f_ __

LffiN _ _ _

7.. .. ... ... . Tampa* ...... ............. .. .. ............... .. . 6
8........... Tampa* ..... ... ........ ................... ... . 15
! ........... Tampa* ......................................... 2
3........... Nova Southeastern .. .................... 10
1........... Saint Leo* .................. .. ................. 0
2........... Saint Leo* ........ ........... ..... ...... .. ... 10
4 ...... ..... Saint Leo* .......... .. ......................... 2
2........... Nova Southeastern ........................ 3
5.......... .Florida Southern* ....... ... ...... ......... 1
5........... Florida Southern* .... .. ............... :: ... 6
0 .. ......... Florida Southern* ..... .. .................. 3
7 ........... St. Thomas ....... .. .. ................... .... J3
6........... Barry ..................... ........ ................ 2
15 ......... Eckerd* .... ..... ................................ 2
6........... Eckerd* ......................................... 5
3 ........... Eckerd* ................................. ,..... 15
2001
Overall Record: 29-23
SSC Record: 10-11 (5th)
5.. .... .. ... Tampa .... ..................................... 10
] ........... Tampa ......... .. ... ............ ................. 2
3........... Tampa .................................... .... ... 9
7.... .. ..... Northwood ........ .. .......................... 6
5..... ... ... Rollins ........................................... 6
9........... Barry .......... .... ..... .. ................... ..... 1
4 ......... .. Montevallo ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. .......... .. .... 8
5........... St. Thomas ........ ............................ 6
20 ......... Marcy ..... .............................. .. ....... 5

5 .. ... .. .... Nova Southeastern ........................ 3
l ........... Rollins* .. ... .............................. ...... 5
3.......... .Rollins* .. ... ..... .. ......... ...... ... .. ........ . 5
4 ........... Rollins* ........................ ................. 3
O... ........ Barry* ........... ........ .............. .......... 6
3.... ...... . Ban-y* ............................... .... .... .... 5
3........... Ban-y* .. .... ............. ..... .. ............... .. 5
4 ........... Nova Southeastern ..... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. 2
! ........... Tampa* .................... .... ...... ...... ... 10
6, .......,~.J:ampa* ......... .. .. .. ................ ..... ..... 8
l h'.. ,..... Titnpa* ............... .. .... .. ...... ....... ..... 7
4... ~ ...... St. Thomas ............. .. ... .............. .... 8
3........... Sait1t Leo* .............. .. ..................... 4
3.... ... .... Saint Leo* ......... ...... ...................... 7
4 ........... SaintLeo* .................... .... ............. 1·
13 ......... Nova Southeastern ......... ...... ... .. .... 6
7.. ... ...... Florida Southern*· ... ,..................... 4
10 ... ...... Florida Southern* ... .\. .......... ...... .. .. 3
l ........... Flor{da Southern* ....... .... ....... ...... , 7

9........... Eckerd* .... .. ............ .......... ... .. .. ..... 2
3........... Eckerd* ........................... ............ 11
17 ......... Nova Southeastern ... ...... .. ............. 8
1........... Rollins* ....................... '. .. ...... .. ..... 11
5........... Rollins* ............ ... ....... ......... .. ..... ... 6
6 .. .... ..... Rollins* .. ..... ...... ..... ... .... .... ... ... .. .... 9
I 0 ......... Trinity International .............. ... ..... 4
9........... Barry* ............ ... .. ........ ...... ..... .. ..... 3
3........... Ban-y* .......................... ......... .... .... 8
9.......... .Barry* ... ... .... .. ... ....... .. ... .... ....... .. ... 5
17 ......... Trinity International... ............ ..... .. 9
5........... Tampa* ............................. .. ......... 6
3........... Tampa* .......................... ........... ... . 5
2........ ... Tampa* .... .. ... ................. .. .... ......... 9
I ........... Saint Leo* ........ ...... .. .. ................... 8
8...... .. ... Saint Leo* ......... ... .... ... .. .... ,.. :...... 13
5........... Saint Leo* ................................... 13
13 .. ,...... Nova Southeastern ................ ........ 7
.9 ........... Florida Memorial .. .. ...................... 0
0... ........ Florida Southern* ................... ... ... 5
9... ........ Florida Southern* .. ....... .. .. .... ...... 13
O.. ..... .... Floricla Southern* ......................... 4

11 ......... Mercy ......... .. ..... .. .............. ... .... ... .,.

1999
Overall Record: 29-25
S~C Record: 6-15
.6,,w,,,... St. Tlh2111as .................................... 5
10 ......... Florida Memorial... .... .. ................. 5
22 ......... USC-Aiken .......... .. .... ... ......... ..... .. 6
l ........... Rollins ............ .. ........................... 10
'.::-c ....... Northwood .......................... .. ........ 4

12 ......... Northwood ...... ..... .................... ...
6........ ... Mercyhurst ........ .......... ............... ...

l:1?::::t:d;~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0........... Mercyhurst .... ... ...... .,
6 .. ......... Mercyhurst ....... .. ........ .
12 .... ..... Florida Memorial ............ .
4 .... .... ... Lewis ..................................... ...... . 2
8.......... . Lewis ....... ... ............. ............ ......... 3
8..... ...... Lewis .. .. .......... ........... .... .... ........... 5
6........ ... Michigan State ...... ....... .... .. ... ...... 23
7 .. ... ...... Valdosta State .......................... ... .. 6
8 ........... Saint Leo ................... .. ......... ......... 9
7........... North Alabama .............................. 5
7.... ....... Bridgeport ............................... ...... 8
6........... Bridgeport .......................... .... ...... 4
13 ......... Florida Tech* ......................... .. ..... 4
7........... Florida Tech* ....................... . ....... 0
7........... Florida Tech* ................. .. ...... ....... 0
0........... Nova Southeastern ........................ 4
4 ....... .. .. Eckerd* ...................... .. .. .. ............. 3
6........... Eckerd* ................. .. ........ .. .. .. ....... 3
2..... .. .... Eckerd* ......................................... 3

4 ........... Nort,hwood, ....... ......... ..... ........... ... 3
6........... Florida Meh16ria l ............ .............. l
17 .. ..... BehnontAbbey
1

1

.. ....... St.Andrews ......................... .. ........ 7
Beach Atlantic ..................... 4
,../? .Mercyhurst ... ... ...... ...... ..,,.,c.·'•·····•··
C-Aiken ................ ... .. .............. 8
0 ........... Mercyhurst ..... .. ......... .... ... ............ ~l · - ·5.:-:-:-:-:-: ....'Presbyterian ...... .. ............... .... ....... 1
3........... Mercyhurst... ...... ............. ... ........... 2
I ........... Presbyterian .................... ..... .... ..... 2
9.... ... .. ..Mercyhurst.. ................... .. ............. 2
8 ........... Presbyterian ...... ....... .... .. ............ ... 2
14 .... ..... Wilmington ...... ... .......................... l
19 ......... Northwood .... .... ............. ........... .... 4
11 ......... Villanova ............................. .. ........ 6
5.......... .Tampa ........................... ........ ....... . 8
6.......... . St. Thomas .......................... ... ....... 5
7....... .. .. Tampa ..... .. ..... ................. ........... ... 6
4 ........... Michigan State ............. .... ............. 3
5........... Tampa ........................... ..... ........... 4
10 ......... Lewis .................... .. ........... .. ......... 9
30 .. ..... .. Florida Memorial ......... ....... .......... 4
7........... Lewis ............................................ 4
12 ......... Lewis .. ...... ..... .. ........................... 11
8....... .... Concordia .......... .. ... ...... .. ... ... ... .. .. .. 9
6........... Northwood (Ml) ..... .......... ............ 1
5...... .. ... Concordia .. .............. .. .................. 11
3........... Lewis .................. ..... ..................... 5
14 .... ..... Bridgeport .. ........... .. .............. .. ...... 3
13 ......... Concordia ................... ... ......... .. ..... 4
5........... Florida Tech* ............................ .... 3
8 ........... Concordia ... ................................. 10
3........... Florida Tech* .................... ... ...... ... 9
9... ... .. ... Wayne State .. .......... .. ............ ........ 4
7........... Florida Tech* ..... .. ........ ... .. .. ........ .. 4
12 ...... ... Bridgeport .... ................... .. ............ 0
4 ........... St. Thomas ............ ..... .. ........... ...... l
10 .... .. ... Nova Southeastern ......... .. .. ....... .. .. 9
1........... Eckerd* ............. ........... ....... .......... 2
0.... .... ... Florida Southern* ..................... .. .. 8

--~YB~a~~~bl_-_YB_a_,B_e_s_m_~_S_m_C_B_W_9_f___ LmN
3..... .. .... Florida Southern* ...... ......... ..... ... .. 5
2......... .. Florida Southern* ...... ........ .. .... ..... 7
12 ......... Trinity International .. ........ ....... ..... 4
8... ....... .Palm Beach Atlantic .. ....... ....... ... I 0
1.. ... .... .. Florida Tech* .............................. . 5
8........... Florida Tech* .......... .. .................... 9
11 ... .. .... Florida Tech* .... .. .... ......... ............. I
12 .. .... .. . Kent State ........ .. .... ... .. ....... ..... ...... 2
3 ..... .. .. .. Nova Southeastern ........... .... ...... . 22
4 ........... Eckerd* ............ .......... .. ............... 13
6........... Eckerd* .... ... ... ................. ............ l 2
3 ........... Eckerd* .... .. ................................... 5
8.... ....... Trinity International... ................... 4
7...... .. ... Rollins* ..... ........ ... ... .... ........ .......... 4
14 ......... Rollins* ........ ................................. 7
6........... Rollins* ........ ... .... .......................... 5
7.... .. ..... St. Thomas ... .. .... ..... ...... .......... ...... 8
2........... Ban·y* ..... ........... ............... ...... ... . 11
8......... .. Ban·y* ... ..... .... .... .... .......... ........... 12
2........... Barry* .... ... ... ... .............................. 3
9.... ....... Nova Southeastern ... .. ......... ....... ... 6
4 ........... Tampa* ..................... ....... ... .......... 9
2........... Tampa* ............... ........................ 14
17 ..... .. .. Tampa* .............. .......... ... .... ........ .. 9
5..... ... .. . SaintLeo* ............. ...................... 10
6.......... . Saint Leo* ............ ........... .. ............ 8
7........... Saint Leo* ... .... ....... ....... ...... ....... .. . 6

4 ... ........ Findlay ........................... .. .... ........ . 2
0........... STU-Edwardsville ......................... 8
9........... Niagara ............ .... ... ... ... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. 9
I .. ... ...... Ash land ........... ..... ............. .. ... .... ... 8
3..... .. ... . St. Thomas ......... ....... ...... .. .. ......... . 6
3........... Rollins* ............... ...... ........ ..... ..... 13
7.. ..... .... Rollins* ... ......... ............. .. ............ I 6
3........... Rollins* ... ....... ......... .. ...... ............ 12
1........... St. Thomas ......... ......................... 15
4........... Eckerd* .. .... ........ ....... ...... ..... .. .... ... 1
4 ........... Eckerd* ......... ..... ....... ....... ............. 3
!.. ......... Eckerd* ........ .. ............................... 8
2........... Palm Beach Atlantic .. ... ....... ......... 7
11 ......... Barry* ......... ... ............... ... ........... 14
6........... Barry* ............ ............................. 16
! .... ....... Barry* .............. ... ............ .. ........ .. 13
8........... Northwood ................. .......... ......... 5
7........... Nova Southeastern ......... ............... 6
17 .. ....... Florida Tech* .............. ............ .. ... . 7
3........... Florida Tech* ................................ 2
I ....... .. .. Florida Tech* ..... .... .. ... .... ....... ... .. 18
I J ........ .Nova Southeastern ........... ........... J 5
9........... Florida Southern* .............. .. ......... 8
I ........... Florida Southern* .. .. ..................... 7
2 ... ........ Florida Southern* .......... ............... 5
2 ...... .. ... Tampa* ......... ............ ... .. ............... 7
2 ........... Tampa* .................................. ... .. 16
5........... Tampa* ............ ....... ....... ...... ..... .... 8

1998
Overall Record: 16-36-1
SSC Record: 5-16

1........... St. Thomas ............ .... .. ............... ... 9
6........... Palm Beach Atlantic ............... .... J5
5 ........... Florida Memorial ........................ .. 4
2 ......... .. Barry ............................ .... ............. 9
9........... Barry .... ............. .. .. ...................... 13
3....... .... Barry .................. .. ... ... .. ..... ......... ... 2
3.... .... ... Miami ... ........ .................. ..... ........ 18
4 .... .. ..... Florida Memoria l ......... .......... .. ... .. 2
9..... ... .. .Presbyterian ......... .... ................... 20
3 .. .... ..... Presbyterian ......... .......... ............... 9
9........... Presbyterian ...................... .. .... .... 12
12.. .... .. .Pa lm Beach Atlantic .... .. ...... ......... 6
2........... Tampa ............... .. .................. ...... 14
! ......... .. Tampa ...... ...... .... ........ ..... ...... ...... 18
3.... ....... Tampa ........... ..... .......... ... ........ .... 11
10 .... ..... Providence .... .. .............. .. ........ .. .. 20
4 ......... .. Northwood .............. ... .............. ... .. 3
7.... ...... .Lewis ... ..... ............ ... .. .... .......... .. ... 6
19......... Lewis ... .... .. ......... ... ..................... 15
8 ...... .. ... Rowan ........ ... .. .... ... ...... ... .. .... ..... ... 9
7........... Rowan .. ....... ................. .... .... .... ... 13
2.... .. ..... Findlay ... .. ......... ...... ...................... I
0

1997
Overall Record: 29-24

7 ........... Barry ..... ...................... ...... .. ....... .. . 3
11 ......... Barry ......................... ..... ..... ... .. ..... 0
9.... ... .. .. Nova Southeastern .... .................. 20
8........... Florida Southern .................. ..... ... . 3
6........... Florida Southern .... ... ........... ... ...... 2
12...... ... Florida Southern .................. ......... 8
3 ........... Tampa ............... .. .. ............. ......... 10
14 ...... ... Tampa .. ... ... .... ..... .. ....... .. ...... ... .. .. 13
6.......... .North Florida .......... ................ .... 12
3........... North Florida .. ...... .... ...... ... .... ...... . 8
13......... Rollins ......... .. ................ .. ...... ..... .. . 2
11 ...... ... Rollins ... .... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .... .. .. ... 4
3... .... .... Palm Beach Atlanti c .. .... ... .. .. ... .. ... 9
1........... Florida Southern .... .. .... ... .... .. .... .. .. 6
5........ ... Florida Southern ............ ........ ..... 16
3.......... .Florida Southern ........................... 8
6......... .. Rollins ........ ...... ... ... .... ... .. ... .. ... .. .... 7
3 .. ..... .... Rollins .......... ....... ............ ...... ........ 2
1... ........ Florida Tech ........ .. ...................... 15

17

6 .. ... .. .... Florida Tech .. ........ .... ........... ... .... .. 7
7........... Lewis ................ .. ... ......... .. ... ......... 6
9... .... .... Lewis .. .... ...... .. .... .... .. ..... ... .... ........ 2
10 ..... ... . Michigan State .. .. .............. ............ 7
13......... Kean ........................ ... .......... ......... 2
9.... ... .... William Paterson ...... .......... ......... .. 8
3......... .. Tllinois State ....................... ... ...... 14
2... ..... .. .Palm Beach Atlantic .. ................... 9
9 ........... Ashland ..... .. .... ........ ..... .. .... ......... .. 8
I I ......... Montclair State ........................ .. ... 7
7........... FloridaTech ... ...... ...... .. ... ... .... ....... 4
5....... .. .. Florida Tech ........ ... .......... ..... ... .. ... 8
I0 ..... .. ..Rowan .. ..... .......... ............... ...... .... . 7
12 ......... Brown .. ............... ............. ... .. ..... ... 5
16......... Brown ............ ...... .. ........... .. ...... .... 4
9.. ......... St. Thomas ........ ......... .... ..'.'. ......... I 0
13 ......... Find lay ............ ... ... ... .. ....... .. .. .... .... l
4...........Barry ............ .. ..... ...... ..... ... ...... ...... 7
16 .. .. .. ... Nova Southeastern ........................ 3
I 0......... Palm Beach Atlantic .. .. .... ..... ........ 3
5.. ... ...... St. Thomas .. .. ..... .. ... .. ..... ... ... .. ....... 2
13.... ..... No11hwood .. .. ................................ 5
9........... Northwood .. .. .... ........ ....... ...... ....... 8
O........... Nova Southeastern ... .. ... ... ......... .... 4
10 ..... .... Eckerd ..................... ....... ............... 4
5........... St. Thomas .... ..... ......... ;, .... ....... ... .. 9
4 ........... North Florida .... ....... .. ........ .... .. .. ... 7
15......... North Florida .............................. 16
7.. .. .... ... Sa int Leo ........ ... ... ... .. ...... .. .. ..... ... .. 8
8... ........ Saint Leo ... .. .... .. .... .. .... ... .... .. .... .. ... 3
8........... Saint Leo ..................................... 11
7..... ...... Barry .. .......... .... .. ........... ..... .... .. ..... 2
3........ ... Barry .................... ....... ;····· ·.. ······ ··· 5
3........... Tampa .................... ··· + ··· .... ·.· ...... 4
1996
Overall Record: 41-19

8 ........... Florida Memorial ............. .... ...... ... 6
15 ......... Florida Memoria l ................ ... .. .. ... 0
1....... .. .. Nova Southeastern ... .... ... .. .... ........ 5
I ... ........ Florida Tech .............. .. ........ ... .. ... .. 5
1... ..... .. .Florida Southern ... .............. ... .. .. ... 7
3........... Florida Southern .. ........ ... ....... ....... 4
21.. ..... .. Florida Southern ............ ..... ....... .. . 5
3 ........... Ro llins ......... .. ..... .... ...... ......... .... .. .. 4
4 ... ... ... .. Roll ins ... ....... ............... .. ...... .. .... ... . I
6 .. .... .. .. .Florida Tech ... .................... .. ....... 15
6... ...... .. Eckerd ................... .............. ... ....... 7
I 0....... .. Palm Beach Atl antic ... .... ............ .. 6
9........... Ban-y ..... ..... .. ................ ....... .......... 4
2 ....... .... Rollins ... .... ...... ........... .... ..... ..... ..... l
13......... Ro llins .... ....................................... 4
7.. .. ....... Nova Southeastern .......... .............. 4

Year-111-Year Results Since 1994

LYNN -----------------------------'a.....---'....;;;..__.;;;....-=---------0........... Florida Tech ................ ...... ............ l
S.... ....... Florida Tech .............. ................... . 0
10 ..... .... Mercy ........... .......... ... ......... ........ ... 4
2... ... ..... Michigan State ......................... ..... S
3.. .... ... .. Lewis ............................... .. ........... 2
3.. ..... ... .Lewis ............... ............................. 2
I 0......... Slippery Rock .......... .............. ... .... 3
7.... ....... St. Joseph's ......................... .......... 5
4... ........ William Paterson ........ ..... .. .... ...... I 0
S.... .... ... Marian ..... ....... .... ... ....... ..... .. ... ....... l
S.. ..... .. .. Marian ........ ...... ......... .... ................ O
6..... ...... Findlay .......... ......... .... ........ ..... .. .... 4
S.......... . Ash land ... ..... ...... ........................... 4
15 ..... .. .. Drew ..... ... .. .... .. ................ .... ......... 6
11 ........ .Drew ... .. .. ........ ........... ......... ... ....... 4
9......... .. Montclair State .. ... ................. ....... 7
16 ......... Wesleyan ............................ ...... ... 11
2... ........ Barry .............. .... .......... ........ ......... 7
13 .... ..... Rowan ......... .......... ........ .. ...... .... .. .. 0
12 ...... .. . Grinnel ... ...... .......................... .. ..... 0
14 ......... St. Thomas .................................... 7
I4 ......... Not1hwood ......... ..... ... ... ................ 6
I0 ......... Flagler .............. ...... ..... .. ..... ... ........ I
11 ..... .. .. Flagler ....................... ................... 2
3....... .. .. Spring Arbor .. ................ .. ......... ... 1
17 ......... Barry .... .... ... .. .............. ............. ..... 3
9........... Nova Southeastern ... .. .. ....... .. ........ 4
4........... St. Thomas .... .. .. .................... ..... . 11
9.......... . St. Thomas ..... ...... .......... .... ....... .. I 0
S......... ..Florida International .. ... ... ..... ... ..... 6
15 .. ... .... Florida Memorial ................ .... .... .. I
9... ........ Florida Memorial ......... ..... ......... ... l
8........... Northwood ..... .. ...... .. .................... . 5
3.. ..... .... Northwood ......... .... ... .................... l
12 .... ..... Northwood ..... ........... ... ....... ....... ..
9.... .... ...Nova Southeastern ... ..... .. .............. 4
4........... Miarn i.................. ... ..... ......... .. ..... 12
14 .... .... .Fau lkner ..................... .. ... .............. 4
S........... Benedict ...... .... ........ .... ...... ...... .. .... 0
6.......... . Auburn-Montgomery ....... ............. I
3........... Auburn-Montgomery ................. .. . 4
3.... .. ..... Auburn-Montgomery .. .......... .. ...... 4
1... ... ..... St. Thomas ...... .... .......................... 2
7.... ..... ..Embry-Riddle ... .. ................ .. ........ 9

1995
Overall Record: 28-27-1
10 ......... Barry ... .... ........... .......... .. ...... ..... .... 2
9.. ..... .... Florida Tech .. ..... ...... ... ......... .. ....... 2
9.... ....... Florida Tech ... ..... ... ............ ......... 12
2......... ..North Florida .... ... .... ..................... S
6.... ..... .. North Florida ... ...... ............... ..... ... 4
7...... ... .. Florida Atlantic .................. ........... 8

1.. ......... t londa Southern .................. ....... 14
3.. ...... ... Florida Southern ......... ..... ...... .. ..... 5
0 .. ..... .... Tampa .... .......... ......... .. ...... .. .. ... ..... 2
3........... Tampa .. ... .. ................ .. ..... ... .. ...... .. 2
3........... Barry ... .. .. ... ............. .. ....... ... ..... .. ... 0
12 ......... St. Thomas .............. .. .. ...... ...... ... . 11
l.. .... ..... Florida Southern ........ ........... ........ S
3 ........... Florida Southern ........ ............ ...... . 9
3........... Eckerd .. .. ...... ......... ........... ..... ... ..... 7
4 ........... Eckerd ...... ........................ .. ......... .. 8
10......... Dowling ...... ..... ... ......... .. ...... .. ... .... 5
l... ... ..... USC-Aiken ..... ..... ........ ........... ... ... 4
3......... .. Georgia College ...... .......... .... .. .... 13
4 ....... .... USC-Aiken ........ .... .. .. .... ..... .......... 2
3.. ...... ...,USC-Aiken .. .. ..... .. ...... .... .............. 5
4 ... .... .... Valdosta State ... ........ .... ................ 5
2 ........... St. Joseph's ... ........ ,...... ................. 2
3........... Lewis ..... ..... ............. .... ..... ........... . 2
4 ........... Detroit Mercy ..... .. ...... ... ..... .......... 5
6.. ....... .. Lewis ......... .. ..... ....... ..... .... ... ........ . 9
6 .. ..... .... Rowan ......................... .... .. ........... . 8
5...... ..... Princeton ............. ... .... ...... ....... ..... 0
2...... ..... Ashland .......... ..... ..... ....... .. ... ...... ... l

14 ......... Trenton State ................. ...... ... ... .... 7
4 ........... Florida Tech ............. ........... ..... ..... 1
7... ..... ... Florida Tech ........ ........ .. ................ 4
17 ......... Western Connecticut ........ ......... .... 6
8.. .... ..... William Paterson ......... ..... .... ...... ... 6
14 ......... Dominicat .. ........ ..... .. ....... ............ 3
l... ........ North Florida ....... .. ................. .. ... . 3
........... North Florida ............. ..... ... .. .......... 8
10 ......... . Southern Maine ..... .. ..... ................. I
! ..... \ .. Northwood ......... .... ..... .......... ...... .. 5
4 ........... Nova Southeastern ...... ... ........ .... ... 2
7.... .... ... Palm Beach Atlantic .... ....... ...... ... . 6
3... ....... . St. Thomas .. .. ........... ............. ........ 8
5........... St. Thomas ....................... .. .. ... ...... 4
6 ..... ... ... Batry .. ............... ... ....... ...... .......... II
12 .... .... .Nova Southeastern ........ ... ............. 5
12 .. ....... Palm Beach Atlantic ... .... ... ... ..... ... 0
7... ..... ... Northwood ... .......................... .. .. . 17
2......... .. St. Thomas ..... .. ........ ........ .......... ... 3
14 ......... Emmanuel .. .. ....... ................... .. ..... 2
8........... West Florida ..... .... ...... ................... 7
0 ..... .... .. West Florida .................... ... ..... ...... I
5........... West Florida ....... .... ...... .. ... .. ..... ... .. 6

1994
Overall Record: 21-33
1........... Florida Memorial .......... ....... ....... .. 5
l... ........ Florida Memorial .. ............. ...... ..... 5

4 .... .. .....Florida Memorial .... .. ........... .... ... .. 3
! ... ........ Tampa ............. .. ... ... ........ .. ... ..... .. .. 7
3........ ... Florida Tech .......... .... ., ............ ...... 2
4 .. ...... ... St. Thomas ................. ... .... ... ...... ... 9
2.... ....... St. Thomas ..................... ............ ... 3
3... ........ St. Thomas .. .. ....... .. ... ... .. .. ........... 14
4 ........... Trinity International ..... .. ...... ... .... .. 3
0 .. ......... Florida Tech ........... .............. .. ....... 4
2... ........ Flagler .... ..... ......... .... ....... ... ... ........ 8
0... ....... . Flagler ...... ........ ...... ........ ..... .... ..... . 2
4 .. ..... .... Flagler ....... .. ............... ....... .......... .. 3
6.. .. ....... Palm Beach Atlantic ..... .... .. ........ .. 1
3........... Palm Beach Atlantic ..... .... ...... ...... 1
3... ........ Palm Beach Atlantic ............. ... ..... 4
11 ......... Webber International ........ .... ........ . 3
11 ......... Webber International ..... .'.'. ...... ... ... 1
5.......... .Webber International ............... .. .. . 4
6 ........... Lewis ... ... ..... ...... ..... ... .... .. ...... ... ... . 8
J l ..... .... Findlay ...... .. .. .. .... ........................ .. 5
6..... ...... Lewis ......... .... ... ........ ..... .............. . 5
l l... .. .... Indiana Wesleyan .... .... .................. 6
7.... ....... St. Joseph's ..... .. ............... .... .. .... . 14
4 ....... .... Boston University ................ .... .. ... 3
7r ···· .. ···Boston University ..... .......... ...... .... 0
4 ........... Row,an .. ............. .... ......... ......... .. .... l
4 ........... Rowan .............. ........ .... .. .. ........... .. 3
11 ......... William Paterson ..... ....... ............. l 0
2..... .... .. Monmouth ..... ........... .... ........ .. .... .. 4
6.... ....... Monmouth .... ......... ................ .... .. . 8
3.. ......... Barry ... ... ......... .......... ..... ...... .. ... .... 7
3........... Northeastern ......... ....... .... ... .. .. ....... 4
0..... ... ... Warner Southern ... ......... ..... .......... 4
0........... Warner Southern ... .... ....... .. ...... ... .. 4
6........... Warner Southern ... ........................ l
6........... Dowling .... ..... .... ................. ..... ..... 7
0.. ......... Florida Southern ............. ... ........... 9
2 ... ... ..... Tampa .. ... ... .... .... ....... .... ....... ... ..... . 0
6... ....... .Dominican .. ... ..... ... ............... .... .... 3
3..... .... ..Southern Maine ... ........... ...... ........ . 9
6.. ....... .. Barry ............. ................ ..... ....... .... 7
0 ..... ... ... Nova Southeastern ..... ... .. .. ....... ... .. I
2 .. ........ .Nova Southeastern ........ ..... .. ........ . 3
l.. ........ .Nova Southeastern ...... .... .. .......... .. 7
l ........ ... Rollins ...... ... .. .... ... ............. .. ..... ... 11
5........... Rollins ..... .............. ......... ........ ... .... 7
I0 ......... No11hwood ... ......... ........ .... ........ .... 7
0 ......... ..Northwood ...... .. ........... ... ...... .... ... . l
2.. ......... No11hwood .... ............. .... ....... ,....... 4
0.... .. ..... Florida Atlantic ..... .... ..... ............ ... 6
6........... Florida International .......... ... ,... .... 7
3...... ..... Embry-Riddle .......... .... ... ... .. ....... .. 5
2........... Embry-Riddle ........ .... ........ .. .... ..... 4

First Team:

George Branch .. ... ......... .... 23 ............. 3/2-4/ I 2 ... ... ... ....... . 2003

George Branch ..... .. ........ .......... OF ........... .. .. ......... ..... ...... . 2003
Beau McMillan ... .. ..... .. ....... .... . 2B .. ...... .... ....... ..... .......... .. 2003

Matty Wess ............... ... ...... 23 ....... ...... 3/16-5/8 ......'.. ... .. .... 1997

Billy Zbacnik ... .... ... .. .... ...... ..... 1B .. ...... ... ..... ... ... ... ......... .. 2003

Anthony Basoco ......... ....... 2 1 .. ...... ..... 3/2-4/ 18 .. .... .... .. .. ... 1997

Enriques Baca .......... ..... ...... .. ... P ........ ....... .......... .. ... ....... .. 2002

Greg Maslar ..... ... .... .. ... ..... 18 ... ..... ..... 2/17-3/ 16 .. ......... .. .. 2001

Beau McMillan ........ .. ... ........... 2B .... ............................. .. . 2002

James Davis .... ...... ... ... ... ... 18 ... .......... 2/ 13-3/1 0 ....... ... ..... 1998
Tony Kurtz ..... ................... 18 .... .... ..... 3/20-4/23 ... ... .... ..... 1996

Second Team:
John Zagaria ......... .... ... ..... ... .... . OF ..... ......... ..... ... ......... ... .. 2004

George Branch ..... .. ........... 17 ... ...... .... 2/23 -3/ 19 ...... ...... ... 2002

Juan Colon ... ... ..... .. ... .... .......... . DH ... ...... ....... ............ ,.. .... 2003

Greg Brown ... ..... .. ...... ... .... 16 ..... ...... .. 2/28 -3/24 ... ...... ...... 2001

Adam Lopez ..... .... .... ............ .... SP ... .... ... .. .... ...... ....... ........ 2003

Beau McM illan ................. 15 .... ......... 2/ 19-3/ 10 ... ... ... ...... 2002

Travis Osborn ..... ... ......... .......... SP ... .............. ........ ..... ...... . 2003
John Schulz .. .. ........ .. ....... ......... RP ..... ...... ... ... ... ..... ... ........ 2003

<.. 200 1

Landon Thomas ........ ........ 15 ..... ........ 1/26-2/24 ... ..... ...

George Branch ... .............. ... ..... OF ..... ........................ .... .. . 2002

Landon Thomas .......... ... ... 15 ............. 5/4-2/20 ................ 98-99

Landon Thomas .......... ...... .... ... OF .... ............. ..... ....... ... .. .. 2000

Matty Wess .... ...... .. .......... .. 15 ..... ........ 3/ 15-4/ 14 ............... 1996
Steve Vizzo ....... .. .............. 15 ............. 3/15-4/ 17 ............... 1995

Honorable Mention:
Landon Thomas (HM) ..... ........ OF .... .. ......... .. ....... ... .... .. ... 2001

ABCA All-South Re2ion
First Team:
George Branch .. ........ .. ............. OF ... ...... ............. ,....... ...... 2003
Beau McMillan ... ...... ....... ........ 2B .......... ...... ..... .. .. ......... .. 2003
Billy Zbacn ik ........... ... ............. UTIL ........... .. .. ... .... .......... 2003
Enriques Baca ........ ............. ..... P ..... ... .. ... ........ ...... ............ 2002
Beau McMillan ........................ 2B ..... .... ... ......... ........ .. ... .. 2002
Second Team:
Travis Osborn .............. ............ . P ......................... .. ............ 2003
John Schulz .. .......... .. ...... ... ....... RP ....... .... .... ... ............ ..... . 2003
Anthony Basoco ..... ..... ............. OF .... ... .... .... ... .... .. ........ .. .. 1997
Jan Ramos ........ ... ... .. ... ...... ....... 2B ..... ..... ..... ............... .... .. 1999
Matty Wess .... .. ..... ..... .......... .. ... OF ...... .. .... ..... ................... 1997

ABCA South Re2ion Pitcher of the Year
Enriques Baca ......... .. ... .. .... .... ... ... ......... ... ...... ....... ..... .. ... .. . 2002

NCBWA South Re2ion Pitcher of the Year
Enriques Baca ...... .... ... ........ ............... ....... .......... ... .... .. .. .... 2002

ABCA All-America
Enriques Baca (2nd) ... .......... .... P .... .. .... ..... .......... ..... .. ...... . 2002

Superlatiues Since 1994

LYNN
No-Hitters

Yearly Results
Year

Record

Coach
f

March 14, 1999 (Homestead, FL)
Bridgeport

1984 ........................ 28-22 ......... ... .............. HatTy Christensen

0 0 0

0 0 0

0

-

0 0 3

1985 ........................ 32-19 ..... .. ................... Harry Christensen

1 1

9 0 0

X

-

12 11 1

1986 .... .. ... ........ ....... 21-21-1 .. .. .............. .. .. Harry Christensen

Lynn

1987 ................. ..... .. 18-27-1 ......... ... ..... ... .. Jim Lytle
] 988 .. ... ..... .............. 24-2 l .................. ........ Jim Lytle

H

R

ER BB SO AB BF

Michael Mendez 5.0 0

0

0

3

6

15

18

1989 ........... ... .......... 29-18 .. .... ... .. ............... Joe DiBenedetto

Roddy Barnes

1.0 0

0

0

3

2

3

6

1990 ... .... ........ .. .. ... .. 35-9 ... .. ... ...... .... ... ..... .. Joe Di Benedetto

Bi ll y Horn

1.0 0

0

0

2

2

3

6

1991 ................... ... .. 3 1-17 ................ ... ..... .. Joe Di Benedetto

IP

1992 ... ....... ...... ... .. ... 37- 1O...... ........... .. ....... Paul Turner
1993 .. .. .................... 28 -23 ...... .. ....... ... .... .. .. Sal Giardina

March 26, 1988 (Boca Raton, FL)

1994 ...... .................. 21 -33 .......................... Tony Casas '

Ramapo

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

- 0

0

0

1995 ...... .................. 28-27-l ............. .... .... . Tony Casas

Lynn

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 X

- 6

0

0

l 996 ..... .......... ......... 41 -1 9 ............. ... .. ........ Tony Casas
1997 ...... ..... .... .. .... ... 29-24 .................. ........ Gregg Kilby

H

R

ER BB SO AB BF

1998 .. ... .. ... .......... .. .. 16-26-1 ...... ........ .... .. .. Gregg Kilby

9.0 0

0

0

1999 .. .... .. .. ....... ....... 29-25 ...... .:......... ........ . Gregg Kilby

IP
Jim Soricelli

7

2000 ........ ... .. ..... .... .. 29-23 ............... ... ..... ... Gregg Kilby
2001 ... .. ........... .. ... ... 29-23 ............... .... .. .. ... Rudy Garbalosa
2002 .... ... ................ . 29-26 .......... ... .. .......... . Rudy Garbalosa
2003 ........ ................ 35-20 ... ... ......... ..... .. .... Rudy Garbalosa
2004 ........................ 23-31 ........... ....... ........ Rudy Garbalosa

Coaches Records
Head Coach

Years

Record

Pct.

Record

Harry Christiansen

1984-86

82-61-1

.573

0-0

Jim Lytle

1987-88

31-49-1

.388

0-0

Joe Dibenedetto

1989-91

95 -39

.660

0-0

Paul Turner

1992

37-10

.787

0-0

Sal Giardina

1993

28-23

.549

0-0

Tony Casas

1994-96

90-79-1

.53 3

0-0

Gregg Kilby

1997-00

103-108-1

.488

16-47

.254

Rudx Garbalosa

2001-04

116-100

.537

42-42

.500

Totals

1984-03

582-469-4

.554

58-89

.395

2005.l..'r"" ' § , ~

50

Pct.

ri

The Sunshine State Conference
LYNN
-------~=-=-;:;;....-=..;;;...-----------------------------Founded in March of I 975, the Sunshine State Conference has risen from a single-sport organization to
become the Division II "Conference of Champions." Started as a basketball conference, the SSC has
since grown steadily in sports played, membership and national prominence. A weekly check of national
rankings in nearly any Division II sport proves the point as SSC member institutions consistently find
themselves ranked amongst the nation's elite.
Now with nine full members, the SSC is the·proud owner of some 57 NCAA Division II National
Championships in baseball, men's basketball, men's and women's golf, softball, men 's and women's
tennis, men's and women's soccer and volleyball. The Orlando-based league recently added to its already
full trophy case with Lynn capturing the 2003 men's soccer title and Rollins taking home top honors in
women's golf.
The SSC currently crowns regular-season champions in baseball, men 's and women's basketball, men's
and women's cross country, men's and women's golf, men's and women's soccer, men's and women's
tennis, women's volleyball, women's rowing and softball. The league currently administers seasonending tournaments in men's and women's basketball, men's and women's cross country, men's and
women's golf, men's and women's soccer, men's and women's tennis and rowing. Conference members
along with Lynn include Barry University (Miami Shores, Fla.), Eckerd College (St. Petersburg, Fla.),
Florida Tech (Melbourne, Fla.), Florida Southern College (Lakeland, Fla.), Nova Southeastern University
(Davie, Fla.), Rollins College (Winter Park, Fla.), Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, Fla.) and the
University of Tampa (Tampa, Fla.).
Don Landry, the conference's second full-time commissioner announced his retirement at the end of the
2003-2004 academic year following 10 years with the SSC. Mike Marcil, who spent seven years at the
helm of the North Central Conference, has been named as Landry's successor.
Sunshine State Conference
7061 Grand National Drive
Suite 140
Orlando, Fla. 32819
(407) 248-8460 (phone)
(407) 248-8325 (fax)
www.ssconference.org

SUNSHINE
STATE
CONFERENCE~

Commissioner: Mike Marcil
Assistant Commissioner: Gregg Kaye
Information Coordinator: Kelly Harrison
Media Relations Assistant: Jessica Lenchner

2003-2004 Sunshine State Conference Champions
Baseball: Rollins
Men's Basketball: Florida Southern/Rollins
Women's Basketball: Rollins
Men's Cross Country: Florida Southern
Women's Cross Country: Tampa
Men's Golf: Lynn
Women's Golf: Rollins

Women's Rowing: Florida Tech
Men's Soccer: Lynn
Women's Soccer: Barry
Softball: Florida Southern
Men's Tennis: Rollins
Women's Tennis: Lynn
Volleyball: Barry/Tampa
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The Administration
--------------------------------------------Dr. Donald E. Ross
President
Donald E. Ross has served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Lynn University since 1971.
Cited by such publications as Forbes and Florida Trend as an innovator in higher education, Dr. Ross'
success with Lynn University is the result of partnerships he forged with local business, community
and international leaders.
Dr. Ross came to Boca Raton in 1971 from Wilmington College in Wilmington, Delaware, which he
founded with his wife, Helen in 1967. He served as the first President and Chief Executive Officer of
Wilmington College, which now offers graduate and undergraduate degrees to over 7,000 students on
six campuses throughout the state.

Under Dr. Ross' leadership, Lynn University has grown into an institution of great multicultural dimension and international
prestige. Currently, Lynn enrolls nearly 2,500 students representing some 44 states and over 90 countries. His extensive
interaction with the Irish-American communities in both the United States and Ireland led to the establishment of the American
College Dublin.
Active in community affairs, Dr. Ross sits on the Board of Directors of the Florida Endowment Fund. He is a former Trustee .
of the Boca Raton Community Hospital, and has served on both the Economic Council of Palm Beach County and the Cult'ural
Executives Committee of the Palm Beach County Council of the Arts.
In 1992, Dr. Ross received the Greater Boca Raton Chamber of Commerce Industrialist of the Year Award. And in 1996, the
City of Boca Raton declared "Donald and Helen Ross Appreciation Day" in honor of the couple's 25 years at Lynn University.
He was named "Bridge Builder of the Year" in 1999 by the League for the Education Awareness of the Holocaust (LEAH). His
other honors included being named Man of the Year by the City of Hope and receiving the Boy Scouts of America Leadership
Service Award.
In 1994, Dr. Ross received an Honorary Doctorate of Humanities degree from St. Petersburg University of Humanities
and Social Sciences in St. Petersburg, Russia. In 2002 he was awarded the Order of Rio Branco, Degree o Commander, by
government of Brazil.
Dr. Ross holds both Bachelor of Fine Arts and Doctor of Laws degrees from New York Institute of Technology and a Master of
Science in Education from Hofstra University. He and Helen have a son, Kevin, who resides in Boca Raton with his wife and
two children. Their daughter, Ellen, resides in Wilmington, Delaware with her husband and son.

John McCarthy
Director of Athletics
John McCarthy enters his third year at the helm of the Lynn University Athletics program. The fifth
such person to serve as LU 's Athletics Director, McCarthy assumed his current posit10n in July of
2002. He previously served as an assistant men's basketoall coach and as the school 's Blue & White
Club Director.
Under McCarthy's leadership, Fighting Knight teams have captured five Sunshine State Conference
titles and one NCAA National Cliamp10nsh1p. The LU women's tennis team took home the SSC
hardware in 2003 and 2004 with the men's tennis team claiming a SSC co-championship in 2003.
The men 's soccer team preceded its 2003 NCAA Division II National Championship with SSC
regular season and tournament titles while the men's golf team became the latest LU team to sit atop
the SSC by winning the 2004 conference crown.
During his time overseeing Lynn's 12-sport athletics program, McCarthy has managed to keep de])artment morale at a high
level and motivate the admimstrative staff, coaches and student-athletes. A constant and familiar face at Lynn athletics
contests, the enthusiastic McCarthy has also been present to see Fighting Knight student-athletes achieve tremendous success
in the classroom. He has succeeded in continuing to motivate winning results both in the classroom while maintaining LU's
role as a force to be reckoned with across the board in the SSC. During the fall of 2003, Lynn placed more student-athletes
(42) on the SSC's Commissioner's Fall Honor Roll than any other league member.
Since his appointment, the athletics department has created a marketing plan a random drug testing policy, a Policies and
Procedures manual while implementing a Student-Athlete Orientation and additional methoas ofrecognizing student-athletes.
Prior to his arrival in South Florida, the 1993 University of Delaware graduate spent seven seasons at Wilmington College,
spending the last four as the head men 's basketball coach. Upon joining the Lynn family, the 34-old McCarthy served as an
assistant men's basketball coach and assisted in the President's Office before oecoming Blue & White Club Director. With his
leadership, the Blue & White Club saw its membership and donations double. In the meantime, he earned a master 's degree
in Sports and Athletic Administration from LU in 2002. He also successfully completed Leadership Boca and the National
Colfegiate Athletic Director's Association (NACDA) Leadership Conference.
Married to the former Christine Beach since July of 2002, McCarthy welcomed son Sean Patrick into the world on August 27,
2003. Away from work, McCarthy enjoys playing golf, spending time with his family, reading, traveling and following college
sports.
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Eric Abreu
Men 's Golf
11th Season

Mayra Brandt
Cheerleading
First Season

Pam Decosta
Women's Basketball
Second Season

Rudy Garbalosa
Baseball
Fifth Season

Cumulative Records of 2003-2004
Intercollegiate Athletic Teams
Sport

Ginny Kelly
Volleyball
First Season

Overall Rec.

23-31
Baseball
17-1 l
Men 's Basketball
Women 's Basketball 5-22
Men's Golf
NA
Women 's Golf
NA
22-0-1
Men's Soccer@#
7-10-1
Women 's Soccer
35 -1 9- 1
Softball
14-11
Men 's Tennis@
24-2
Women's Tennis@
16-21
Volleyball

SSC Rec.

Head Coach

7-1 4
9-5
1-13
I st"
3rd"
7-0-0
1-5-1
10-11
4-2
7-0
3-11

Rudy Garba losa
Scott McMillin
Pam DeCosta
Eric Abreu
Courtney Krell
Shaun Pendleton
Rocky Orezzoli
Thomas Macera
Mike Perez
Mike Perez
Ginny Kelly

Courtney Krell
Women's Golf
Second Season

" --Denotes finish in SSC Champ ionships.
@--Denotes participant in NCAA Championships.
#--Denotes NCAA Champion.

Thomas Macera
Softball
First Season

Rocky Orezzoli
Women's Soccer
Seventh Season

Scott McMillin
Men's Basketball
Second Season

Shaun Pendleton
Men's Soccer
14th Season

Mike Perez
Men's and Women's Tenni
16th Season

LYNN

tvnn llthletics su1111ort Sta#
----------------------------------------------

Rose Addotta

Chad Beattie

Jay Brandt

Greg Burnett

Eric Buskirk

Department Secretary

Sports Info. Director

Blue & White Club Director

Assistant Trainer

Marketing Coordinator

Ben Connolly
Assistant MBB Coach
Gym Coordinator

Mike Delva
Head Groundskeeper

Michael Duck
Head Trainer

Sue Merrill

Lance Neinas

Director of Campus Rec.
and Intramurals

Assistant Trainer

Kristen Moraz

Dr. Ralph Norcio

Sara Quatrocky

Paul Rinschler

Jeff Schaly

Assoc. AD
Senior Woman Admin.

Facu lty Athletic Rep.

Assistant SID

Transportation Coordinator

Director of Compliance
and Facilities

Athletics Department Points of Pride
❖ Lynn

University teams have won 17 national titles ... The Fighting Knights have come away with six
NCAA championships and 11 NAIA national crowns.
❖ Five different Lynn programs (women 's golf, women's soccer, women's tennis, men 's golf and men's
soccer) have won national titles.
❖ Four different Lynn programs (women's golf, women's soccer, women's tennis and men's soccer) have
captured multiple national championships.
❖ Knights consistently excel both in the classroom and in the competitive arena ... Since 1996, over 1,600
semesters of 3.0 or better have been turned in by Fighting Knight student-athletes ... On the average 104
LU student-athletes produce GPA's of 3.0 or better each semester (since 1996).
❖ Since becoming a full-fl.edged member of the Sunshine State Conference in time for the 1998-99
academic year, Lynn teams have taken home 11 SSC titles ... Two LU sports (men's soccer and women's
tennis) have claimed multiple league titles.
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About Lynn University ...
Lynn University is a private, higher education
institution, located in prestigious Boca Raton,
Florida. Founded in 1962, the university remains
committed to: instilling academic excellence and the
development of individual talents and interests, while
providing students with a solid foundation for
lifelong learning and the tools necessary to succeed
in today's fast-paced, ever-changing global
environment.
The university originally received accreditation by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in
1967 and has upheld the high standards of the
committee ever since. The university, under the
direction of a Board of Trustees, remains committed
to the conti nuous development of academic programs
that demonstrate the university's vision of global
transformation, multicultural awareness and
international exchange.
Currently, Lynn University offers bachelor's,
master's, and doctoral degrees in more than 30
majors that are designed for traditional students, as
well as the growing population of adult learners.
Today, more than 2,000 students from 46 states and
93 nations come to receive Lynn University's unique
learning experience and educational value.

Lynn University provides an environment that is
private and personal, as it is committed to studentcentered learning, where faculty and staff provide
individualized attention tailored for students of
varying levels of academic proficiency. Faculty, staff
and students contribute to an atmosphere that
nurtures creativity, fosters achievement and values
I
diversity. Additionally, a full range of academic and
support programs are coordinated to serve the
increasingly diverse needs of individual
undergraduate and graduate students.
Lynn's academic curricula and programs are
structured to provide a balance between the
theoretical and the practical, along with opportunities
to become involved in community-based
organizations and industries. Education and service
are fully integrated to meet the changing needs of the
local and global community. This integrative design
prepares our graduates to meet the dynamic needs of
the emerging global society.
Lynn University is proud of its tradition of educating
men and women who assume positions of
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responsibility as competent professionals and leaders
in their chosen professions. Lynn University has
fulfilled its purpose when graduates leave the
institution having gained knowledge, confidence,
competence, and imbued with a sense of values of
self worth and the world in which they live.

Lynn University is also proud of its reputation as one
of the safest university campuses in the country.

About Boca Raton ...
Located on Florida's exclusive "gold coast,' Lynn
University is situated between Palm Beach and Fort
Lauderdale, in the heart of Boca Raton , which offers
a cosmopolitan atmosphere with hometown appeal.
The fast-growing city attracts Fortune 500
companies, including IBM, Motorola, Sensormatic,
and Siemens, providing excellent internship and
employment opportunities. Transportation is also
easily accessible with Boca Raton centrally located in
close proximity of three international airports.

An affiliated Lynn University may be found in
Dublin, Ireland, and is called American College
Dublin.

About the Campus ...
Lynn University is situated on a picturesque 123-acre
campus, landscaped with indigenous flowers and
tropical trees among seven freshwater lakes. Students
thrive in the university's state-of-the-art,
contemporary facilities, which include: classroom
buildings, men's and women's residence halls, a
library, sports c,md recreation center, student center,
international academic center, University Club
gourmet dining facility, fitness center, auditorium,
chapel and dining hall, all of which are air
conditioned. In addition , Lynn University's campus
also features tennis, basketball and volleyball courts,
an outdoor swimm ing pool, and soccer and baseball
fields. All of this is located on only three miles from
the Atlantic Ocean.
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A Team Effort
Lynn University Athletics
&

Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites Boca Town Center
Special Rates
for Visiting Teams, Coaches and Parents
at

Boca Raton's Hidden Treasure

184 Brand New Guestrooms and Suites w/Private Balconies
Close proximity to Lynn University and area attractions
Tropical Courtyard with Heated Pool and Whirlpool
Restaurant and Lounge with Room Service
Great Location adjacent to Boca Town Center Mall with fabulous
Dining and Shopping and easy access off I-95
5 minutes to Atlantic Ocean Beaches
25 minutes to West Palm Beach and Ft. Lauderdale International
Airports
50 minutes to South Beach and Art Deco District

Call Sales Department at 561-368-5200 and ask for
Lynn University's Special Rate

''Getting There is Half the Fun!"

Midnight Sun Tours
Proud Carrier of Lynn University Faculty & Students

*Charters
*Tours
*Shuttles
Call us for all your transportation needs.

Charter Reservations
1-877-672-8737

Tour Reservations
1-800-535-0513

www.midnightcoaches.com

! Barry Tournament
$ Saint Leo Tewksbury Classic
%Lynn University Tournament
*Sunshine State Conference game

